
The Newsle11er for PolyMorrhic System~ Owner\ and LJ<;er\ 

Editorial 

- Well PolyMorphic Systems has a new address, see their ad 
this issue. It seems that the future of PolyMorphic and of 
PL are in question. Now don't do anything rash yet like 
sucicide. I hope that PolyMorphic will be around for some 
time, however one can only guess. As far as PolyLetter 
goes, this subject needs some discussion. As I said in the 
last issue I will continue to edit and publish PL as long as 
the subscriber count remains to where it is economically 
feasiable. At the present time and for some time I have 
been going in the red every issue. 

There are several ways to get around this problem. I for 
one want PL to remain in print or I would not have gone on 
this long. I hope the rest of ¥ou want PL to stay in print. 
The obvious is raise the tari f. I don't want to do this. 

e second way would be to publish PL four times a year 
instead of the six. Now I know what you are thinking: thats 
about what he is doing now ! Yes I have beE n late and asked 
several subscribers wnat they thought of me turning over the 
letter to someone else. The reply was that it is better 
lat~ than never. I also think that if PL was given up that 
it would surely expire in a very short time. Wno else would 
spend as much time as it takes to do an issue and spend an 
additional fifty dollars an issue to boot? 

I'm not asking for anyone to take on PL. What I am 
saying is to oe patient, use your Poly, help little ladys 
across the street, eat your beets, brush twice daily, see 
Halleys comet and renew your subscriptions. You need to at 
least do the last two, because both are a once in a lifetime 
wonder. Besides I hate beets. 

For Sale 

(1 ) 8813 and (1) 8813 MS system. The MS system can run 
CPM-80 and has a DC Hayes micro-modem 100 in it. Both 
systems complete with Exec 961 Wordmaster II, Spell 3.0, 
Mailist and documentation. The 8~13 has been used in an 
Architecural office for the last four years. The MS system 
also has specifications and office management system 
software. This software availableat an additional cost. 
Both systems are in excellent condition. First $2000.00 
gets them both plus all the spares1 documentation and disks. 
Contact Bill Davis evenings at !50sl 232-6208. 

Poly 8813 w/64K keyboard, monitor 10MB Priam HD, 8 inch 
floppy drive. $1500.00. Contact Charles Trayser at (415) 
651-5931. 

HD 18 system complete with controller, chassis, power supply 
cables etc. 1295.00. MS 88 system including two drives 
controller, pis, Exec 96, rems, chassis 495.00. Contaci 
PolyMorphic Systems at their new address: 7334 H Hollister 
Ave. Santa Barbara, Ca. 93117. Phone (805) 685-6238. 

8/oOI 
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fftfffllllllllllllllllllfftffffft 
Using '11ili1t - Part 4 

A1 Levr 
Box 7 

Hicksville NY 11882 
(~16) 293-8368 

ftfffffffftffffffffftffttftfftfff 
What about mistakes? or Changing an entry? 

lilderstanding how MAILIST.BS works is part of the 
problem. 
For the minute, here is a simple minded way of fixing 
errors, . 
and updating both lists (if you have two) and keeping 
the11 the same. 

ll Use OLDFILE to find the entry that needs correcting. 
2) Correct the entry on one of the lists. 
3) MAKE NOTE OF THE "ENTRY NUMBER". 
4) Quit OLDFILE 

If the fixup does not effect the "Key Field" 
Use the BASIC program COPYLINE (listed below) 

If the fixup does effect the "Key Field" 
Use Oldfile to find the Entry 
Correct the keyfield and QUIT Oldfile. 
Use the BASIC program COPYLINE !listed below) 

******************************************************* REM COPYLINE.BS 
REM*********************:****************************** REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM-
REM 

L$ Data record in first file. 
You must know the length of each record. 
If you do not know the length, make the 
Length=550 DIM L$(1:550l 

L1$ Data record in second file 
Y$ 1 character used for Yes No 

- it- Record Number ~ -

******************************************************* 10 DIM L$!1:175l 1Ll$(1: 175) 1Y$!1: ll 
REM 
REM 
REH 
REM 
REH 

Change the Names of theses files 

"<?<First File Name" 

20 FILE: 6,0PEN, "<ML<NAME" 1 INPUT 
REM 
REM 
REM 

"<?<Second Fi le Name" 

30 FILE:7,0PEN,"<ML<ZIP",INOUT 
REM 
REM 
REM 

In Case Of Typos 

40 ON ERROR GOTO 50 
REM 
REM 
REM 

Clear The Screen 

50 PRINT CHR$!12l, 
REM 
REM Type The "Entry Number" 
REM or Type "0" and return to Exec 
REM 
60 INPUT " Record Number Jo Look Up (0) To Quit: 11 ,N 
REM 
REM This works in Exec 96 
REM 
70 IF N=0 THEN PRINT CHR$(12lZ=CALL(0 
REM 
REM Reads both Files and displays both entries 
REM _ 
80 FILE:6 1POS,N+1READ:6 1L$FILE:7,POS,N+1READ:7 1L1$ 
REM 
REM 
REM 

Display the entries 

90 PRINT L$PRINTPRINT L1$PRINT 
REM 
REM 
REM 

Verify Copy Procedure 

100 INPUT"ok to copy? "1Y$ 
REM 
REM Copy it! 
REM 
110 IF Y$="Y"THEN FILE:7,POS,N+lPRINT:7,L$ 
REM 
REM Start Over 
REM 
120 GOTO 50 

A few years ago I wearied of doing the Printer Diablo-1200 
and Printer SET routines from the keyboard. 

Using 8" DSDD drives, more often than not I ran out 
of Directory space long before using half of the disk. 

I am not a great fan of WordMaster and prefer to format 
files directly from Exe~. I use a ~arge numbe~ of 
different formats and different print wheel sizes. 

Due to the above, I use onl¥ the FORMAT.IN file ( as 
opposed to having many .IN iles). 

The first problem I overcame was renaming FORMAT.GO to 
FOMAT.GO. Why? Because everytime I wantea to delete 
FORMAT. IN I had to type "DEL FORMAT. IN" instead of 
"DEL FORMAT" and I am so lazy! 

I wanted to type as little as possible. So, I set 
up a sub-directory called "CMOS.DX" (short for "COMMANDS"). 

The problem: How do you put the ESCAPE character in a 
text file? 

Solution: a) 
T pe "BASIC" 

Enter The Following Lines 
10 FILE:610PENi."<3ffAKE.TX" 10UT 
20 PRINT:b CHR:J(27l," II 

30 PRINT:6PRINT:6FILE:6,CLOSE 
"RUN" 
"BYE'~--

Solution: bl 
Edit a text file 
Close the file 
ENABLE the system 
List The Directory 

Disk SAMPLE has 11 files on it. 
185 sectors in use1 0 deleted, 2279 sectors free. 
Size Addr La ~a Name 

6 4 0 0 ADVERT.TX 
13 A 0 0 NEWDISK.TX 
31 17 0 0 PART2.TX 
22 36 0 0 PART3.TX 
19 4C 0 0 PARTl.TX 
6 SF 0 0 READ.me 

28 65 0 0 CPM/EDIT.TX 
16 81 0 0 CPl.TX 
25 91 0 0 POLYLETTER.TX 
10 AA 0 0 REMoval.BS 
5 B4 0 0 ESCAPE.TX 

Look For Your New file and 
Check the Addr Column 
Use SZAP or Szap 

Type ":"and the drive number of the new file 
Example :2 

Type "/" and the sector number of the new file 
( This is the number in the Addr Column) 

Example /B4 

Press the ESCape Key 

If the file is more than one sector long hit the RETURN 
until you see the end of the file •••••••••••• 

(HEX 00's or null characters) 

When you have reached the last sector of the file, 
use the down and right cursors to get past the last (ioTo l 

z 



How To Un S.tup 

There have been several inquiries on the use of the 
printer setup routine. Many have come from people that have 
recently purchased new printers. The main complaint has 
been that they could not successfully connect the new 
printer and make it work properly. The fact is that they 
did indeed set the parameters correctly however did not know 
that when the system is booted the old parameters were 
loaded and that the new setup routine has to be cold booted 
in order for it to work as planned, or call the routine 
Printer (new name) to set the Printer as newly defined. 

A good starting point when installing a new printer is to 
vi ew the default printer listing and take note of how it is 
defined. Now carefully read the documentation for the new 
printer and compare the data for the two. It should be 
obvious what needs to be changed. The first thing that 
comes to mind would be the baud rate. The reason most 
people are changing printers is to upgrade thier capability. 
The newer printers have print speeds up to 160 cps plus. 
The effective transfer rate of serial data from the computer 
to the printer can be as high as 9600 baud for the Poly. 
You need to see what speeds the new printer will handle and 
use the highest speed possible. If you have a decent sized 
buffer in the printer, then at 9600 baud the adverage file 
can be printed in one load to the buffer. This gets you 
back to Exec in just a few seconds! 

The second item to check is the hardware handshake. Host 
printers I have used like the DTR handshake best. Acually 
most serial printers come from the factory strapped as DTR. 
The DTR handshake stands for Data Terminal Ready. The 
printer is the controlling device. When you call to print 
the printer controlls the DTR line. This line is normally 
high, meaning it is ready to accept data. As the computer 
fills the buffer the printer starts to print. However at a 
9600 baud rate the printer can 't print as fast as the 
computer can send it data. So when the buffer is full the 
printer toggles the DTR line low and the computer quits 
sending data. Now when the the buffer reaches the empty 
point! about 256 characters, the printer then re-toggles the 
DTR ine high and the computer resumes s1nding data. This 
continues until the entire file has been transfered. 

There are other handshakes available such as Xon Xoff and 
Etx Ack. I have found that the Poly likes the DTR best. 
For a straight 11 thru 11 header connection on the serial 
mini-card you should wire the cable as follows !in most 
cases), 
COMPUTER SIDE PRINTER SIDE 

1 
2 
3 
4&5 
6 
7 
B 
20 

For the header: 

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
'"'IIIIII 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 
3 
2 
B 
20 
7 
4&5 
6 

The nice thing about setup is that you can define many 
different printer parameters and call them by using Printer 
!name). This is very handy when you want to change from 
printing text to say labels. Just define the lines per page 
as 255 and the fanfold labels will print perfectly. This 1s 
how I print the PL labels. 

Now lets look at the Setup main menu. The first screen 
gives you the commands available in Setup. The command NEW 
1s for defining a new printer type. View is used to look at 
an existing printer's setup parameters, Default is used to 
tell Exec. that on boot it will load THESE parameters. 
Delete is for deleting a printer name. The prompt in Setup 
is the II or 1111 depending on whether you are ENabled or not. 
The following is how to define a new printer with the name 
Epson. 
llllNEW EPSON 
SIMILAR TO A DIABLO? N !for most serial printers) 
Understand Form Feeds?Y 

Understand TAB characters?Y 
Speed of printer in baud?9600 
Blocking type device?N (unless you want to use ETX-ACKl 
ASCII code for PAD character?0 
Number of pads after CR?0 
II II II II LF?0 
11 Tab?0 

BS?0 
DEFAULT page parameters 
lines per page?66 
Characters per line?80 
Lines for TOP margin?0 
Lines for BOTTOM marqin?0 
Offset for left EDGE?0 
Printer defined 
If this is your default printer parameters then the next 
line should read DEFAULT EPSON. Then type EXIT or all of 
this work goes down the bit bucket. 

If you have the cable and header wired correctly, the 
switches or strapping options done correctly on the printer 
yo~ are ready to cold boot the system and enjoy your new 
printer. 
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1.- Bl;lty, Chris "r le ~. 
3458 W Turk1y Lant 
Tucon, Pt- 85741 

l 

Bi stflllger , Br i an 
4235 Dalhart Road Nil 
Cilgat"Y1 Alberta 
T3A 186 Canada 

Burton, Guy_~ 
P.O. Box 1280 
Cisper, Wy 

Clay, Darlene 
Fil• Factory 
14530 ea.den Ave 

82602 

San Jose, CA 95124 

Daubendiek, Allen 
205 Washington Ave 14 
Ales, IDlila 50010 

~~~t~South 
Midvale, Utah 84047 

Howard Wi 11 i a1 
881 ~sdale Terrace 
11acon 1 Sa. 31210 

Little, George 
1634 E 6th Ave.Apt.302 
Vancouver, B.C. 
CANADA Y5N 1P3 

Miller, Travis M. 
Griffins Jewelers, Inc. 
112 N Fredonia St. 
Longview, TX 75601 

Purvis, Ja11es P. 
4315 E.Thunderbird 238 
Phoeni X I Az, 85032 

Ro~ Pere~ 
L- MJt:! Af~~~i 

T56169 i.;anada 

Chubers, Fred 
<- 908 61 en Oak Dr. 

Fairfield, AL 35864 

Ellingboe, John 
1432 lusk St. 
Guntersville AL 35976 

Mullins, Srahu 
Mullins ~uter Service 
1431 11arlowe Drive 
MontgD1ery AL 36116 

!ford ti Jenkins 
Sas Consultants Inc. 
PO Box 3427 
Fort Smith AR 72913 

Johnson, Bob 
V Ci11elback House 1432 

4618 North 68 th St. 
Scottsdale AZ. 85251 

Polyl1grphic Systen 
5331 Debbie Road 
Santa Barbara, CA 93111 

. / Aauino, Michael A. 
v 2431 Leavenworth St. 

San Francisco CA 94133 

De Lellis, P J 
2155 Nest 235th Place 

Torrance CA 9856!11 

l'lcNill y I JI H. 
John H. l'lcNilly le Co. 
7049 Ar1Strong Road 
Soleta CA 93117 

Mikuriya, Tod M.D. 
V Cl are1ont Hotel 

Berkeley, CA 94705 

Scully, Tim Ph. D. t l1endoc1no Microcomputers Inc 
32191 Albion Ridge Rd. 
Albion, CA 95410 

V~itler1 R. Conway 
943 N. uak Avenue 
Filll11Dre 1 CA 93115 

Trayser 1 Charles v. 
V' Mission San Jose Veterinary 

1844 Washington Blvd. 
Fremont 1 CA 94538 

Trahan, James 
; Oso Invest11e11ts 

PO Box 217 
Oxnard CA 93032 

Warkentin, John J. 
i.,, 8442 Ahrentzen Court 

Citrus Heights, CA 95610 

Turnquist, J. Reid 
v' SchrOeder Dirt Work Inc. 

PO Box 573 
Dillon CO 80435 

Barrett, John 
Barrett Associates 
1122 N. Bl ck Acre Ct. 
Cisselberry FL 32708 

V ~~s~t~~1 ~v~: 
Panama City . FL 32405 

• ,/ Lloyd1 Stacy S., D.O. 
v S36-l 13rd Ave. 

N.Redington Bch FL 33708 

~bee Bob 
\,/ Poly Peripherals 

5011 Brougham Court 
Stone l'lountai n SA. 30087 

\, Li i:ii:iinan 1 Dr. Mi tche 11 
1295 Terrell "ill Ra. 
11arietta, SA 30067 

Sutherland, Mark 
Telecorp Systems 
3144 Oakcl1ff Ind. St. 
Atlanta SA 30340 

Woods Stuart 
v 4340 free Haven Dr.N.E 

Atlanta, SA 30342 

V Cottington1 Merrill 6. 
814 Story ::;t. 
Boone 1 IA 50036 

V Sterling, Sary A. 
RFD 11 
Hedrick IA 52563 

v r~y~l ~~!~~ t~e 
Naperville IL 68548 

t/ '1ack 1 George and Reva 



4444 Thornbark Drive 
Hoff1a11 Estates IL 68195 

ThDlas Karl 
v Aspen ~uters 

7519 W. Irving Park Rd 
Chicago, IL 68634 

lassig 1 August L. 1 Jr. 
Assoc ot American Kailroads 
Box 21111 Ogden Dunes 
Portage, IN 46308 

// Goodal 11 Jues C. 
Holles l'lagaz i ne 
P.O. Box 1168 
Cedar Lake, IN 4631113 

Bobenhouse,1._!~11a 
v The BEAl'IS ~any 

P 0 Box 2418 
Des Hoines, IO 5111311 

Chevalier, Steve 
Southwest Engineers of LA 
PO Box 2686 
Natchitoches LA 71457 

Kelso, Bob 
v 11118 Belle Chasse Drive 

Lafayette LA 71586 

Kenyon, Ralph 
Abstract Systems, Etc. 
191 lillite Oaks Road 
WilliaastOMl'I l'IA 81267 

TriP.i Bob 
V 23 En~icott Dr. 

Westboro, MA 81581 

Davis , Dr. David L. 
\,,.. 158e1 Providence Drive Aot 11F 

Southfield I'll 48875 

Petty1 Ray1011d 
C/O r«:NB 

\/9th & Tryon St. 
Charlotte NC 28255 

\ l'liller, Th01as E. 
" The Chardon ~any 

250e Sahler St. 
O.aha, NE 68111 

\/" ~~;1 I~~~~i~i Electronics 
1728 North Sher11an 
North Platte, NE 69181 

Bushnell, Dave 
47 Hudson Ave. 
"'1pleNOod NJ 1117041 

Hills Jack G. 
Los Aluos Nat 'l Laboratory 
11 Loea Vista Drive 
Los Al uos tf1 87544 

\/' l'lulloy, Patrick 
4371 Toledo Ave. 
Las Vegas NV 89121 

Levy, Al 
v Jazz Record Co. 

P.O. Box 71 
Hicksville, NY 11881 

ttoffatt, Ronald C. 
'-' 126 Sue.1len Drive 

Rochester NY 14619 

Palll!l"-Poroner 1 l'I. &r B. 

~Art Liaison Inc. 
31115 West 28th St. 1136 
New York NY 1fllfll81 

Rosenfeld Sal 
~ CollPuter ~plications 

61 traig Road 
Islip Terrace NY 11752 

/ 
Schirripa, Douglas R. 
21111 Betteridge Road 
Churchville NY 14428 

/ Gross, Charles w. 
445 Rising Hill Dr. 
Fairborn, OH 45324 

Hope, Jack I. 
111128a Anderson ~Y 

v Cincinnati 1 OH 45242 

Jones, Robert L. 
ADirections, Inc. 
3222 N. High Street 
Colulllbus, OH 4321112 

linger James 
mes Salinger & Associates 

P. o. Box 3n45 
Cincinnati, OH 45222 

Phillips Petroleum Company 
8 A-4 Phillips Bldg. 
Bartlesville OK 74fllfll4 

Davis William B. 
Church Davis Architects 
68111 W 1fllth Ave, 1444 
Portland, OR 9721115 

J Carlson, Willia11 S. 
Pittsburgh Testing Lab 
P.O. Box 1646 
Pittsburgh, PA 1523111 

Partlow, Bill 
v Westinghouse Electric Corp. 

131111 Beulah Road 
Pittsburgh, PA 15235 

Sloan John A. 
e sloan Brothers Colpany 

659-13th Street 
OaklOllt 1 PA 15139 

Graves, Charles B. 
111174 Evergreen Circle 

v' Rock Hill, SC 2973111 

6ood1a11 1 Jues 
J Datacare 

2552 Poplar Av Ste 206 
He1phi s TN 38122 

Cook&rJi1 

ti' ~~b~ a:i~ 18121 
Dallas, TX 75218 

Hockert, Susan 
Heckert Colputi'!1Jnc. 
7'1J87 Preston Rd IJllllO 
Dallas, TX 75285 

/"'1ch~les &r Helen v 71119 
Irving TX 75861 

· "'-"'1tney Greg 
'014115 iritoak Lane 

Houston TX nr79 

Neal, John R. 

-./ 957111 Spring Branch Dr. 
Dallas, TX 75238 

J Norton, Arthur N. 
7641 Four Winds Drive 
Fort Worth, TX 76133 

fu'an, Ji1 
v CO~uter Connection, Inc. 

211181 N Collins 1183 
Richardson, TX 7sesa 

J S.i th Walker 
651113 Ridgecrest Unit D 
Dallas, TX 75231 

JTh~son, Charles A. 
2989 Rosedale Ave. 
Dalllas, TX 7521115 

J Wagner 1 Richard 
The Centre Shepherd • s Bush 
5416 Gaston Ave 
Dallas TX 75214 

Wolfert, Jonathon 
-.I JAl'I Creative Productions 

4631 Insurance Lane 
Dallas, TX 7521115 

J Steinhauser, Charles l'I. 
P 0 L Y L E T T E R 
483 FairvieM Dr. 
Richardson, Tx 7Sil81 

( Lote 1 Kenneth 
5936 W. Zina Circle 
W. Valley City UT 8412111 

..; Johnson 1 Robert 
5303 Luwana Drive SW 
Roanoke, Va 24118 

Nobbs, Russ 
t..--Rings & Things 

P.O. 1753 
Spokane, WA 99218 

Stearns Frank 
1431117 tE 16th Street 
Vancouver WA 98664 

Ostergaard, Fle11ing 
v PolySOft A/S 
Jagtv~j 169 B 
DK-211i!18 Copenhagen 8Dn1k. 
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tELPFUL HINTS IN LAYttEN'S LANGUA6E 
by Charles A. Thompson, Attorney 

2909 Rosedale Avenue, Dallas, TX 75205-1532 

Recently, I was discussing the capabilities of Poly BASIC 
with an experienced programmer, who has written some very 
sophisticated business software for his Poly(s), To my 
surprise, he wasn't using user-written functions. After a 
quick demo, however, he found many places where a well 
written function would save both space and time. 

An easy way to understand a function is to think of it as a 
GOSUB. Indeed, a multi-line function even ends with a 
RETURN. 

We all use the built-in functions regularly: TAN(Xl,INT(Xl, 
SQRT(X) etc. All we do is to suflstitute for the "X" the 
number lor which we want the tangent (integer, square root) 
and BASIC returns the answer. 

A user-written function works the same way. For example, 
you want to do a simple arithmetic routine many times. You 
can write a function to do this. 

Let's say you want to add two figures, multiply the sum by a 
third, and divide the result by a fourth. A function to do 
this could be 

5000 DEF FN M(X1 1X2 1X3,X4l 
5010 X=(X1+X2l*X~/X4 
5020 RETURN M 
5030 FNEND 

What have we done? On LINE 5000 is the required DEF FN 
(could be DEFFNl to tell BASIC we're defining a function. 
Then, we specify the variable name of the function: DEF FN M 

Then, in parentheses, we include DUMMY variables, in this 
case X1, X21 X31 and X4 are used. ANY legal variable can be 
used, but CAUTiuN: If you use this same variable anywhere 

-~ else in the program, it will not affect the function, but 
~function will change the other variable each time the 

function is used (this MIBHT come in handy). 

Then, in LINE 5010 1 we have defined the mathematical formula 
to be executed, using the dummy variables. I used 11 X= 11 but 
you could also use any numeric variable (Note, though, that 
Whatever you use will be set to the result of the formula). 
In LINE 5020 is specified that the value to be "returned" is 
M, and LINE 5030 is the mandatory FNEND to tell BASIC that 
your function definition is ended. 

To use this function in a program, you might use: 

50 M=FNM(1 131519l 

and the values specified in the parentheses would be 
substituted for X1 1 etc. In this case, X1 becomes 11 X2 
becomes 3 X3 becomes 5, and X4 becomes 9. It is not 
necessary io specify the line number of the function since 
BASIC knows where the definition of FN Mis located. You 
could also use 

50 PRINT FN M(1 131519) 

and the calculations would be done, with the result printed. 

You can do ANYTHING in a function you can do in a program 
line. For example, let's assume you have some strings which 
include filling blanks. You want to strip off the blanks at 
the end of a large number of strings, with many variable 
names. Here's a simple way to do it: 

10 DIM S$(1:100l,X$(1:100lREM even dummy variables_ must be 
DIMed 

* * * * 
6000 DEF FN S$(X$l 
6010 IF RIGHT$(X$ 1l0" "THEN 6040 
6020 X$=LEFT$(X$,LEN(X$l-llGOTO 6010 
6040 RETURN S$ 
6050 FNEND 

~ To use this function, merely call the function and 

substitute whatever variable you wish. In some of my work 1 I use L$ (last name) F$ (first name) Al$ (1st line ot 
address), A2$ l2d line ol address), C$ (cityl, S$ (state), 
and Z$ !ZIP code). Assume I've extracted all of these 
variables from a data file and want to delete all padding 
blanks. All I have to do is: 

100 L$=FN S$(L$lF$=FN S$lF$l 
110 A1$=FN S$(A1$lA2$=FN S$lA2$l 
120 C$=FN S$(C$lS$=FN S$(S$lZ$=FN S$(Z$l 

and all will be stripped of trailing blanks. You can see 
the beauty of this system. You do not have to use the 
"real" variablelsl when you do the "GOSUB" -- just insert 
your "real" variable in the parentheses in the same order as 
the "dummy" variables and BASIC will substitute for you. 

Incidentally, you could also do 

340 L$=FN S$ ("Thompson "l 

and the function would strip off those excess blanks. You 
can also use a similar function to ADD blanks to pad strings 
before writing them to a data file. 

I have a library of functions which I use in various 
programs. In one set of programs (my General Ledger 
pacKagel, I use a MENU program to hold a number of 
often-used functions, then CRAIN additional modules to 
provide the program parts to do various things. This cuts 
down the total space the GL package requires on disk and on 
load time. It also simplifies programming ! 

Just to demonstrate a more mundane use of a function, here's 
one I use in my 1040 Tax Package: 

11000DEFFNP2$lXl 
11020 FOR J=1TOXPRINT:2NEXTRETURNP$ 
11030 FNEND 

What does this do? All it does is skip lines, but how 
simple it is to use 

535 P$=FNP2$(6l 

to skip 6 lines. It 's also VERY easy to edit. 

There is also a "single-line function" which works the same 
way, but is written slightly differently. The example in 
your BASIC manual is 

20 DEF FNSllA,Bl=A+B 

No FNEND or RETURN is used on a single-line function. 

IN CONCLUSION: Let your imagination be your guide. You can 
call functions from within functions if rou want. You can 
use ON-GOTO in a function (think of a l the variations of 
the function you could "command" by merely adding a dummy 
variable in the definition and then inserting the 
appropriate number). 

In my 1040 Tax Program, I would estimate that fully 50Y. of 
the program lines involve function calls. I have functions 
which add lines, print lines, skip lines, make decisions! 
print captions on lines followed by figures, etc. Where 
have printing done, I can also specify the amount of TAB for 
positioning on the form, etc. 

If you haven't tried functions, TRY THEM. Experiment. 
You' l find your programs run faster and take less space. 

§peaking of my 1040 Tax Progra11, the 1985 1040 Tax 
Preparation System is ready for shipment. This program 
package is now in its fouth year and really, really works. 
It peels, slices! dices\ calculaies1 and prints your federal 
income tax Form 040 ana Schedules A, B, C\ G1 and W. Price 
is $75 for first-time purchasers 1$1j0,00 for tax 
professionals). Annual updates are one-half price (return 
previous year's diskette). Operating manual is included. 



non-null character. Enter IB in the first "00" square. 
Press the RETURN a few times and then CTRL/Y 

Now if you EDIT the file, you will see the ESCAPE 
character (a left arrow) in the file. 

Solution:c) The easiest! 

Edit your file. 
Press the ESC key. Press the left arrow. 
Press CTRL/F 
Press CTRL/E 
Press CESCJ 
Press CTRL/U (TWICE) 
Press LEFT ARRROW once 
Press C DEL J key once !remove the extra cursor) 

Exit The Editor 

ok now that we are past that let's get down to the matter 
at hand. 

My sample: 

EDIT CMDS<LETTER 

Pr D 
Pr SET 
66 
85 
5 
5 
0 
?DEL FORMAT 
ZP 
ED FORMAT. IN 

Type <ESC> LEFT ARROW 
Type CTRL/F 
Type CTRL/E !End) 

I Changed Diablo-1200 to D 

Type ESCape 
Type CTRL/U !Undelete) 
Type CTRL/U CUndeletel 
Delete the extra cursor 

Close the file 
In Exec type CMDS<10 and enjoy.......... Al 

Note: 
-Since many of the characters used are control codes or 
escape characters, it is tough to print these commands 
on paper. Anyone wishing disK copies which you can edit 
and/or use send $5.00 per disk to: 

Al Levy, Box 71 1 Hicksville NY 11802 
(516) 2Y3-8368 

**************************************************** REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 

Sample User Defined Definition 
to a) clear the screen 

bl create a Border 
cl display program name or whatever 

Submitted to Polyletter 02/01/86 
Al Levy 
Box 71 
Hicksvill e NY 11802 
(516) 293-8368 

Cl ear Screen and draw Stars 

10 Z=FNA!Xl 
REM ************************************************ REM 
REM 
REM 

Display Banner 

REM ************************************************ 
20 PLOT 30 142 10PRINT"My Program" ,POKE0, 160 
REM ************************************************ REM 
REM 
REM 

Put Your Program Here 

REM ************************************************ 
30 PLOT 30 130,0PRINT "ok?"POKE0,160 
40 GOTO 40 

REM ************************************************ 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 

Define Functions At End Of Program 
Then they can always be addea 

to new programs 

REM ************************************************ 4000 DEF FNA(Xl 
4010 V=47H=0 
4020 PRINT CHR$(12l POKE0 160 
4030 PLOT H1V10DRAW

1
127,V:IV=V-6IF V>40 THEN 4030 

4040 RETURN X 
4050 FNEND 
NEXT A LITTLE TIME ROUTINE----
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 

Sample User Defined Definition 
to a) Accept a number of minutes 

bl display as Hours and minutes 

REM Submitted to Polyl etter 02/01 /86 
REM Al Levy 
REM Box 71 
REM Hicksville NY 11802 
REM (516) 293-8308 
REM 
10 DIM Y$(1:1lZ$=CHR$(12l 
20 PRINT Z$,POKE0 1160 
30 ON ERROR GOTO 40 
45~ PILNPOTUT0A3N0,0bDRAWOf12M?,30t,2P~OTMP40SK13!,S16m 
~ um er inu es c ~ ~ 

60 RESETH=FNT!H1lM=FNT(MllPLOf 40 121 0 
80 PRINT H1," HOURS AND 11 ,Ml, 11 MINUTES ",POKE0 1 160 
90 PLOT 01610DRAW127 1612PLOT 401610 
100 INPUT1"1:io Again?" Y$POKE0 16io 
110 IF Y$="Y" OR Y$="yA THEN 20 
120 IF Y$="N" OR Y$="n" THEN PRINT Z$ 1 Z=CALL!0l 
130 GOTO 90 
REM ************************************************** 
REM 
REM 
REM 

User Defined Functions 

REM ************************************************** 5000 DEF FNT(X) 
5010 Hl=INT(M/60lM1=MOD(M 160) 
5020 RETURN X 
5030 FNEND 
****************************************************** REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 

Sample Routine 
to al Accept a number of minutes 

bl display as Hours and minutes 

Submitted to Polyletter 02/01/86 
Al Levy 
Box 71 
Hicksville NY 11802 
(516) 293-8368 

10 DIM Y$(1:1lZ$=CHR$!12l 
20 PRINT Z$,POKE0 1160 
30 ON ERROR GOTO 40 
40 PLOT 0i30,0DRAW 127,30 12PLOT 40130,S 
50 INPUT 'Number Of Minutes \MPOKc 0,160 
60 RESETH=INT(M/60lM1=MOD!M 16iol 
70 PLOT 40 24 0 
80 PRINT H:"HOURS AND \M11" MINUTES"POKE 0,160 
90 PLOT 01b10DRAW127 161lPLuT 40 1 ~10 100 INPUT1"1:io Again?" Y$POKE0 lbt:! 
110 IF Y$="Y" OR Y$= 11 y11 THEN 20 
120 IF Y$= 11 N11 OR Y$="n" THEN PRINT Z$,Z=CALL!0l 
130 GOTO 90 

7 
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.Edi'l:orial 

This is a surprise; I find that I have 
volunteered to take over PolyLetter at a 
time when it is 3 issues behind schedule . 
I am calling this issue the MAR/APR issue, 
because I have not decide whether or not I 
cannot 'catch up' to the schedule. The 
worst part of this is that the former 
editer , Charles, tells me that no one has 
written or called to complain about the 
tardiness. What kind of people are these 
subscriber that do not complain when their 
favorite publication does not arrive on 
schedule? 

Well, whatever kind of people you are, I 
hope to serve you as well as the past 
editors of PolyLetter have Cif not better). 
I have made suggestions to the different 
editors about how to organize PolyLetter, 
but none have taken the bait. As a matter 
of fact, that is why I am now the editor; I 
have a chance to do the things I have 
suggested . I hope to implement a number of 
departments and features to cover most 
users needs. 

Included among these are Letters 
(comments and opinion from our readers), 
help information about various system 
facets, information about bugs that have 
been discovered, comments about programming 
techniques and style, information about 
what programs are in the public domain, and 
whatever news seems relavant. 

You may have read one of my articles in 
the past or you may have used one of my 
programs in the past. I have tried to make 
the Poly do what I wanted it to do. I have 
not always been successful. In this day 
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and age, most people have moved on to the 
IBM-PC Cclonel. There are still a few 
hold-outs who are loyal to the Poly. One 
of the things I have been thinking about is 
writing a system which runs Poly software 
on the IBM-PC CcloneL A step in th i s 
direction has been taken by Micro
Solutions, DeKalb, IL, who is manufacturing 
a board for the IBM-PC Cclone) which is 
capable of reading hard-sector diskettes . 
CSee Al Levy's articleL Another step in 
this direction which I plan to take 
advantage of is NEC's new processor the 
V-20. The V-20 is an 8088 which is also 
capable of becoming an 8080 . 

Writing a Poly emulator for the IBM-PC 
Cclone) would be much easier if the system 
had a V-20 installed . I will keep you 
posted on that score. 

Let me give you a little personal 
histor'{. I first aquired a Poly in 1979 
when was looking for a word processing 
system to handle the papers I was writing 
in general semantics . I couldn't stand the 
idea of typing a paper over just for minor 
revisions, so a word processing system 
seemed a good bet. I had only worked with 
the Wang 2200 series, which, although it is 
a dedicated word-processing system, had 
been being used for management information 
processing . 

My choices were the Apple, the Sol, a 
North Star Horizion, a Vector Graphics, and 
an Alpha-Micro Cwhich wasn't really a 
desk-topL Back then, in 1979, the Poly 
Editor had it all over everything else at 
the local computer store . That's what sold 
me. After learning about its operating 
system and its front panel mode, it seemed 
like it was light years ahead of everyone 
else in the market. It seemed too good to 
be true. CToo bad Poly lost the market 
lead.) 

Well, about that time, I started taking 
graduate mathematics courses and working on 
a M. S . in mathematics. My involvement 
with the Wang 2200 at work, and the Poly at 
home soon had me taking courses in Computer 
Science, and I eventually changed my major 
to Computer Science . Of course, the Poly 
figured into every project in the program. 

Well, the university computer, a DEC-10, 
had two editors, both of which were 
terrible. After using the Poly editor, SOS 
and TECO were absolutely terrible; I hated 
using them. O.k., I'll do my homework on 
the Poly and transfer it to the DEC via a 
dial-up line. Well, I needed a modem to 
talk to the University computer, and bought 
the Hayes Micromodem-100. Unfortunately, 
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there wasn't any software for it for the 
Poly. I chose the Hayes Micromodem-100 
because it went into the Poly's bus and I 
could use the printer and the modem at the 
same time. However, I had to write the 
software to run the board Croy first big 
assembly language projectl. 

With my newly developed interest in 
assembly language programming, I developed 
a desire to see how other people wrote 
assembly language programs, and bought a 
disassembler. It was a total 
disapointment! It had horrible bugs. I 
sent it back and got my money back; then I 
wrote my own version, in BASIC, which did 
what I expected a disassembler to do. It 

rroduced a source list which could be given 
o the assembler and which would assemble 

to the original machine language program 
without any errors. CSince then I have 
written a fast machine language version.) 

About this time, I connected up with 
Chuck Sutherland, who was just starting 
PolyLetter. He advertised my disassembler; 
that's how I got into the business of 
writing and selling software for the Poly. 
Many of the programs I have were written 
just because I wanted the Poly to do 
something for which there was not yet any 
software. In some cases, I just made 
something someone else had much better. 
CAs a matter of fact, the DisAssembler has 
been the single most popular program I have 
ever written.) 

In any event, writing and selling 
software for the Poly became a part-time 
side-line business for me. I met many 
interesting people through my Poly 
contacts. One fellow is analyzing and 
displaying the minute by minute play of the 
stock market. Another manages all facets 
of a printing business. Yet another did 
only the pay-roll for a radiology business . 
However, it comes down to the editor as the 
one thing most people like best. I still 
think the Poly editor is better than any 
other I have seen, and I plan to adapt it 
to the IBM-PC. 

But, I ramble on, and on, and on .. _ 
Let me continue this saga with the next 
issue. In the mean time, send me your 
stories on how you got involved with the 
Poly, and what you do with it. 

Le'l:'l:ers 

Dear PolyLetter, 

Ed. 

************************************** 
The Importance of CP/M on a PolyMorphic 
************************************** 

Let's look at the facts and take a hard 
look at the future. First, I am building 
and selling PC/XT/AT clones. I write most 
of my commercial software on the XT since 
this is what my customers demand. 

References to Exec are Exec 96 using Rom 
version 81 or ASROM. If you are still 
using Execs prior to 93 you are using 
antiquated equipment. Although the earlier 
Execs where ahead of their time they suffer 
by today's standards. 

I have in house, an Apple Ile, a CP/M 
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3.3 system CBASIS), a CP/M 2.2 system 
CCompupro), a PC/XT clone CMSdos), a PC/AT 
clone CMSdos), and I have used and tested a 
MegaData CUnix) system. I am also writing 
software and helping to maintain a Dec PDP 
mainframe C7S users not counting the Data 
Processing Maintainence People). The PDP 
is using the Unix operating system. 

The pros and cons: 
My favorite machine is still the Poly . 

"first the good news." The Poly operating 
system is unique. Although it is a single 
user system, it has many of the best 
features of Unix and it is the friendliest 
machine in town. Writing a serious program 
on the Apple or on a CP/M or DOS machine 
takes ten times the effort as writing it on 
the Poly. 

You are used to Exec and working from 
the operating system. Commands such as 
copy, image etc. are a snap, no? On the 
Apple you must load and run a copy program, 
do all your copying and then run some other 
program. All Apple disks are not 
compatible. All PC-DOS disks are not 
compatible . All CP/M disks are not 
compatible. The standard for CP/M is eight 
inch single sided. Most of today's CP/M 
machines use S.2S inch diskettes. Using 
CP/M, you would need a collection of Public 
Domain software to do half the things built 
into Exec. MS-DOS is CP/M with adenoids . 
There have been 4 major releases in the 

f ast five years Cat StOO a pop) and the 
atest release 3.2 has bugs crawling 

throughout. I just received a "patch" to 
fix some of the bugs. 

Now the bad news: 
The advantage of PC-DOS or MS-DOS CIBM disk 
operating -system) "YOU CAN BUY THE SOFTWARE 
YOU NEED!" There are telephone books 
crammed with offerings. By the time a list 
is released, it is obsolete because the 
titles have doubled! 

Due to the universality of DOS and the 
IBM architecture parts are cheap. I can 
put together a PC/XT clone with a twenty or 
thirty meg hard disk for about a thousand 
dollars. Compare this to the price of a 
Poly hard disk sub-system. I could buy 
seven clones for the price of a new 
Poly-8813. 

It is a bewildering situation. I use 
the Poly for all of my personal and 
business affairs CI own seven PolyMorphic 
systems and constantly have two working). 
I use the CP/M machine and the Apple for my 
club work CLICAL Our monthly publication, 
a forty page newsletter, is written on the 
Poly. I of course am the standing joke of 
this 1 SOO member group. When any member 
visits my office and I give them a ten 
minute demo of the Poly, the attitude 
changes. I hear remarks such as "wow, I 
never realized .... " 

People from Intel were at my office and 
their minds were boggled by the Poly's 
software. CExec, BASIC, Edit, Assembler) 

What to do? You may not realize the 
power in your machine. Do we need you? 
You bet we do. Without other users to 
communicate ideas etc the emotional feel 
goes. There is hardware support from at 
least three sources. There will be 
software support Cal Public Domain from 
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Ralph, myself, and any other person who 
feels they can contribute. Cb) Commercial 
software provided you can afford it and the 

f rogrammer is willing to accept the task. 
must say I have turned down a few offers 

on the Poly not because I wasn't willing 
but I had higher priced jobs available and 
couldn't find the time. 

My reccomendations are a) grab a hold of 
an MS system Ceight inch DSDD) and find 
heaven. You can pick up drives at prices 
from $5.00 to $100.00 depending on your 
resources. Try to get a hold of a MS 
controller board. 

Just to startle you, I am enclosing a 
printout of my Directory in Drive 4. 

If the price gets too steep, talk to 
Ralph about his 96 TPI drives which work 
off of the Single Density controller 
boards. £1600 sectors per drive. Ed.1 

There is a great possibility that we 
will be running the Poly software on 
PC-clones. Details will be published as 
the works progresses in future issues of 
PolyLetter. The aim of the project will be 
to al read Poly disks on the IBM clone. bl 
Run Poly disks on the IBM clone. cl 
transfer files from-to Exec/Dos by putting 
disks into the machine on which you are 
working. 

To read Dos Disks, Northstar CP/M disks, 
Kaypro disks etc on the Poly you must have 
Poly CP/M. CNote, Poly's CP/M can only 
read and write the Northstar single density 
disk format, but most CP/M software will 
run once it is copied over into Northstar 
or Poly disk format. Ed.1 Please read my 
article on the MatchPoint hardware/software 
combo. This is significant. If you cannot 
run CP/M on the Poly or if you don't know 
if you can run CP/M on your Poly contact 
Ralph or my office. This will be a 
starting point. I intend to run off a 
mimeograph check list with costs involved 
which I will send to you for a STAMPED SELF 
ADDRESSED ENVELOPE. 

I also think its about time you got off 

rour "duff" and sent meaningful questions 
o our new editor. If we don't know what 

you need to know how the heck can we write 
meaningful articles? Get with it guys and 
gals. Despite Santa Barbara, we can do 
miracles. 

Al Levy 

CAI can be reached by writing P.O. Box 71, 
Hicksville, NY, 11802, or by calling C516) 
293 8368. Ed.1 

NE'WS 

L MATCH-POINT, a hardware product to allow 
the ?Clone to read and write files under 
Apple's Apple Dos or ProDos cannot read 
PolyMorphic or Northstar single density 
formats . Ron Proesell Cphone: C815) 
756-34111 says the project to modify the 
board to allow reading and writing our 
format is now a 'back burner' project. 
CSee the letter from Al Levy, and his 
article on the subject. If you are 
interested in moving your data to a PClone, 
call and urge him to work on it. Ed.J 
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2. Hardware Service for the Poly is 
currently available from Jeff Osborne, 1215 
Henning Ave., Evansville, IN 47714, Phone: 
(812) 479 5480 

3. PolyMorphic Systems is still in business 
and providing hardware service. (factory 
upgrade to CP/M for S100 plus parts.) 
7334-H Hollister Avenue, Santa Barbara, CA 
93117, Phone: 805 685 6238 

4. 9th Boston Micro Show & Sale, Sunday 
December 14, 1986, Sheraton Hotel 
Conference Center, Boxborough, Mass. Call 
800 631-0062 

5. Long Island Micro Show, Sale & Computer 
Fleamarket. Saturday, November 23, 1986, 
Colonie Hill Convention Center, Hauppauge, 
New York. Call 800 631-0062 

Is There Any Hope For Poly Users? 

By Al Levy 

There is a glimmer of light but it is quite 
dim. 

PLUS: 
I have been in touch with a company in 

Dekalb IL. The company is Micro-Solutions 
and they sell software and hardware for 
CP/M and MS-DOS machines. 

MINUS: 
I build IBM CT) compatible machines. A 

clone with 640k plus a twenty meg hard disk 
and two OS/DD drives costs about S1400 . 00 . 
Mr_ PolyMorphi c is asking S 1200 for a hard 
disk setup. Is it worth it? 

It is my opinion that S-100 is dead! 
The cost of parts and the difficulty in 
finding parts that are more than three 
years old make maintaining a Poly very cost 
inefficient. 

PLUS: 
On the other hand, Poly's Exec, Editor, 

Assembler and BASIC make the machine a 
better piece of equipment than almost 
anything around. Poly's lack of software, 
and the need to custom write applications 
almost makes it ridiculous. 

Since I have written all of my own 
Applications on the Poly it works fine for 
me. I do my own work on the Poly and all 
of my consulting work on the clone. 

PLUS: 
CP/M is anything but friendly. MS-DOS 

is acceptable. Exec is easier than both of 
the above. 

PLUS: 
I have copies of most of the major 

"WORD-PROCESSORS". Poly's Editor beats the 
hell out of all of them, windows shmindows! 

Note: I do not consider anything but the 
latest ROMs (81) or anything less than 
Exec96, BASIC C04, etc an up to date Poly. 
All of my comments are based on the fact 
that you have the above. If you have 
anything less, you are using about 50% of 
the Poly's potential. 
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PLUS: 
Despite my remarks about CP/M, it might 

pay to have it installed on your machine. 
Using a combination of programs and 

cables I have been able to glean the best 
from each of the worlds mentioned above and 
use what I need, when I need it without too 
much hassle. 

When I wanted Public Domain Software, I 
had friends create a Northstar SS/SD 
diskette FORMATTED CINITed) using CP/M. 
Poly's CP/M allows you to read the disk and 
transfer the files to a Poly CP/M disk . 
The PolyMorphic program "PCOPY" allows one 
to transfer from CP/M to Exec or the other 
way around. 

One of the CP/M tricks is to "UNLOAD" a 
file. This creates an ASCII Hexfile from a 
machine language file. The file can be 
transferred by cable or modem and then 
"LOADed" on the receiving end. The result 
is a perfectly running machine language 
program. I have a CompuPro CP/M machine . 
I can always unload a CP/M file on the 
CompuPro and send the HEX file to the Poly 
via a null modem. I am using an assortment 
of file transfer programs under Exec Cnot 
FTP) and usually work at 1200 baud. I then 
use PCOPY CPoly CP/M) to transfer the file 
from one Poly disk to another and end up 
Loading the file on the newest disk. 

The plus side of MS-DOS and even CP/M. 
There are thousands of Public Domain 
software packages available . There are 
still more commercial packages available . 
The latest DOS modem program called PROCOMM 
is free! The author asks for S25.00 as a 
donation. It is one hell of a program and 
worth many times the asking price of S25.00 

How does this help us? Well, I recently 
installed a card from Micro-Solutions in 
the XT. This is called a MATCHPOINT card. 
In addition I purchased UNIFORM-PC and 
UNIDOS-PC from Micro-Solutions . I have 
also installed a NEC V20-8 in the clone. 

UNIFORM-PC allows me to read and write 
about 160 different disk formats. This 
includes most of the popular brands such as 
Osborne, Kaypro, Heath, TRS, Apple DOS, 
ProDos, Apple CP/M and many more. £Apple 
formats require the MATCH-POINT card. Ed.J 

UNIDOS-PC allows me to run any of the 
CP/M programs on the MS-DOS clone. UNIDOS 
only works with a NEC V20. £Programs which 
require specific hardware, such as 
PCOPY.COM, will not run . Ed . J 

HERE IT COMES 

With the MatchPoint card I can read, write, 
and run programs from a Northstar TEN HARD 
SECTORED diskette. £Not yet. See the news 
item. Ed . J I have sent the techs at 
MicroSolutions all of the documentation 
they need about the Poly. According to the 
head man, he may have to add one more chip 
to the MatchPoint card and we will be able 
to read and write PolyMorphic diskettes on 
an IBM CTL This may be limited to Poly 
CP /M! If so, we can use PCOPY to transfer 
from Exec to CP/M. Insert the disk into 
the regular IBM CT) drive and read, write 
or run it! 

At worst, you can move your data and 
text files to the new machine easily. At 
best, we get Exec up and running on the 
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MS-DOS machine. If you have never used 
hard disks or mass storage units the 
following may be a little tough to follow . 
To make it easier here's some data . 

Poly SS/SD has 350 useable sectors 
C90kL Poly DS/DD has 1400 usable sectors 
or 360k . A Poly 8 inch DS/DD has 4928 
sectors or 1232k a little over one meg. 
This means that I have the equivalent of 28 
SS/SD diskettes on line, with two Poly 8" 
DS/DD drives. Cln addition, I still have 
the three small drives .) 

To help you feel the impact, I'm asking 
Ralph to print my current directory with 
this article. CAI s directory listing took 
up 263 lines accounting for 214 files 
taking up 4444 sectors in 9 
sub-directories. It's just too big to 
devote that much space to in PolyLetter. 
But, if you want to see a copy of it write 
him or me and we'll be glad to send it to 
you. Ed .l 

Now imagine multiplying the two eight 
inch DS/DD directorJ by twenty. Forgetting 
the speed of a har drive, figure out what 
you can have on-line! 

Since all of the room is available, it 
is common to "partition" a hard disk. At 
one point I partitioned Poly's twenty meg 
to some sixteen d i fferent drives! 
Directory space becomes precious, therefore 
Sub-directories become a neccesity. Exec 
96 contains all of the software you need to 
set up large storage devices such as a hard 
disk! 

Partitioning a hard disk under DOS is 
not as easy . It is normally done by the 
dealer who sets up the machine. It is not 
impossible for the layman . It just takes a 
little learning and some hand holding the 
first time out. Many hard disks are 
partioned using half for MS-DOS and the 
other half for UNIX or CP/M_ Why not half 
for Exec? I know there are people who wi 11 
tell me why it can't be done. (Columbus 
fell off the end of the world!) Maybe they 
are right but I feel it is worth a shot. 
How about some feedback from you? I prefer 
notes, postcards and letters but phone 
calls are ok Cno collectL If you need 
info on upgrading your machine, please 
write. My address: Al Levy, Box 71, 
Hicksville NY 11802, Phone C516) 293-8368 

P.S. I now have the entire CP/M and SIG/M 
catalogs on Poly disks in all formats _ 
CPoly Exec not CP/M_) SS/SD take three or 
four diskettes therefore the "high" price. 
5" SS/SD$ 7 . 50, 5" DS/DD $ 5.00, 8 11 SS/SD 
$ 6.00, 8" DS/DD $ 6.00 

cone definition of 'obsolete' is "no longer 
in use or practice; discarded" . As applied 
to equipment, obsolete means that there is 
more modern equipment which will do the 
same job better. Now, it is clear that the 
Poly may be antiquated, but it is far from 
obsolete _ No other equipment and software 
can do the same job as well. If your 
requirements remain the same, then the same 
equipment which originally met those 
requirements will continue to meet them. 
However, the availibity and cost of repair 
parts and service is a point well taken. 
In addition, the investment in software 
cannot be replaced by "off the shelf 
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commercial software"_ It is true that few 
people would choose the Poly as their first 
choice today, but for those of us who 
already own one have an investment in 
hardware, software, and experience. 
Changing horses in midstream shouldn't be 
done while the horse can still get us 
across_ 

If your requirements change, then it 
becomes appropriate to make a cost-benifit 
analysis comparing some new system with 
upgrading your Poly. How much cost must we 
place on learning a new system and 
developing or buying new software? This 
becomes a highly subjective matter which 
each of us may have to answer in turn _ For 
my money, I chose to upgrade my system by 
increasing my disk size with 96 tpi drives _ 
I am very loyal to the Poly operating 
system and I also have a large investment 
in enhancing and developing software for 
it. Long Live the Poly! Ed . l 

ADS 

L Eight inch MAXELL 32 hard sectored 
diskettes for your MS_ $15.00 per box or S 
115.00 per ten boxes_ Contact Al Levy at 
(516) 293-8368. 

2. Hardware, Supplies, & Software: Five 
inch MAXELL 10 hard sectored disketts_ 
$13.00 per box; 5" disk drives CShugart 
SA-400) S50.00 Cincludes shipping) CWe have 
S of these drives which all test out with 
no errors on the confidence package); Two 
drive external box and power supply $75; 
Abstract Systems Exec S35; Abstract Systems 
Proms $35; Abstract Systems Spelling 
Checker $35; PolyGlot Library Volumes, $10 
each. Contact Abstract Systems, 191 White 
Oaks Road, Williamstown, MA 01267, C413) 
458-8421- CSend for a complete software 
catalog_) 

3. New 88-MS C8" DSDDl rack-mount Cno wood 
cover) with controller $995; 2 used 8813's 
SSSD with 2 drives, 64K, monitor and 
Keyboard-III $495 each; New 20 Meg Hard 
Disk $1295. From PolyMorphic Systems at 
7334-H Hollister Avenue, Santa Barbara, CA 
93117, Phone: 805 685 6238 

REVIEWS 

I have no particular software packages 
or articles to review here, so I will use 
this slot to review the public domain 
software area_ 

Public domain software is software which 
someone has written and 'given' away the 
rights of exclusive control! of it. 
Usually stuff which has been published 
anywhere without any copywrite notice is 
public domain -- free for the taking_ In 
PolyLand, this includes stuff which some 
wrote while they had a Poly and sold if the 
buyer places the software in the public 
domain _ If you have written any programs 
which you are willing t-o give away, I 
suggest you "place them in the public 
domain"_ I have collected and put together 
several disks CSee "In the Public Domain") 
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of such software. The past PolyLetter 
disks of the month are such examples. As 
editor of PolyLetter, these disks will be 
available for the price of $10 each 
(including shipping). This small fee is to 
help pay for the maintenance of the 
library_ The larger this library gets, the 
better the survivability of the Poly is, so 
get out your old programs and send them in_ 
To encourage building the library, Anyone 
sending in a disk of new programs will be 
entitled to recieve a free disk of public 
domain software in exchange _ 

HELP! 

In this section I share with you the 
help system files I have built up- over the 
last few years_ CThe entire system is 
included with Abstract Systems Exec_) 
Covered in this issue are "HELP", "HELP 
SYS", "HELP ?", "HELP •", and "HELP 
PROGRAMS". Which ones shall I do in the 
next issue? 

SHELP 
HELP file for E1ec/IA:s1 systea coaaa1d 'HELP". 

Help is 1•ail1ble for t•e follo1i1g systea coaaaads: 
I ; A1t• boot COITllUE COPY DELETE DIAllE DIRECTORY DISABLE 
DISPLAY DLIST DOIT DUIP EDIT EIAILE flip fold FULL GET HELP 
IMAGE lllT LIST PAGE PIIIT PACl Priater IEEITEI IEIAIE RESET 
lestart SAVE SetSys Saiff SQUEAL STllT TYPE UIDELETE OaSys 
lllTE UP 

Additio11I •elp is a•1il1ble for t•e follo1i1g: 
? BASIC CllDF CTIL-0 files foraat GAIES lllTIAL IACIOS IEI 
PIOGIAllS SYS 

Sy1t11: "HELP l11•el 1 llETOll) _ E11aple: 'HELP LIST' 
"HELP 1£11 gi•es a s1 .. a1y of Ike new systea e1•11ce•e1ts. 
"HELP l11ael 1 displays tke ••Ip file i1for•atio1 for 'aaae' . 
'HELP' displays t•is •essage again. lai1ia1a siae "H'l 

SHELP SYS 
HELP SYS 

Coaands: 
1

; • lseaicolon follo1ed by space> : j1st pri1t liae 
'LIST I' : lists co1te1ts of dist 01 dri•e I, defa1lts to l 
'PlllT file-11ae' : Priats file 01 priater 
1 PAGE 1 

: p19es 'riater 
"TYPE file-11ae : Types file 11aed 01 CIT 
'EDIT i1p1t-file-11ae 01tp1t-file-11ae 1 

: ia•otes editor 
loaitti1g outp1t file aaae deletes old i1p1t file) 

'PAC(" : pacts dist !closes·~ deleted files> 
'DELETE file-1aael,file-11ael : deletes fileCsl 1a•ed 
"OIDELETE I' : 11deletes all deleted files 01 drife I 

CIOTE: OIDELETE oily worts if t•e dist •as aot beea pacted!l 
'COPY file-11ae 1e1-file-11ae• : •ates a copy of file 1si1g 

an-file-uae 
'IEIAIE old-file-aaae 1e1-file-11ae• : re11aes file 
file-naae : e•otes a file 1101 a basic prograa, etcl 

File specificatioa 
<dri•e-1o<patb<file-11ae.e1te1sio1 

E1aaples : <!<Help .Tl <Z<IS<Year .IS <l<IS<lL<lEIU.15 
On t•e systea resideat dri•e t•e dri•e •••ber aay be oaitted . 

E1aaples : Help .Tl <Z<IS<Year .IS IS<IL<IEIO .IS 

E1teuio11 
Tl : t n t f i I e 
IS : BASIC prograa 
DT : data file 
GO : aac•iae prcgraa 
OY : Systea O•erlay 
ST : Systea library file 
10 : TIO uer _ 
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IL : Relocatable object code file 
all oilers are user defined . 

SHELP ! 

AD : Ade prograa Soarce 
AS : Asseably Soarce 
DC : Doc11e1t file 
LI : Ada LI object file 
IU : lUsic source 

HELP file for systea fa1ctio1 1 ! 1 

The 1 ! 1 11y be 1sed in place of tbe dist dri•e in •••J 
syste1 co .. a1ds. Tbe fa1ction is to cause the systea to 
search al I drins for He file. I see II 

'T <!<file' searcbes for file 01 each dri•e starting 1it• 
the syste1 resident dri•e. lbe1 the file is fo11d, I is set 
to the dri•e 01 1bich the file 11s found . 

'EDIT <!<old <l<1e11 creates 11 outp1t file 11aed '1e1' 01 
tbe saae dri•e that the iapat file 'old' 11s fo11d. 

SHELP I 
HELP file for systea co .. and •1• 

Tbe •1• co .. and sets the lild Card Path . 

Synt11: 'I ld<patbl' CIETORll 

•1• c11cels the pre•io1s wild card path. 
•t ldl' sets the wild card path to 'd' _ 
•1 ld<pathl' sets tle wild card patl to 'd<patl' _ 

Use: 'LIST t• is eqai•ile1t to 'LIST d<palb' . 
'TYPE <l<file' is eqai•ileat to 'TYPE d<patl<file'. 

E1aaple: •t Z<LETTEIS' 

SHELP PIOGIAlS 
HELP file for prograas. 

Help is a•ailable for tle follo1i1g progr11s: 

ARISE Clock Carsor DIRCOPT dlist E1edit FETCH lei 
pris1 POICH IOI leset slist 

Sy1t11: 'HELP PIOGIAll<l111el 1 CIETOlll . 
E1a1ple: 'HELP PIOGIAll<AIISE' 

'HELP PIOGIAl<l111el 1 displays the lelp file for 'na1e' _ 
'HELP PIOGlllS' displays tlis aessage 1g1i1 . 

BASIC: 

One of the features which is available 
in Poly BASIC is recursive functions. 
Unfortunately, the implementation is not a 
"pure" one, in that the variables can get 
clobbered by sucessives calls to the same 
function. One way around that, is to 
define an array for the parameters of the 
function. The function must keep track of 
the level at which it is called and operate 
on the parameters passed at that level. In 
the following program, the parameters 
passed to the function FN M are copied into 
the appropriate level in the array by 
statement 50. Of course there is a limit 
to the depth of calls using this technique 
Cset to 64 in line 20 hereL To see that 
the technique works, look at the log of 
program execution following the program 
listing. 

10 PIIIT 'Towers of H11oi 1 
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ZO Oil TSC3:10l,SCl4l,ICl4l,DC64J \L:O 
ZZ llPOT 'llat is Ile na1e of Ile first tower! 1 ,TSCtJ 
Z3 IIPUT 'lbat is tbe 111e of tle last tower? ',Tll3l 
Z4 llPOT 'llat is lhf na1e of the 1iddle tower? 1 ,TICZl 
40 DEF Fl llS,l,D,ll 
50 L=L+I \SCLl=S \llLl=I \DILl=D 
18 IF l=I THEI GOSUI 117 \GOTO 110 
70 Z=FI llSCLl,DILl,lCLl,1-ll 
80 GOSOI II 7 
tO %=Fl ICICLl,SILl,DCLl,l-ll 
100 L=L-1 \IETOll 0 
117 PRIIT 'lo•e fro1 1 ,TSISILll, 1 to 1 ,TllDILll, 1 

_ • \IETURI 
130 Fl EID 
140 IIPOT 1 Ho1111y rings do yo1 1a1t to ao•e! ',( 
150 Z=FI 111,Z,3,(J 

>IOI 
Towers of Huoi 
What is tbe 111e of the first tower! Here 
lbat is the 111e of the last tower! Tlere 
lbat is the 111e of the 1iddle tower! Else1lere 
Ho1 111y rings do yo1 1a1t to 1o•e! 3 
lo•e fro1 Here to T•ere . 
lo•e fro1 Here to Else1lere. 
lo•e fro1 There to Elsewhere. 
lo•e fro1 Here to There. 
loYe fro1 Elsewhere to Bere. 
lo•e fro• El1e1•ere to Tlere . 
loYe fro1 Here to Tlere. 

The object of the Towers of Hanoi game 
is to move a pile of rings or other objects 
from one peg or pile to another using a 
third as a place to put things so that 
NEVER is a larger piece placed on a smaller 
one. 

Bug.No"l:es 

Abstract Systeas l1glote 101.1 

IASIC C83, 04/14/81 

lo•e1ber 3, 191Z 

I. llPUT 11d IEAD fro1 a file skips oYer IOB bytes. 
E111ple: 
Al= 1 l 1 +CBll!ll+ 1 31 IEI LEICAll=3 
FILE:4,POS,1 \PlllT:4,AI writes lei 30 01 33 
FILE:4,POS,I \llPUT:4,AI ret1r1s he1 31 33 !LEl!All=ZI 
FILE:4,POS,I \IE&D:4,AS ret1111 lei 3D 33 CLEl!&Sl=Zl 

Note: One expects trailing 00 bytes to be 
skipped. 

November 8, 1982 

According to Len Araki at PolyMorphic 
Systems, the file input routine in basic 
skips all OOH bytes returned from the file. 

Notes on a fix: 
a. Amend the file input routine to return 
OOH bytes with NZ flag set when there are 
actual OOH bytes in the file. 
b. Amend the string input routines to input 
as many characters Ci ncluding OOH bytes) as 
are needed to fill up the string. 
c. Add a routine to backtrack over trailing 
nulls. 

2. Writing to a fixed length file with 
blank Chex 20) records in the INOUT mode 
continues to write past the end of the file 
without reporting an error. It is possible 
to write past the end of the file and on 
top of data past the end of the file. CI 
lost several programs in one incident) 
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November 8, 1982 

According to Len Araki at PolyMorphic 
Systems, use of FILE:X,POS,N prior to 
writing will prevent this type of problem, 
because the actual end of file check in 
done in the POS routine. 

Do IOT 1se => FOi l=I TO 1000 \PlllT:S,lS \IEJT 
DO 1se :> FOi l=I TO 1010 \FILE:4,POS,I \PlllT :S,lS \IEJT 

GAMES 

For you Adventure fans, here is a map of 
the maze of twisty little passages, all 
different. If you find yourself in the 
maze, this map will get you out. It took 
me many reincarnations to get this map. I 
went into the maze with both arms full of 
treasures, and dropped one in each spot 
until I found out which passage went where. 
If you don't have Adventure, it is 
available as one of the past PolyLetter 
Disks of the Month. CAii of which are now 
available for S6 each) 

Code LOCITIOI 
I laze twisty little 
Z laze t1isti1g little 
3 laze little twisty 
4 laze little twisting 
5 Twisty little 111e 
& Tlisti1g little 111e 
7 Twisty 111e little 
I Tiisti1g 111e little 
9 Little 111e twisty 

18 Little 111e t1isti1g 
II Little twisty 111e 
YI Ye1di1g 11c•i1e 

Direction 11d Desti11tion 
I IE E SE S SI I II U D 
3 I II I Z 9 4 7 S OUT 
4 5 tO I 3 I I I 7 It 
& 10 9 7 4 I 8 Z ti 5 
5 9 Z ti 7 3 I 10 I I 
I 4 I Z I II 7 3 ti 9 
Zl5311107947 

10 3 I 3 S I Z II 9 & 
ti I 7 3 II 5 I 4 I Z 
I II 4 18 f 7 5 I Z 3 
9715VIZll&34 
7 Z 3 I 9 5 10 5 & I 

18 

To YI fro1 E1tr1nce: I, IE, S 
Fro1VI to E1it: I, IE, E, D 

PubLic Domain 

The first 6 volumes of the PolyGlot Public 
Domain Library are listed here . These 
disks are available for S6 each . 

Dist PGL-Y-11 has Z7 files 01 it, 33 free eatries . 
347 sectors ia 11e, 8 sectors deleted, 3 sectors free. 
Size l11e. 

58 STUTIEI.IS 
17 GlUIT.BS 
tS GlLAJT-llST .IS 
Z USER'S-llST.TI 

ZI SUIYIYOl .IS 
15 CAI.BS 
U STUlllS. IS 
ZZ llClGAllOI. IS 
I& BllClll. IS 
ZI DOCTOl-ELlll.IS 
Z3 LUIAl-LAIDEl .IS 

Tbese are origi11I gaaes 
••icl r11 01 BASIC 181. 
Tbe syste1 disk is E1ec/4D . 

Disk PGL-Y-IZ ••s Z7 files on it, 34 free eatries. 
ZS! sectors in 1se, 0 sectors deleted, 99 sectors free. 
Size l11e. 

If DOCUIEIT.TJ T•is is Poly's origi11I 
49 llYEITOIT.BS in•eatory syste1, ••ic• 
13 STATUS.BS is no lo1ger sapported 
4 CIEATE.IS by t•e1. It coaes 01 

II STOCI .15 E1ec/4D 1it• BASIC IOI. 

I Ht1.h 
9 I IYEITORY I _ DT 
I llYEITOITZ. DT 
Z DISCLlllEl.TI 
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Dist PGL-Y-13 •as 31 files 01 it, 31 free e1trie1. 
349 sectors in 1se, a sectors deleted, I sectors free . 
Size laae. 

19 DECISIOl . IS 
18 YEITUIE. IS 
4 DEPIECIATIOl.IS 

31 1110 I TT . IS 
5 SAYllGS.BS 

ZI llYEST.IS 
U LOHS.IS 
I I IT71CIT. IS 
7 STOCI.1$ 
7 PUTSlClLLS. IS 

II ILS. BS 

Tlese prograas are 
Froa ••rioas so1rce1. 
Soae are by Poly, aid 
Soae are by otbers. Ill 
Ire associated 1it• 
fi111cial 11tters of 01e 
sort or aaot•er. 
Tbe slste1 is Eiec/13, 
1itl ASICCU . 

Dist PGL-Y-84 •as 34 files 01 it, Zf free eatries. 
350 sectors in 1se, 8 sectors deleted, I sectors free. 
Size laae . 

ZS PEIFll.BS 
I CHECIIOOI-IEC.IS 
3 llTEIEST-IULE-71 .IS 
3 FY-llYESTIEIT.IS 
S T-BILL .IS 
I Ill. BS 

10 FDR.IS 
15 rs-IA.IS 
31 APAITIEIT. IS 
ZI FUTIL.15 
7 ClLEIDAI. IS 

II Fi le Sort. IS 
3 FileSortH.IS 
5 Ca I endar. IS 
Z Dll-CIEATE.IS 

Eiec/13 & llSIC CIZ. 
Tbese pr1gr1as are 
Fro1 •1rio1s so1rces . 
So1e are by Poly, aid 
So1e are by otbers. So1e 
are fi111ti1I i1 s1bject, 
aad soae are 1tilities. 

File 1tility progra1 . 

Placed ia P1blic Doaaia by 
Abstract Syste1s . 

Dist PGL-Y-85 k1s Z9 files 01 it, 33 free eatries. 
350 sectors in ase, 0 sectors deleted, I sectors free. 
Size hae. 

7 l-L-1.IS 
9 CPI.BS 

II PERT . IS 
57 STATPlCI. IS 
II IEGIESSIOl.BS 
Z3 L-IEGIESCDEMOJ.IS 
31 Plotter .IS 
Z CC1:1J.BS 
3 I!. BS 
Z TllEI. IS 

Eiec/13 & BASIC COZ . 
These progr11s ire 
Fro1 •1rio11 so1rces . 
So1e are by Poly, and 
soae ire by ot•ers. All 
are of a1t•e11tic1I 
nbject areas. 

Dist PGL-Y-11 •1s 34 files 01 it, ll free eatries. 
350 sectors in 1se, 0 sectors deleted, I sectors free . 
Size laae. 

5Z I IYEITORT. IS 
14 llYEITOITl.DT 
40 Di sAsab3 I. IS 
I Dl31H.IS 

I& 1011-llST. TJ 
10 DisAsab.DC 
I Sup.GO 
5 SCOPT.GO 
l SPACE.GO 
J CLEAi.GO 
5 COIPAIE.GO 
4 DUMP.GO 
I DUMP .DC 
I Uuys.GO 
I scr .GO 

Eiec/13 & BASIC COZ 
Anotber llYEITOIT sy1te1. 
Placed ii Pablic Doaain by 
Abstract Syste1s. 

Utilities fro1 Poly 

deao 
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SURVEY User's la•t 
Address 

Pleut co1plete tUs cnsu fora ud uil it to hip• lnyn. 
PolyLetter, lit Uite Oats load, lilliaulon, II, 11117. Th first 3 
nlries receind till recein a free dist 1m th PolyClot Libmy Phu I 
¥ollM al "" ctioice. 

Polylorp•ic Sysle1s Ce1s1s i1for1alio1 

Budnre 

uu ------ SS-SD DS-SD SS-DD DS-DD :ss - Siagle Sided 
:SD - Siagle De1sily 

uu ------ SS-SD DS-SD SS-DD DS-DD :DS - Do1ble Sided 
:DD - Doable Density 

IS ------ SS-DD DS-DD IS - lass Storage Cl' Dri•esl 

leybo1rd ------------ I -----------II -------- Ill lit•o1l lrro1 leys lit• 1rro1 leys lit• l1•eric P1d 

CP/I --------------------------------------
le1ory: Top of Ill is ----------------- CFFFF=511 DFFF=llll 

I 5' Dri•es ----------I I' Dri•es ---------RD--------
lddio11l defices: 
E1tra prialer c1rd i11lalled CDe•ice I 1i1i c1rdl? --------
Pr i I te r ( S) ----------------------------------------

IOdH( S) --------------------------------------

Yersiou: 
PIOIS: ---------- E1ecC1l ----------------------------

Poly Letter 
1 91 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, HA 01267 
(413) 458-8421 

Address Correction Requested 

1olyLeller Editor ud hblider: lalpi fttyu. Slbscriplioas: US JI 5.10 
yr., Cuda 111.U JT., Orerseu Ut.00 yr., paJdle ia llS dollars. 
Editorial Co1lrib1lio1s: To1r co1lrib1lio1s to tiis 1e1sletter ire 
al'flJS 'fel'°ae. Articles, uggesliou, for articles, or 91eslioas yn'd 
lite aas•tred are readily 1ccepled. fiis is yo1r aetsletler; ple1se 
hip npporl if. ldrerfiseaeals by ubscribtrs are fret If darge. 
1olyLtfftr is IOI lffiliMed 1ili '9Jylorpiic Sysleas. 

Pleue describe briefly Ml JOI ue y111r Poly's. 
l11i1ess Clypel -------------------------------------------·----

Peisolll-f•owl--==========~--_-_-_::::::::==========:::_-_-_-_::::::::::: 

or.-11csiecu11-::::===========~_-_-_-_-::::::============-:..-:..-::::::: 

Pioiiiii-Wii1til-~-~~-------------------------------------------

Do JOI 'ffite progrus? 

- lsMbly l&SIC fllTlll 
_ F~ _ Pacll _ Ida 

-- ot•er l1111a1e ---------------------------------------------
To fiad the PIOI nrsio1 Opn th dist doors nd press th load bllloa; 
•••• 'CErrtr 13111' appe1rs, press t•e 'CTIL' tey 11d t•e• t•e •z• tey. 
Thi type LH39 nd IETUll. Th hrizoatll IHOI •ill poiat II I IHhr 
75, 71, II or so .. othr 111ber. Thi is th PIOI nrsioa n•ber. 
To fiad IH EJeC wersiOI, type IESll ll tH 'S' prompt. 
To fiad Top al UI, type DIWY 1t IH 'S' prompt. 
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I'm not sure what an editorial is; I 
always thought it was just a place for the 
ed i tor to say what he or she couldn't say 
somewhere else. So, here're some thoughts. 

PolyMo r phic Systems was one of the first 
manufacturers of desk-top computers . 
Before the 8813 line, Poly entered the 
market in the hey-day of the build-your-own 
craze . Poly's original entry was the 
Poly-88, now affectionately known as the 
"Orange Toaster" . It sold in kit form , as 
well as fully assembled Cmostly to OEM's), 
had an industrial base as process 
controllers. Being small in size, and 
rugged in construction it was most suitable 
for use in undustrial environments. The 
S-100 bus was new then, and Poly's was 
compact and rugged. When Poly moved into 
the Desk-Top market, they devised an 
exceptional operating system, a superb 
Ed.itor, and some neat software . As I look 
back thru my folder of promotional 
literature from Poly, it gives me a choked 
up feeling and brings a tear to my eye . 
What went wrong? Well, we can't live in 
the past, as attractive as it sometimes 
seems . 

The original Poly Users were a 
combination of the hardware hackers who 
built from kits, and the early professional 
pioneers who dared to be first. Some of 
them are still using their Polys today! 
However, pioneers usually want to move on 
when the landscape gets crowded. Many have 
gone on to newer computers. I love my Poly 
for many reasons . Most of the software I 
use I wrote myself, and know exactly what 
i ts limits are, and how it works . I have 
become familiar enough with the hardware to 
trouble shoot many kinds of problems . I 
re-wrote and optimized the single density 
proms, and adapted them for 96 tpi drives 
C1600 sectors). I also made corrections 
and improvements to the operating system. 
I even designed a minor change to the 
Printer Mini-card. I know how the Poly 
does what it does and have a great feeling 
of comfort about it. I have found it to be 
extremely reliable . I almost never keep 
backups . CAlthough I wouldn't recommend 
that to others, or for Double Density 
systems . ) I am very spoiled by my 
relationship with my Poly. 

Sound like a dream? Well, the reality 
is that as long as my Poly does what I need 
it to do, I'll keep her. And, since I can 
write programs to make her do much of what 
I want to, I '11 help her out. 

Even though I love my Poly, I am a 
realist. CSee Bob Bybee's article.) A 
business stays in business in a volatile 
market by developing new produ.cts and by 
phasing out 'mature' products. Poly is not 
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developing a new system, so has no future 
markets . We all hope they hang in there to 
provide service and parts as long as we 
have our Polys. If they move into the 
service market, and do service work on 
other systems, they'll have a viable 
future. I'd like to see Poly design and 
produce a transition product which allows a 
PC-clone to read Cand write?) Poly's disk 
format. Poly could also assemble and 
market a clone . The established base of 
Poly Users could transition with Poly's 
help, and have Poly as their supl i er of 
parts and service in the Poly + Clone 
market. In addition Poly would be moving 
into a new market area which would improve 
their future outlook. 

If Poly i s going to make some such kind 
of transition, it had better be soon, while 
there are still enough active users. 
Unfortunately, the value of a Poly is 
stead i ly dropping . In the market place, 

rrice is determined by demand . The demand 
or Polys is lower than the cost to produce 

them. CSee Russ Nobbs article). 
I'm not going to close my eyes to 

reality . I'll print the negative stuff 
right along with the good stuff. 

As part of the good stuff, the Poly i s 
still capable of doing a lot of good work . 
Let's help each other by shar i ng our 
experience and software. So, I ask you al l 
to write in with your questions, problems, 
fixes, and if you are looking for some 
software which can be run or adapted for 
the Poly, write in and I'll publish your 
request. 

No More GOTO's 

Since this is the second issue I have 
published, you may have noticed that there 
are no more GOTO's at the bottom of each 
column. One of the features of most 
magazines that I always hated is "continued 
on page --" . Unless I get a lot of flak 
from the readers, I'm not going to do that 
in PolyLetter. 

Ed . 

Let:t:ers 

Dear PolyLetter , 

It occurred to me that Charles COur 
previous Editor] didn't know that he could 
use the backslash character to print a 
backslash character. CHuh?l When I want 
to print a BASIC program using the FORMAT 
command from Exec I create a FORMAT. IN f i le 
that includes the page size, line spacing, 
etc . , and most important is the command 
£nfill. 

I Edit the BASIC program to a 
.TX as an. extension . Then, I use 
<Control G> to change all 

f i le with 
<Escape> 
of the 
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backslashes to two backslashes . C\ becomes 
\\) 

When using Poly's FORMAT .GO a backslash 
is a command to print the next character 
literaly. Therefore to print a backslash 
you must have two backslashes in'est-ce 
pas? If you want to create a cents sign, 
type a "c" a backslash, a BACKSPACE and a 
vertical bar. 

Unfortunately the programs Charles 
printed do not read right. All of the 
backslashes are missing and commands are 
run together . 

Al Levy 

CFORMAT . GO does not 'know' about the 
backspace character. It counts it as a 
printable character, so doing as Al 
suggests leaves two extra spaces on the 
right end of the line . This is fine if you 
don't need right justified margins . 

lA: Sl format has a lbs} command which 
counts the spaces right. Using Poly's 
FORMAT program, one must reset the line 
width by adding 2 for each backspace 
character so imbedded . For example, if 
your width is 60 and you want to print one 
of these cent signs you would need to 
include the following commands. "lwid62l 
c \~ : " . A 1 s o , t h e n e x t l i n e n e e d s t o b e 
preceded with lwid60J. lA:SJ format would 
only require "clbsJ:" as the lbs) command 
automatically allows for the extra 
printable characters . 

Ed.J 

Dear PolyLetter, 

· Did you know that if you use <CTRL F> to 
find, then close the file and edit a new 
file; <CTRL C> often works to find the same 
thing? 

Using the CP/M PCOPY you can create a 
file in Exec with NO EXTENSION! 

PCOPY PIP . COM 
From Poly or CP/M? 
Poly Filename? 

[ c] 
< 2 >WHATEVER 

The result is an Exec file called 
"WHATEVER" with no extension . 

I call FORMAT . GO FOMAT.GO . This is 
because I hated having to ty;fe DEL FORMAT 
and get the error message 1 can't do that 
to a System File" . I use FORMAT.IN and 
when I delete it, no more hassle. 

Al Levy 

Dear PolyLetter, November 3, 1986 

To say that I am dependent on POLY is 
the understatement of the year . Since 1977 
I have been conducting this Investment 
Advisory service based on several Basic 
program styles which were patiently given 
to me by Vince Heuring, the computer 
vendor, who is no longer in business . I 
have written all the numerous evaluation, 
reporting, and technical analysis programs 
that I use . 

I bought Peale which I use only for 
client billing, and resort to Edit mode 
Crouch faster) for input of new data instead 
of the Peale input system. Recently I 
added a Modem but thus far cannot find 
usful data bases or program info that 
justifies the expense . 

Mr. Parsei at POLY has been most 
cooperative to the extent of his ability. 
Also one of the Cpart time) technicians 
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there has given me useful insight o n· 
several problems . I have learned how to 
diagnose and remedy hardware problems 
through my inventory of backup boards, 
parts and a nearby URI store. 

Unfortunately I am not qualif i ed to 
understand much of PolyLetter's technical 
content. However, I am interested in 
knowing how CP/M would be of use to me? 
Also, I realize that the ability to convert 
POLY programs to an IBM PC or clone would 
represent a quantum leap forward. However , 
the ability to avo i d down time without 
calling in a service man would be a 
critical consideration . 

I would be glad to join a network of 
POLY users if the technical level would not 
be too frustrating, and if an interchange 
of info and ideas would result. 

Enclosed is my subscription renewal and 
the census data you have requested . Best 
wishes for success . 
Sincerely, --- Jim Salinger, Cincinnati OH 

PolyLetter, November 3, 1986 
This reader had not questioned lapse 

since last issue since PolyLetter has been 
consistently inconsistent. Am delighted to 
receive this copy and would welcome regular 
resumption of service. 

Earl Gilbreath, Savannah GA 

Ne'W's 

1. Bob Bybee and Poly Peripherals have 
moved to 5011 Brougham Court, Stone 
Mountain, GA 30087, C404) 498-3556. A 
matrimonial merger was included in the 
deal. Congratulations, Bob. 

Glit:ch of t:he Issue 

My apologies for spelling and 
typograpical errors in the last issue . In 
my haste to get it out I didn't run 
everything through the spelling checker. 
Also, my proof-reader didn't get around to 
looking over the proofs until after 
publication. CLet's see now, proof reading 
comes before publication . . . , ya, dat sound!! 
right.) We'll try to get the order 
straight from now on . My deepest apologies 
to MARK Sutherland for getting his name 
wrong . I must have been talking to too 
many Chucks lately. 

Conversation •itla Pol1lforplaic Systems 

By Bob Bybee CMAY-86) 

had an interesting conversation 
recently with Sirous Parsaei, the current 
head of PolyMorphic Systems . He was quite 
candid with me on several issues. By now 
it's certainly no secret that Poly's 
operation is trimmed to the bone. Poly's 
only sales seem to be from hard disks and 
from support of old customers - repairs and 
occasional upgrades. There is no new 
system for sale, and no new software 
development is being done for the old 
system . Other rumored projects, such as 
PolyNet and Pascal. are never going to be . 

Buying the Source 
One of my reasons for calling Sirous was 

to find out if it would be possible to buy 
the source code for the Poly operating 
system and utilities. I'm interested in 
this for two reasons. ri rs t, we all Jc-now-
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that someday Poly won't be around to 
support the software. Even now it seems 
that software improvements aren't going to 
come from PolyMorphic anymore. Shouldn't 
this software be available to the user 
community, just in case someone discovers a 
bug that needs fixing? Or in case someone 
decides that a number of enhancements 
should be made? 

Second, there's always the possibility 
of running the Poly software on some new 
hardware someday . I know I've played this 
tune before, but I recently found out about 
a new development that could make it much 
easier. There's a processor chip that 
plugs into an IBM-PC or XT which can 
execute not only the 8088 instruction set 
Cthe one IBM uses), but also the 8080 
instructions Cour Poly's) as well. People 
are already running CP/M-80 programs on PCs 
with this chip. If we had the source code 
to the Poly assembler, editor, BASIC, Exec, 
and a few other important pieces of the 
system, it might be possible to run our 
Poly software on a suitably equipped PC. A 
few minor changes might still be needed, 
but it would certainly be simpler than the 
massive rewrites we'd need to do if we 
wanted to move to IBM BASIC. 

The chip I'm talking about is called the 
V20, made by NEC. It's available from many 
mail-order houses for about S30. You just 
pull out your PC's 8088, and plug in the 
V20 instead. As a side benefit, the chip 
also runs IBM programs faster than the 8088 
did, up to 50% faster in some cases. I 
bought a V20 for my PC, and have the 
processor manual, but haven't studied the 
project enough to know if it's feasible to 
"port" the Poly OS to the V20. 

At any rate, I discussed this whole 
project with Sirous. He was concerned that 
if I Cor someone) did convert the Poly 
software to the PC, it would encourage more 
people to drop their Polys right away. 
This would reduce the income he's getting 
from servicing those Polys. This is a 
legitimate concern, of course. We all want 
PolyMorphic to stay in business as long as 
we can. I did suggest that if I developed 
this software, Poly could sell it and earn 
royalties that way. But Sirous wasn't 
interested. 

How much? 
When I asked what kind of money he would 

consider to part with the Poly code, Sirous 
couldn't say... my question had caught him 
by surprise. He did say that given the 
possible loss of service revenue, it would 
have to be "worth his while" before he 
would consider it. I got the feeling that 
several thousand dollars would be a good 
offer. Sirous suggested that several Poly 
users might pool their money and make an 
offer to buy the code. He also said that 
if several users did purchase the code, 
they could have it with no restrictions -
they could rewrite it, distribute it, 
resell it, or whatever. 

Personally, I'd be willing to sink a 
couple of hundred dollars into the project, 
just to keep the Poly source code in my 
archives for emergencies, or posterity, or 
sentimental reasons. Anyone else willing 
to go along? We'll need a dozen or more 
people to make a group purchase possible. 

Bad Feelings 
I hadn't spoke-n to Poly in qutte a 
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while . In fact, when I began selling hard 
disks through Poly Peripherals, I decided 
that it would be better to let PolyLetter 
talk to PolyMorphic, and stay out of that 
relationship. 

I knew that selling HDs wouldn't make 
Poly fond of me . But until my conversation 
with Sirous, I had no idea how upset they 
really were. Now that hard disks are the 
only piece of new hardware that Poly sells, 
they are very sensitive about my role in 
the HD business. 

When I discovered this, I made Sirous 
aware that I had only sold a total of three 
HD units, and wasn't even actively 
advertising them . for sale anymore . CThe 
truth is, there wasn't much profit in them 
for me anyway. And with Poly's HD now at 
11295, theres no way I can compete.) I 
wrote Sirous a letter the next day, 
explaining that for the good of all 
concerned, I would promise not to sell HDs 
Cor any competing product) anymore. 

Sirious said he is assembling a mailing 
list of 500 to 1000 Poly owners, and 
preparing to send out a mailing about HDs, 
used equipment, and services. He was 
concerned that if PL obtained a list of 
PolyMorphic's customers, I would try to 
sell HDs to those people, possibly taking 
sales away from PolyMorphic Systems. I 
assured him that I had no plans to do so, 
and I hope that my letter changes his mind 
about my intent. 

I feel that all of us would benefit if 
everyone had access to the widest possible 
base of users, and I encouraged Sirous to 
share his mailing list with PL. If the PL 
subscriber list could be increased by 500 
or 1000 names, we wouldn't have any trouble 
keeping our newsletter going for years to 
come. 

Bob Bybee 

Bob can be reached at: Poly Peripherals, 
5011 Brougham Court, Stone Mountain, GA 
30087, C40U 498-3556. 

Bit: Buc:ket: 

On November 4, 1986, Al Levy reported 
that one of his clients has a broken ESC 
key on his KEYBOARD III. He tested the 
keyboard with a basic program, "10 PRINT 
INPC1) \GOTO 10", and nothing happened when 
the ESC key was pressed. What a bummer! 
The ESC key is used in the editor for all 
kinds of things, including geting out of 
it. 

Dear Al, -- The ESC key produces the same 
ASCII value as CTRL-C. Tell your client to 
use CTRL-C in place of ESC until a 
replacement key can be found. 

· Ed. 

Speaking of the ESC key, in PL-8201 Al 
described a method of getting a literal ESC 
character into you text file using Szap.GO. 
There's a much easier way. 

How to put an ESC C1 BHJ 
Character Into a Text File. 

First, type ESC left-arrow and a little 
left arrow will appear+. Second, delete 
the left-arrow and it will disappear . 
Third, use CTRL-U and undelete one 
character; the little arrow will reappear. 

To insert other cont r o 1 ch a r act e-r s, 
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simply type CTRL-F. When the second cursor 
appears, type the CTRL character of your 
choice Cexcept CTRL-Y, CTRL-2, CTRL-@, ESC, 
or DELETE [CTRL-Z works when not in ENABLEd 
mode]). Next, type ESC and the double 
cursor and the CTRL character will 
disappear. Next, type 2 CTRL-U's and a 
second brick and the CTRL character will 
reappear . One left-arrow to jump over the 
newly recovered CTRL character and one 
DELETE removes the extra cursor BRICK . 

By the way, the BRICK is the DELETE 
character , so if you ever want to insert a 
DELETE character in a file the sequence 
CTRL-F, ESC, CTRL-U does it. To get a 
CTRL-Z (-+) character use ESC right-arrow, 
DELETE, CTRL-U . CTRL-@ (0<) c a n n o t b e 
gotten this way because it's ASCII value is 
00 and the keyboard input routine skips 
over any 00 inputs. 

Never - th e - l es s , a CTR L- @ can be gotten 
in three ways. The hard way is to go to 
the end of the file and use CTRL-U until 
some greek alpha's (<><) appear (that's onel. 
Delete everything CTRL-U came up with 
except the alpha, mark the alpha 
~. and copy it or move it to where you 
want it. 

The second way is to simply insert a 
left or right block marker. When Edit 
C4 . Xl writes out the file it changes these 
to 00 bytes first, but writes them out 
anyway. However, don't expect the 00 bytes 
to be in the file when you read it it. 
Edit's load routine strips all null bytes 
out! 

The third way (and the easiest) also 
works for CTRL-Y, CTRL-Z, and any other 
CTRL character except ESC and DEL. Simply 
use the escape definition sequence . I'll 
use Y for this example. Type ESC, =, Y, .-..., 
Y, ESC and then when you type ESC Y the 
square root sign r CCTRL-Yl will appear. 
To make the insertion of an ESC easy, why 
not define the operation using the escape 
library. Since you cannot define the 
escape key, I'll use the @ key (we'll 
probably never want to use CTRL-@ anyway). 
Just define the @ key by the sequence ESC, 
=, @, r.., [, left-arrow, CTRL-D, CTRL-U. 
Then when you type ESC @ the escape 
character~ will appear but it will not be 
a block marker. 

Ralph Kenyon 

Poly Resale Value 
By Russ Nobbs CJAN-84l 

I was approached in 1984 by a person who 
had bought a Poly system in 1982 to lease 
to a small business. The system was an 
8813 with dual 5 1/4" SSSD drives, Qume 
Sprint 5 printer, various accessories, 
Po 1 y' s operating system, WordMaster, PLAN 
and a GL/AR package adapted by the now 
bankrupt Spokane dealer, PCI. The system 
with software cost around S11,000 . 

The business wanted to drop the 
equipment. The lessor wanted to know how 
much the system could be sold for. The 
lessor was greatly disappointed at my 
estimate of S 1000 for the printer and S 1000 
for the Poly and a 11 the software. (The 
lessor was hoping for SSSOO to S6000!) I 
sent them copies of some recent ads from 
PolyLetter for examples of PolyPrices and 
the following comparison of another used 
system on the market in Spokane. 

Another Spokane business was closing and 
offered for S1950 a Quasar 5-100 system, 
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64K, 6mhz, dual 8 11 DSDD drives, C1.2 M ea), . 
Televideo 950 terminal, cache memory, CP/M 
2 . 2, Wordstar 3 . 0 w/ MailMerge & SpellStar, 
Dbase II 1.4 with Zip, 2 accounting 
packages, 4 spreadsheet packages . Also for 
sale was a Qume Sprint 45 printer for an 
aditional S950. S2900 for a system that 
was faster, newer, had greater on-line 
storage, with better supported Cand in some 
cases, more powerful) software than the 
Poly . 

Following are excerpts from the letter 
to the 1 essor . 

Along with the ads selling used Palys I 
am enclosing a sheet describing some other 
used equipment for sale in Spokane. I 
thought it might be helpful to do a 
comparison of the Poly versus another piece 
of used equipment with bundled software. 

Destgud 
CPO ckip 

Cloct rate I.I UI 

Qu nr 
1911-11 
ZIOI 

11 f1ster e1ka1ced •ersion of 81101 
5.1 ah 

lo•er 3 tiaes 1s £1st as a Poly! 
laia IHOrJ U to 55 ( U [ 
Operatiag systea 

Poly's proprietary CP/I 
li1d1stry staadardl 

!Oaly Poly software 1ill r1a oa Poly. !Ill's of 
prograas ire a•ailable for CP/I systeas . I 

Dist drifts Z-5 I/I I SSSD I 90( ea z-a· DSDD I I. I leg ea 
Total c1p1ci ty llH bytes Z.Ull bytes 

Dist foraat 

each leaory 

lo•tr ZS tiaes gre1ter oa-liae stor1gel 
IQ1asar 1llo1s ••ck 11rger te1t files, d1t1 
files aad e1sier bact-ap of data.I 
hrd sector soft sector 

liad1stry st11d1rdl 
C1ot oa s• Poly systeal iacl1ded 
lcoaes 1ith Poly I' systeal 

Software: 

Much as I like the Poly operating system 
and Poly's WordMaster text editor/formater, 
advanced "what you see is what you get" 
editors such as WordStar have become 
industry standards . New word processors 
call themselves WordStar work-alikes 
because the commands are similar. WordStar 
lists for S395, MailMerge for S195, and 
SpellStar for S195. Dbase II lists for 
S700 . These and the other programs 
included are in use by thousands of users . 
Even for older versions, there are upgrades 
available for a fee . 

Poly's PLAN, for example, was an 
innovative spreadsheet program when it was 
written in 1977 and 78 . The author, Don 
Williams, went on to write a version for 
the Apple that sold a lot of copies . PLAN 
is written in BASIC, is very slow, and does 
not show recalculations on the screen . It 
is an early, primitive, ancestor to 
VisiCalc, SuperCalc, PerfectCalc, MultiPlan 
and the other current machine language 
spreadsheets . Once I had SuperCalc on my 
Osborne 1, I never used PLAN on the Poly, 
even though I had a number of well 
developed spread sheets on the Poly . It 
was faster and easier to rewrite them for 
SuperCalc than to continue to use them 
under PLAN. 

Because there are 100's of thousands of 
CP/M machines in use, with more than one 
hundred thousand users for each of the more 
popular programs like WordStar, SuperCalc 
and Dbase II, the programs are upgraded 
from time to time, often for a fraction- of 
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the original cost. CI recently paid S50 to 
the publisher for an upgrade for the S295 
SuperCalc• spreadsheet for my Osborne. The 
last software upgrade I bought from Poly 
cost $150 . The difference is the much 
smal l er base of users. 150 times Csay) 
20,000 SuperCalc users made SuperCalc some 
money . S 150 times (probably) 30 Poly users 
who upgraded d i dn't do much for Poly.) 

The best guess is that Poly has sold 
around 3000 total 8810 and 8813 computers. 
PCI's accounting software was installed in 
only a few locations. I don't believe it 
is fully debugged. The versions that were 
supplied to me did not work . Other users 
who tried to work longer with PCI continued 
to tell me of problems in the software even 
after "most of the bugs" were fixed . There 
is no support today because PCI has gone 
out of business . 

Because the Poly programs will only run 
on the Poly with their non-standard 
operating system and non-standard disk 
format and can not be moved to a more 
modern computer when the user upgrades the 
computer, there is unfortunatly little 
value except to a current Poly user. And 
then, only if it f i ts their current 
application . 

The PolyMorphic was an excellent design _ 
If their operating system had become the 
industry standard instead of Digital 
Research's CP/M, the Poly would be a much 
better value today . PolyLetter has had 
several articles by users who speak of 
their "beloved" Polys and their "friendly" 
operating system and editor. 

· 'I'his letter was wr i tten on the Poly 
using Poly's WordMaster. I find it much 
" friendlier " than WordStar on my Osborne. 
However , for some purposes, I am forced to 
use WordStar because it has more features 
than Poly's editor. I edit the local CP/M 
user group newsletter. Many articles are 
submitted to me on disk formats that the 
Osborne can read . None in a format the 
Poly can read . 

The industry has passed Poly by. If 
they had delivered the 16 bit machine they 
announced last year C 19831, they might have 
had a viable market share. The new Poly 
would have had many times the power and 
speed of the present Poly computer. It 
would have used a fraction of the number of 
individual chips. What takes up several 
boards in the current Poly would have been 
on a single board in the new system. And 
it would have been less expensive . Now, 
the IBM PC, the rush of PC look-alikes 
Cmost of which are not selling well) and 
the new Apple Macintosh may have sealed 
Poly's fate . Poly's market share may be 
limited to selling upgrades to current 
owners and some specialized markets 
serviced by dealers who like Cand push) 
PolyMorphic computers . Frank Stearns, is 
from Cheney, and bought his first Poly from 
PCL He recently bought a second working 
system "for spares" for around 1700 . 

Keyboards and Wordllaster 11 

Mark De Piolenc of San Diego asks: "How 
do users of KEYBOARD-II use WordMaster? 
What corresponds to the function keys? 

Keyboard III has the separate numeric 
pad with additional keys labeled I, II, 
Ill, IV, and CLEAR. WordMaster was 
designed with !Ceyboard Irl i n mind, but it 
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does work on keyboard IL Each funct i on 
key generates a single control character, 
but the WordMaster II software also 
recognizes a multiple key stroke escape 
sequence . Preface C to the WordMaster II 
manual explains that Keyboard II can be 
used by substituting the ESCAPE sequence 
listed in the table below for the 
appropriate function key . In addition , I 
have listed other ways to accomplish the 
same result. 

KEYBOARD III equivalents for KEYBOARD II 

FUNCTION 
I 

rI 
I I I 

IV 
CLEAR 

ASCII · rs 
GS 
us 
RS 

CAN 

HEX 
1C 
1D 
1E 
tr 
18 

CONTROL 
("' ' : 
= ' 1 ' ) 
) t Ar 

? , DEL , _ 
x,x,8 

ESC SEQUENCE 
ESC H 

ESC S 
ESC A 
ESC CTRL-E 

..<", "=", .. >", "?" , ":", ")", " ", and 
"-" are all on SHIFTed keys; it requires an 
extra finger to hold down both the SHIFT 
and CTRL keys Cunless you're pretty 
dexterous) while pressing another character 
key . Personally, I find the two key escape 
sequence easy to remember because of their 
mnemonic value. ESC CH)elp, ESC CS)elect, 
and ESC CAldd are easy to remember, while 
ESC CTRL E is the same as the exit sequence 
for Edit. But, for those purists who 
desire the minimum keystrokes, CTRL DELETE 
would be preferred to ESC CTRL-E. I nearly 
never actually use WordMaster II in its 
menu version. I use Edit and FORMAT 
instead. It would be interesting to see 
how many of our users do or do not use 
WordMaster II, and why. Please write in 
and tell us whether you do or do not use 
WordMaster II, and what you like or dislike 
about it. Also, if you have any desires 
concerning how it could be improved, let us 
hear about them. Maybe they will fall on 
the sympathetic ear of a programmer. 

Ed. 

Help Your Felio• Users 
November 3, 1986 

Travis Miller is looking for an 
inventory system for use in his jewelery 
business. He has an 8813 and a MS and uses 
it for most of his business needs, but 
doesn't yet have an inventory system. He 
says that adapting the MailList program 
won't work because it doesn't have enough 
fields. If anyone out there is using an 
inventory system, please send PolyLetter 
some information about it. Did you write 
it, and are you willing to share? Did you 
buy it, from whom, and are they still in 
business? A brief description of the 
capacity of the system would be helpful. 

Gaines 

This is a game called REVERSE. It is 
written to run on BASIC version C04, so 
there are a few statements which may need 
to be changed to adapt it for older 
versions of BASIC . PAGE is the same as 
PRINT CHRSC12L POKE 0,127 is the same as 
POKE PEEKC3087l*256+PEEKC3086),127. 
RANDOMIZE is the same as Z = RND CTIMECOJ I 
65536). 

II Diii \Dll 1131),ISCl:lll \lllDOllZE \C:O \01 ESCAPE COTO Ill 
ze &s=• • \IEI 11 SPICES 
n Plflf crnnn. rurm, •1EV£1sP 
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40 PlllT 'lotld 101 like i1str1clit1s' CT or ll', \POlE l,117 
SI Z=llPlll AID 5 \PlllT \IF CllS!Zl='I' TIEI Ill ELSE PAGE 
10 PlllT 'Tlis is tle gaae of IEfEISE . To 1i1, all yo1• 
71 PlllT "late to dt is arraage aa 111orted, •••1e1tial' 
10 PlllT 'list of i1teger1 . Tlt liaal arr111eae1t 11st• 
90 PlllT 'lite I 01 tle Jell aad 'ct11t 1p' t1 tle liglest• 
100 PlllT 'iateger !01 tle rigltl . Toi c11 ealy reterse• 
111 PlllT 'Ile order ol 1 block ti i1te1ers. Tlis block' 
120 PRllT 1 c11 be aay leagtl bit 11st begia till tle tell-' 
131 PlllT 11osl iateger . For e111plt, ii llt c1rre1l list is:' 
148 PlllT '1 Z 3 4 S 0 I 7 I 9' 
150 PlllT 1 11d yo1 reterse S, ye1 till Ilea lite:• 
110 PlllT "5 4 3 I 1 I I 7 I 9" 
171 PlllT 'lote .tle positioas of lle first 11d last 5 digits .• 
188 PlllT 'It•, if yo1 reterse I, J•t till 1i1:• 
191 PlllT 'I 1 I 3 I S I 7 I 9" 
ZOO PlllT "If yo1 1a1t to claage tle array size, re,trse I!" 
Zll llPUT1 1 8011a1y digits do yo1 1a1t to arr11ge,•,1 
121 PlllT AS \l=llTlll \IF 1<1 T8EI Ill 
138 IF 1<11 TBEI Zit 
140 PlllT "1'1 sorry, bit I c11't go beyoad 17 arr1y eleae1ts .• 
151 GOTO I II 
110 G=G+l \1=8 \PlllT C8ISltZl,"G1ae 1",G 
171 PlllT 1 Tli1ti1g ... . •, \FOi Ll=t TO 1-1 
181 llLll=llDlll-1 \IF Ll=O TBEI 311 ELSE LZ=I 
198 IF l!Lll=AILIJ TBEI Zit ELSE LZ=LZ+l 
381 IF LZ<LI TBEI 190 
311 IEIT \l=I \PlllT CBISllll," POSITIOIS:', \FOi L1=1 TO I 
3%1PlllT131,LI, \IEIT \PlllT CBISllll \PlllT" THE LIST: •, 
331 PLOT Zl,43,I \FOi Lt=I TO 1-1 \PlllT 131,llLll, \IEIT 
341 IF 1=1 TREI 551 ELSE 1=1+1 
351 POlE 1,117\PLOT l,41,l\PlllT" Tlis is yo1r try 11 ,1,• " 
311 llPIT • 801 111y iategers do yo1 1111 to re,erse' ",IS 
371 PLOT 91,37,I \FOi l=l TO 11 \PlllT 11, \IEIT 
311POlE1,117 \PLOT 1,34,0 \IF LElllll<3 TBEI 410 
391 PlllT • I caa'l 1st 1 118btr till atrt tl11 Z digits,• 
401 PlllT • etea if it's correct!', \GOTO 351 
411 .fr LEl!Ul=I TBEI PlllT 'lap1t error - retype!" \GOTO 351 
4%1 FOi l:t TO LElll&l \ll=lSClll,ll 
431 IF lll<lll 01 111>57) TIEI EJIT 451 
140 IEIT \l=flLllSl \GOTO 411 
451 PlllT • flat's a straage cloice--try 1gai1!" \GOTO 351 
418 IF l=O TIEI 110 ELSE IF l<=I TREI 511 
471 PlllT •Please re1eaber, yo1 c11't reterse aore tl11 1 ,I 
UI GOTO 351 
491 IEI IEYEISE I IUllEIS II LIST l 
508 FOi Ll=I TO llTll/ll-1 \T=l!Lll \llLll=lll-Ll-1) 
511 lll-Ll-ll= T \IEIT 
521 IEI CRECl FOi l Ill 
S31 FOi Lt=I TO 1-1 \IF l!Lll<>Ll TREI EJIT 331 
541 IEIT \l=l \GOSUI 331 
551 PlllT \PlllT \PlllT \PlllT " lad JOI IOI i1 1 ,l, 1 1ote1

, 

Sit IF 1=1 TBEI PlllT "!' ELSE PlllT "s!' \PlllT \l=I 
571 PlllT 'Type ret1r1 key 1le1 yo1 1rt rt1dy tt co1ti11e 1

, 

Sit POlE l,117 \Z=llPlll \PlllT \IF G<tl TBEI Ill 
591 PlllT 1 To1'tt played •••J 111ts, 1rt J•• 11tti11 bored'' 
110 l=llPlll AID 95 \IF CBISIZl<>"l' TIEI G:S \GOTO Ill 
111 PlllT CllSl11l,'IYE!',Clllll3l,'11ck te ',ClLLlll 

ADS 

DISlS -- DllYES -- IODEI -- PIOIS -- SOFTlll! -- SPELL 

1. l11ell disketts -- 113 per bo1 tf 11. 
I . s• disk dritts ISl1g1rt Sl-4111 &SI . II li1cl1•es 1lippi1gl 
3. Tio dritt e1ter1al bo1 aad po1tr s1pply 175 . 
4. 81yes licroatde1 111 for oily 141. 

1311 ba1d ia bis direct co11tct ••••• · li1ited q111tityl 
S. R1ye1Sys ao••• stft1are 135 . 
I. 11:s1 Spell, a spelli1g clecter for S35. 
7. Abstract Syste1s E1ec &3S. 
I. lbstr1ct Syste1s Pro1s 135; 
9. PolyGlot Libr1ry Vol11e1, SI e1c• . 
hai table fro1: hip• E. le1yo1, lr . , lbs tract Sys teas, etc . 
191 Dile Oaks lo1d, Ii 11 iaa1to11, IA 01117, 14131 451-1411 
!Sead SI .OD for a co1plete c1t1log--lfree •it• 11y orderl .l 

10 . Eight inch MAXELL 32 hard sectored 
disk e.tte s for your: MS _ S 1 5 . 0 0 p e L ho x or l 
115 . 00 per ten boxes . Contact Al Levy at 
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(516) 293-8368 . 

.Bug Notes 

Abstract Systeas hglote IOU 
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lneaber 3, I 91Z 

hec/95, Dfll hs a btg ia th IEUIE f11ctio1 . ne ase of He 
•ild card renlts in deleted files being 11deleted ud reaned . 
Empie: 

UL 3 
Dist lsablort bas ZO files 01 it . 
Zll sectors i1 1se, 91 deleted, IZ sectors free . 
Size laae 

3 Euc .OY 
II Load . lS 
II Dis.AS 
I LU .GO 

Zl llu .lS 
3 TES .AS 
I IUL.TI 

II Libel .AS 
I LUEL. AS 
I LUEL .GO 
I Eacrypt. lS 
3 Prog.15 
I Prog .GO 

II lSIOl .GO 
4 rlH .GO 
4 rUl .GO 
4 rue .GO 
91 ASIOl .lS 

UDL 3 
Dist ls1blork las Z deleted files 01 it . 
Siu l11e 

I nrCS . Tl 
90 lSIOl .AS 

SSIEI <3<1SIOI .• <3<1sroa .• 
<3<lSIOl .GO re11aed to <3<1sro1 .GO 
<3<lSIOl.lS re111ed to <3<asro1 .lS 
<3<lSIOl.lS ren11ed lo <3<asro1 .lS 

UDL 3 
Disk lsablort bas I deleted files oa it . 
Siu laae 

I uCS . Tl 

SIDE <l<1sro1 .lS 
<3<asro1 .lS deleted. 
SSIEI <3<11roa.1 <3<lSIOI .• 
<3<asroa.GO re111ed to <3<lSIOl .GO 
<3<asroa.AS re111ed to <3<lSIOl.lS 
<3<asroa.AS re11aed to <3<lSIOl .lS 

HELP! 
CWhich ones shall I do in the next issue?) 

SHELP IEI 
let fo1t1rts 1d•ed to Eiec/15-11 ll!Sl 

1. U1Sys (clear sy1t11 bill lt11bled 1odel 
I. lestart lres1ae 11 1borted co1111d f ilel leaabled aodel 
3. Stiff d s ISaiff drite d starli1g tit• sector sl 
4. lllTE 1 te1t 1 priats 1 te1t 1 01 pri1ter C1it•o1t p1gi1gl 
S .. DI files are listed•••• tle file-111• is teyed ia 
I .. DC files ire typed 1lt1 tlt file-11ae is keyed it 
7. AS files are "I doa't k101 1l1t to do 1itl tlat file' 
I. LIST & TYPE 1cco11ts for protected portioas of screea 
9. LIST 1dd1 11abtr of free ••tries & fl1g1 Ce11bled aodel 

ti. Sel1p 1lo1s def11lt pri1ter & selects detice I 
11. IEI corrects •, 11d 11es i1p1l file e1tension as def11ll 
II . SQUEAL reports Dio errors, DOIT caacels SQUEAL 

Public: Domain 

The first Disk.s-of.-the-Month from 
PolyLetter are listed here. These disks 
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are available for S6 each . 

Disk of the month APR-80 has 5 files on it. 
Size Name. 

2 COUNT . GO 
1 CONTROL-U.GO 
7 CALENDAR.BS 
4 READ-THIS.TX 

Disk of the month AUG-80 has 33 files on it. 
Size Name . 

2 POP . GO 
8 SZAP . GO 
1 Cursor . GO 
8 COPYALL . B.S 
4 MOVE . BS 
2 ROOM.GO 
3 POKE . BS 
7 READ-THIS . TX 
5 COPY-SUB-DIR . BS 
2 Cursor . OT 
1 BIG-LINE . BS 
2 MIRROR.GO 
3 DUP . GO 

Disk of the month JAN-81 has 25 files on it . 
Size Name . 

37 SORT-DEMO . BS 
44 DEMO-STRINGS.OT 

6 MAZE.GO 
17 READABILITY.BS 
38 GENE . BS 
44 HOME-INVENTORY.BS 

2 READ-THIS.TX 

Disk of the month MAR-81 has 33 files on it. 
Size Name . 

5 TABBER . BS 
7 FNTIMER . BS 
7 PEEK-DUMP.BS 
3 Tran . OV 
7 TRAN-DOC.TX 
2 TRAN-TEST . BS 
6 READ-THIS-FIRST.TX 

Disk of the month MAY-81 has 32 files on it. 
Size Name. 

13 BIORHYTHM.BS 
35 BATTLESHIP . BS 
15 HANGMAN . BS 

2 SPIRAL . BS 
1 ART . BS 

22 BACKGAMMON . BS 
19 HANGMAN-II . BS 
31 ROULLETTE . BS 

4 READ-THIS-FIRST.TX 
10 FROGS.BS 

Disk of the month JUL-81 has 27 files on it. 
Size Name. 

3 READ.GO 
5 COUNT.GO 
5 FLIES.BS 

12 INPUT . BS 
10 READ-THIS.TX 

Disk of the month DEC-81 has 31 files on it. 
Size Name. 

17 SLOT.BS 
22 BACKGAMMON . BS 

6 ARTIL . BS 
9 MOON-LANDER . BS 

22 Sex-Appeal .BS 
4 READ-THIS . TX 

Disk of the month MAR-82 has 15 files on it. 
Size Name. 

6 Letter.TX 
12 Leaflet.TX 

. 132 VM . VM 

7 

33 INITIAL . GO 
2 FETCH.GO 
1 PUNCH.GO 
7 Bchr.OV 
7 BCHR-DEMO.TX 
1 bchr-demo . GO 
2 BCHR-TEST.BS 
8 READ-THIS.TX 
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Disk of the month JUL-82 has 31 files on it. 
Size Name . 

6 SDIR.GO 
3 FIND . GO 

16 FIND-&-SDIR-INFO.TX 
5 DX . GO 
1 FPL . GO 

44 BOWLING.BS 
3 COMMENTS-BOWLING.TX 

47 TEXT-TRAN.BS 
18 TEXT-TRAN-INFO.TX 

3 TEST . TX 
2 TEST2 . TX 
1 CHANGE.GO 

23 MASTERMIND.BS 
11 READ-THIS.TX 

2 July.XO 
4 MasterMind-Instructions.DT 

Disk of the month MAR-83 has 12 files on it. 
Size Name. 

38 DATA-SORT.BS 
36 ADD-A-BASE . BS 
82 DATABASE.TX 

1 CREATE-IT . TX 
1 DIRECTORY . TP 
1 DIRECTORY.DR 

94 DATA-ENTRY . BS 
5 BASES . GO 
6 SCAN . GO 
2 SNIFFALL.GO 

10 READ-THIS . TX 
4 ADDRESS.DX 

Disk of the month JUL-83 has 12 files on it. 
Size Name . 

73 DIS80-SRC . TX 
19 DIS80.GO 
20 DIS80-INFO . TX 

8 SYSTEM . SY 
1 ERROR . GO 
1 SERR.GO 
6 MKDIR.GO 

12 MKDIR-SRC.TX 
10 ERROR-SRC.TX 
10 BERR-SRC.TX 
22 READ-THIS.TX 

Disk of the month NOV-84 has 14 files on it. 
Size Name . 

9 CNT . GO 
5 MERGE . BS 
8 GEMSET-SRC.TX 
2 GEMSET.GO 
1 STRIP.CM 

10 DDBLIST-INFO.TX 
15 DDBLIST-SRC . TX 

3 DDBLIST.GO 
14 SETPR-SRC . TX 
23 SETPR-INFO . TX 
18 FUTIL2.BS 

5 SCOPY . GO 
1 LASE.TX 

17 READ-THIS . TX 

H ic:lc:le.n Messages 

When I get an old disk from someone, one 
of the first things I do to it, is look at 
the unused portion of the disk with Szap . 
One nev·er kno~ w-hat goodies may ~e le-ft 
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after files have been deleted and the disk 
packed . I have recovered several programs 
i n th i s manner, and many interesting parts 
of programs . It's a little like picking 
over the local dump . Most of what's there 
is garbage , but one occasionally finds 
something valuable . I once got a driver 
for some noise generator. Another time I 
got a copy of Don Moe's Form.OV overlay . 
Well, the other day I got a disk from Al 
Levy with stuff for the last issue of 
PolyLetter. I was so busy I didn't look at 
the d i sk . Since then, I have taken a look, 
and I thought I 'd share with everyone what 
I found there . Here ' s what I saw when I 
brought up Szap. 

ZO ZI ZI ZO ZO ZI ZA ZA ZA ZI ll ZI II II ZI ZI 111 
S7 II II 74 18 14 II 14 Zt 71 IF 7S Zt ZI It ZI t•at did JOI 
15 71 71 15 13 74 3F 10 10 II II ZI II II ll ZI tlptct? 
ZI ZI II ZI ze ZI ll ZI ZI ZI ZI ZI ZI ZI ZI Zt 
41 ZI I& IF IE 75 73 ll 71 7Z IF 17 71 II ID 3F l bo11s progr11? 
ZI &I ZI ZI ZI ZI &I ZI ZI ZI &I ZI ZI &I ZI ZI 
41 IF 71 15 &8 79 IF 75 ze 77 19 IC IC &I ZI ZI lope JOI •ill 
13 IF ID ID IS IE 74 ZI 73 IF ID IS Zt 14 II 79 co11e1l 101e daJ 
IF IE ll ID 79 ll II 19 14 14 IS IE za Zt Zt 18 01 IJ •iddel 
ID IS 73 73 II 17 IS 73 Zt ZI ZI ZI ZI ZI II ZI 1es111es !!!!!!! 
ZA ZA Zl ZA IA Zl Zl ZA ZA ZA Zl ZA IA ll ZA ll 1111111111111111 
ll ZI ZI ZI ZI Zt ZI ZI ZI Zt Zt Zt Zt Zt Zt ZI 
53 74 II IC IC II 77 71 19 74 II IE 17 lt II IE Still 1riti1g 11 
Zt II 71 74 II 13 IC IS It IF IE ZI 53 71 II 71 article 01 S11p 
zo &I II zo zo ze ZI ze It Zt It Zt Zt Zt Zt ZI 
5Z IS 17 II 7Z 14 73 ZI ZD ZI II 41 IC Zt II ll le91rds - Cll) 

Survey Winners 

The first three survey forms returned 
were from Kenneth Lowe of West Valley City, 

PolyLetter 
1 91 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown , HA 01267 
( 413) 458-8421 

Address Correction Requested 

Po Ir Leifer Editor ud Prblider: lelp• furu . Sr•mipfim: US SI UO 
rr ., Cu1d1 SU.ti yr . , Orersm Szt.U yr., peydle i1 IS dolllrs. 
Edilori1/ Coatrihliou: fou co1trihtiou h Uis uwsletter ue 
1/11rs nlcoae. Articles, nnestioas, for uticles, or qustieas FH'd 
lih usreud are rudilr accepted. Uis is yur 1e.sleller; pleue 
hip npport if . Adrertisueals br nbscrihrs are free ti chrfe. 
Po/f~ is IOI lffililled 1it• Po/florptic Srslea 
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Utah; James Salinger of Cincinnati, Ohio: . 
and J . Earl Gilbreath of Savannah, Georgia . 
Congratulations; you beat everyone else and 
are entitled to a free PolyGlot Library 
Vo lume of your choice. 
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Edit:oriaL 

When I took over PolyLetter, I received 
a mailing list with about 350 names on it. 
A large proportion of those names had 0000 
in the renewal field, which meant that the 
dreaded "RETURN T 0 S.E ND ER - ADDRESS 
UNKNOWN" had been received at PolyLetter. 
In some cases, I have been able to get a 
new address by simply calling directory 
assistance. This is fine when the move was 
local, but it doesn't work when a PolyUser 
has made a Jong distance move. I merged 
PolyLetter's mailing list with Abstract 
Systems, and came up with a final list of 
400 names . I sent my first issue of 
PolyLetter to the entire list. So far I 
have received over 75 back as address 
unknown . 

Whenever this happens, I wonder what 
happened to the Poly . I have a book. of 
users which has one page for each user. 
The book has been divided into three 
sections. The last section has the names 
of past Poly users who have gotten rid of 
their Poly . In some cases, I have a record 
of where the Poll went. The second section 
has the names o People whose location has 
been lost. And the first section contains 
the active subscribers plus those from whom 
no response has been received. 

We presently have about 75 active 
subscribers whose interests are quite 
varied . 15 census/survey responses have 
been returned to date. The respondents use 
their Polys in business for accounting, 
(general ledger, accounts receivable, 
accounts payable and payroll), 
administration CMailist, Plan and Word 
processing), loan services and investment 
advising (amortization, escrow and interest 
calculations), inventory control, product 
management Cmanufacturers representative), 
and for tax services. The reported 
personal uses of the Poly include address 
lists, amortization, education, games, 
geneology, mathematical modeling, numerical 
analysis, publishing, telecommunication, 
and word processing . Clf your application 
isn't mentioned here, please send it in for 
PL to include in the list.) 

Hardware at PolyLetter 
I thought I'd take a little space to 

tell you about my system. The hardware at 
PolyLetter consists of one 8813 with 3 
double sided 96 tpi drives being operated 
1 n a s i n g I e d e n s) t y f o r m a t . T h i s y i e I d s 
1600 sectors C400KJ per drive, or 1.2 megs 
on line . I also have an 8810 with two 112 
height 96 tpi drives . I have an IDS prism 
132 color printer and a Dataproducts 
(formerly IDSJ 8050 color printer . I also 
have a Hayes Micromodem 100 300 baud modem . 
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Software allows my 96 tpi drives to read 
and write standard PolyMorphic single 
density 5" diskettes. 

PolyLetter is printed with the 
Dataproducts 8050 printer . The software 
used in preparing it are the Editor, 
Abstract Systems format program, Abstract 
Systems Print to a File program, and 
Abstract Systems write program . I also use 
the 01035 program to read SSSD disks 
submitted with articles and letters . 

I have set up my odd and even page 
headers to include margin setting commands 
for the printer so that the left column 1s 
printed as an odd page and the right column 
is printed as an even page . The even page 
footer prints the page number right 
justified. Each header includes a command 
to start printing at absolute line 4 . 

First, I format the document with my 
print to a file utilitJ to capture the 
output. Second, I e it that file and 
change all page numbers to the proper 
sequence . I also delete the form feed 
character at the head of each even page. 
CThe absolute line command will cause the 
printer to go back to the head of the same 
page for printing the right column . ) 
Finally, I use the write program to print 
out a copy of the document. It is pnnted 
in one pass, leavin9 a space for the header 
on page 1, and leaving the bottom of page 8 
open for postal use. 

Ed . 

Let:t:er:s 
Ralph - November 3, 1986 

Glad you took PL over . Wi 11 try to send 
you some copy - altho I had to drop CP/M 
user group newsletter due to lack of time . 

Thanks!, Russ Nobbs. 

Dear Ralph: November 3, 1986 

Glad to see that PolyLetter 1s still 
alive - I had about given it up for dead . 
About the only thing interesting is I have 
moved Cvia Modem) some of the Poly programs 
I have written and adapted them to the two 
IBM-PC's that I have but still use the Poly 
all the time. Of the three machines I 
have, two are up and running with little or 
no troubles . I agree, in many ways Poly 1s 
great - too bad PolyMorphic missed the boat 
back a ways . 

Regards, Jim Trahan . 

Dear Ralph, November 5, 1986 

Ah, the persistence and endurance of 
die-hard Poly fanatics, like you and Al 
Levy, never ceases to amaze me . 

Nor, in spite of having owned an early 
8813 since about 1978, have I ever come to 
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attribute any special wonders to Exec or 
Edit or have the Poly be especially 
'friendly' in any way. 

I do have a sentimental attachment to 
mine - as one of the earliest completely 
i ntegrated d i skette based micros with 
remarkably sophisticated software for its 
day . 

The poly may be great for the 'hacker' 
but it's hell to get any useful work out of 
1t without struggling to program it every 
step of the way - and every minor change 
meant another debugging debacle. I have 
CPM and MSDOS machines now that may not be 
quite as easy to use as TV - but they work 
for me instead of me working for them as I 
did for the Poly . 

Even now I'd use the Poly if I could 
make it do two very simple jobs without 
taking the rest of my life to relearn its 
system and cope with the aberrations of its 
wondrous Exec . On the one hand I have 
sizable mutual fund and stock data bases on 
a PC clone, and in the closet I have a 
small but smart Radio Shack four color 
p l otter. I'd love to use the Poly to drive 
the plotter to produce comparative 
performance plots of the individual mutual 
funds in a family . I can 'print' the plot 
data as a ser i es of ASCII characters out 
the serial port of the PC if I could get 
the Poly to receive it and store it to 
disk . A group of such strings would 
constitute an array for processing, and 
then the Poly could 'print' the plot 
instructions out the serial port to the 
plotter . At one time I did have an 
assembler routine that would accumulate 
characters from the serial port into memory 
(from the earliest version of the system 
programmer's manual) so I could probably 
get the data into the Poly and 'save' it on 
disk . Manipulation of the array wouldn't 
be too bad , either . But then I have to 
struggle to c i rcumvent the Poly printer 
driver which insists on modifying the 
return, backspace, and similar characters 
before sending them . Guess what characters 
are used to control special functions in 
the Radio Shack plotter ! Back when I was 
still using the Poly part time I started to 
disassemble the Printer Drive to try to 
control the plotter - and pulled out what 
little hair I had left. ANYWAY, the point 
of this diatribe is that, while the Poly 
was wonderful when there wasn't anything 
else , you sure earn everything you 9et out 
of 1t. I have communications utilities for 
both CPM and MSDOS that will both send and 
receive ASCII files without modifying them, 
and with little effort on my part. The 
Poly's will d i e because, like Model T 
Fords, only the highly skilled and 
exceedingly determined can use them . 

So how come I have a sentimental 
attachment? Because when designed it was 
such a wondrous machine. At that time I 
worked for IBM servicing both hardware and 
software for medium size business systems -
pr i ncipally the IBM System 3 in the middle 
?O's . When the first table tops came out I 
borrowed a tape cassette based IBM demo 
machine for a couple of weeks to see if it 
was practical for home use for securities 
investment analysis . At that time no major 
manufacturer had a complete diskette system 
on the market, and the Apple was a cigar 
box for play i ng v i deo games and making 
music . The Poly was amazing - completely 
i ntegrated software, with advanced 
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rerformance features , like disk overla •·· s 
hat were wery similar to those of the 1aM 

System 3. When the desk sized IBM System 32 
was announced i t still d i dn't have a 
type-ahead buffer, and automatic first job 
execution d i dn't come in the business 
systems until the IBM System 34 . The Poly 
was way ahead of i ts time - and the tragedy 
was the error of trying to keep 1t 
proprietary . They withered away because of 
the self-imposed isolation, while Apple and 
CPM and later the IBM PC exploded in 
popularity because of their openness and 
accessibil i ty to other hardware and 
software vendors. 

The Poly also earned i ts keep as a home 
terminal while my youngest son earned his 
Computer Science degree . Hi s exper iences 
were like those you describe in the current 
PolyLetter. The ability to work on his 
programming problems at any hour of the day 
or night was a big asset that we think 
helped him a lot. We can attribute some of 
his success to the Poly - so 1t has earned 
a place in his affections as well. 

My renewal i s enclosed . Hope springs 
eternal. Maybe you will make it a bit 
easier to use a Poly for constuctive work . 
Perhaps, if a future PolyLetter article 
should address mr plotter received and send 
problems above, can put the Poly back in 
service . I'd love to show my clients a 
bona fide antique still working hard to 
maximize the return they get from their 
investments . 

Please 
sentimental 

Dear Editor, 

hang in there . I have a 
affection for die-hards too . 

Sincerely - John H Mc Nally 

November 15, 1986 

I enjoyed the last PolyLetter . I must 
say, I thought Poly was a dead issue 
though . I had lost track of the time 
between issues, and really didn't expect to 
receive another . In the eyes of everyone 
else, I'm sure Poly i s a d i nosaur . But as 
you have well expressed, i t's a really 
impressive small system . I'd be among the 
first to say that the people at Po l y did 
their homework well when they introduced 
the Exec operating system and Poly BASIC. 
I've not seen another to compare to the 
ease with which it operates or to the easy 
reading of those Poly manuals . I've been 
employed by IBM for 26 years now, and have 
seen lots of operating systems come and go, 
but none have compared to Poly's . 

My Poly is a "Homebrew" . It all started 
with a Video 1/0 and a Poly CPU card, then 
came an 18 slot Godbout motherboard, three 
used RAM cards and a new cassette recorder . 
Boy this was living ! Now the old girl 1s a 
full blown 8813 with a single card CMOS 
RAM, a SI04 1/0 card, an internal Hayes 
modem, eprom burner, and an Intex Talker 
box to boot. Also added a Microl 1ne 82a 
printer later on . I'm sure my PROMS are 
way down level, C75J. Exec 1s at l eve l 8 0, 
and BASIC is at COO . But I sure en JOY what 
I have . I have written assembly and BAS IC 
programs for use around the home . 
Primarily it's a game machine now as most 
functions have been moved to our PCj r . The 
software just wasn't there when l n e e ded 
it. 

I would be interested 1n shari n g a ny 
projects to upgrade the Old Gir l to a more 
up-to-date system, either har d wa re o r 
software . A Peter Norton I'm not but wh en 
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it comes to the hardware , I think I can be 
of help . 

Sincerely, Doug Henry, Naperville, IL 

The Other Guy:s 

I have been playing with an XT-clone, 
and have written . BAT files to simulate 
some Poly commands . I HATE having to type 
extensions, or to type the command names 
fully out. I have created a T . BAT file 
which works mostly like the Poly TYPE 
command . Here it 1s: 

ECHO OFF 
IF EXIST %1 GOTO TYPE 
IF EXIST %1 .TXT GOTO TXT 
IF EXIST %1 . DOC GOTO DOC 
IF EXIST %1.BAT GOTO BAT 
ECHO I can' t f ind f i 1 e % 1 . 
GOTO END 
:TYPE 
ECHO type %1 
TYPE %1 ! MORE 
GOTO END 
:BAT 
ECHO type %1 . BAT 
TYPE %1 . BAT : MORE 
GOTO END 
:DOC 
ECHO type %1 . DOC 
TYPE %1 . DOC : MORE 
GOTO END 
:TXT 
ECHO type %1 .TXT 
TYPE %1 . TXT : MORE 
: END 

Odds and Ends from Atlanta 
By Bob Bybee 

It's been a while since I've written 
anything for PL . so this article is going 
to be a collection of subjects that I've 
been thinking about over the past few 
months . Have patience with my ramblings! 

Projects 
I discussed with Sirous Parsaei 

CPolyMorphic Systems) my current projects 
on the Poly, including PCALC, my 
spreadsheet program, and several upcoming 
ideas. He was very enthusiastic about · 
these subjects, and encouraged me Cand 
other software developers) to continue to 
write for the Poly. 

PCALC has turned into my hottest product 
yet for the Poly. So much so, that I'm 
keeping the price at S150 indefinitely. 
PCALC/2 . 0 will be released shortly, so call 
me for a brochure or more information . By 
the way, PCALC is written in BASIC and 
ass _embly language, as a lot of my projects 
are. But this time the two languages are 
linked together in a new, novel way that 
you programmers may find interesting . I'm 
planning to write an article about that 
subject in the near future. 

Network1 ng 
Many Poly users have more than one 

system . But in those situations, there's 
always the problem of getting files from 
one system to another . When do you do it 
without interrupting the operators? How do 
you make sure that all systems have 
up-to-date data? What if only one system 
has an HD? What about sharing a printer 
between the two? 
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Computer networking is an exciting 
solution to these problems . PolyNet was 
talked about for a long time, but was never 
completed by PolyMorphic Systems . 

I'm currently working on a network 
system for the Poly . It will use 
off-the-shelf hardware and custom software, 
and allow any number of Polys to 
communicate over coaxial cable. The 
systems can be separated by at least 
several hundred feet. The cost per system 
is expected to be extremely low. probably 
around S750 . This project is still in the 
design phase, so if you're interested, now 
is the time to get your ideas in to me! 

Cheap Printers 
Have you noticed the prices on printers 

lately? There are a lot of dot-matrix and 
near-letter-quality printers for S150 to 
S200, mail-order of course . I can't vouch 
for their quality, but sheesh ! Some of 
these printers are supposed to run at 120 
characters per second, about the speed of 
the TI-810 in my office . That one cost 
almost S2000 a few years ago. At S150, the 
day of the disposable printer may have 
arrived. 

Board Bank 
It's called the S-100 Board Bank, and i t 

sells a lot of used goodies for old 
computer systems, S-100 based and others . 
Their address is Box 344. Olympia WA 98507 . 
For a lifetime subscription to their 
catalog, The Statement, send a check for 
S4.37 or more . 

As you might guess from the price, the 
owner of this place has a sense of humor. 
The jokes in his catalog are well worth the 
price of admission. He defines a "lifetime 
subscription" as (1) the lifetime of your 
S4.37, or C2) his lifetime, or C3l your 
lifetime, or C4l the Board Bank's lifetime 
as arbitrarily determined by his attorney, 
Austin Tacius Pomposo. Your lifetime 
subscription can be cancelled, but only at 
great cost. CYour life .) 

Anyway, there were a few boards that 
could be useful in a Poly . No true-blue 
Poly boards, but you never know what might 
show up . I like to keep my eye on any 
possible sources of PolyParts. 

Set new 
For those of you who use BACKUP on your 

files: You've noticed that BACKUP only 
copies files which have the "new" bit set. 
That happens when a file is created, or 
when you use the SetNew program to do 1t 
yourself. It does not happen when a BASIC 
data file gets modified by simply changing 
one record of the file. CPolyLetter cannot 
confirm this assertion . We tested a 
program which only read one record of a 
data file in BASIC C04 and the new bit was 
properly set. Bob, give us more detail 
about your experience. - Ed . J 

I recently wrote an overlay which can be 
called from a BASIC program, and which can 
set the "new" bit on any file . Your 
application program could call this overlay 
to set the "new" bit after mod1fy1ng a 
record in your database . If you'd like a 
copy of this overlay, send me a d i skette 
CS" SSSDl. For a listing, just send an 
envelope . 

On A Personal Note 
Thanks to all of you who congratulated 
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me on my recent marriage . Hawa11 was a 
great place to honeymoon, but now it's back 
fo the land of reality, jobs, the o' Poly, 
and life in general. CAnd Charles thought 
my days of programming at home were over!) 

Bob Bybee 

CBob can be reached at: Poly Peripherals, 
5011 Brougham Court, Stone Mountain, GA 
30087, (404) 498-3556.J 

The Anatomy of a Bad lfemory Chip. 
By Ralph Kenyon 

I run a 16K memory card which has been 
converted to 64K. While editing my thesu 
one day, Edit reported back with SYSTEM 
FAILURE, CHECKSUM CHANGED after deleting 
the old input file . 

Now, I've disassembled Edit and know 
that that error is only reported if the in 
memory copy of Edit has been changed. To 
insure matched versions of Edit and Efun, 
Efun computes a checksum for Edit and 
compares it to its known value. I 
immediately got out my Compare program and 
compared Edit on the disk with the error 
with Edit on a master disk. No difference . 
What gives? How is this possible? So I 
tried again and Edit worked fine. So I 
chalk it up to a fluke, or as Jack would 
say, a Gremlin, and go on with my work. A 
couple of days later the same thing 
happens. Another DEAD error! Well, this 
time I use ARISE to get back the old file, 
and try again . This time it works. I 
begin to suspect that I have one of those 
terrible intermittent errors, the kind that 
only show up when the repairman isn't 
around . 

After a couple of times of this 
happening I put my thinker into high gear. 
Let's see, the error couldn't be in reading 
the disk, or there would be a checksum 
error. Cit could be with Poly proms, but I 
am running on ASROM proms. which corrects 
the multi-sector read bug 1n Poly's proms.) 
I begin to suspect that memory is at fault, 
that 1s, that the checksum is changed after 
Edit is read into memory. So, I run the 
confidence disk. It says there's no errors 
in memory. 

Now this 1s getting really spooky . 
Edit's checksum isn't changed, but it is 
changed . I have horrible thoughts about 
the effect of flakey memory during packing 
a d1slc, with bytes being changed helter 
skelter between the reads and writes ... 
What a nightmare. After a couple of more 
failures, I decided to make a SAVE copy of 
Edit from memory after a failure and 
compare that to the master copy. Sure 
enough, there was one byte different. I 
got a f6 instead of an FE at location 4114. 
I saved a copy of the difference 1n a file 
so I could l6olc at it any time, EMF Cfor 
Edit Memory fa1lureL 

The next trick was to load in Edit and 
look at that byte with the front panel. 
Lo, 1t was FE. So I went back to Exec and 
TYPEd EMF. Ok, it was supposed to be FE. 
So, I went back into the front panel, and 

Hey! now it's F6! What gives? 
between the time Edit was loaded and looked 
at the first time and the second time, I 
only went to Exec and TYPED a file. 

Let's try again, I reload Edit and look 
at byte 4114 . It's FE like it's supposed 
to be . This time I press the arrow key and 
the byte changes in front of my eyes to a 
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F6. Hey 1 It's not supposed to do that ! 
Now, location COO does do it because that 
is changed by interrupt routines, but 
location 4114 has nothing to do with such 
routines. 

Well, now I suspect I've got a bad bit 
in 16K RAM chip. I reset the bit to ff 
with the front panel and press the arrow 
key. Sure enough, it changes to F7 in 
front of my very eyes. Ole' 1s it the 
memory chip, or the support logic on the 
board'? So I pull out the memory card 
Cafter turing off the machine) and swap bit 
3 chip with the bit 4 chip on bank 1. After 
I put it back in, I bring up the front 
panel and poke a FF into 4114 and press the 
arrow key. Sure enough, it changes to an 
EF in front of my very eyes. I've located 
a bad memory location. 

Now, the next question, are there other 
bad locations too? I don't know, so I 
write a quick little program to write ff 
into every byte from MEMTOP down to 3300H, 
and then to loop checking for changes . If 
it finds a change it prints out the 
location and the incorrect value . I 
assemble this program and run it. Lo 1 , 1t 
doesn't find anything wrong! So, I say, 
What gives? and interrupt it with a CTRL-Z 
to get to the front panel. The byte at 
4114 is FF like it should be. I press the 
arrow key and it changes to an EF in front 
of my eyes again. Ok, I figure there must 
be some kind of interaction with the HALT 
condition. When I press G from the front 
panel, now I start getting 411F EF repeated 
at regular intervals. It found the bad bit 
after I halted the program and restarted it 
Cduring which the CPU was halted). Ok, I 
replace the suspect memory chip and 
everything now works fine. 

Ok, here's a memory failure which did 
not show up on the main confidence test 
routine . Now, I did not run the extended 
memory test, so I don't know if that would 
have found it. Unfortunately when I put 
the bad memory chip back in to try it out. 
it had been zapped but good, and failed the 
simple test done by Exec, so I couldn't try 
the extended memory test. 

Well, I thought I'd share my experience 
with you in case you started getting a 
similar problem. I had a problem ltke this 
once with memory location 6A94 on another 
board which only showed up when the 8 " MS 
disk was used . I got rid of the MS and 
never had another problem with that memory 
card. In that case, I would !MAG a disk 
and then use COMP-DISK to compare the 
original and the copy. About 3 to 5 bytes 
per disk were changed, all dropping the 20H 
bit. That's the problem I traced to memory 
location 6A94. 

It seems to involve the CPU going into 
the halt state and the converted 64K 
dynamic ram cards. Any hardware hackers 
out there got any ideas? 

The NeW' System! 
By Ralph Kenyon 

The new system has been a closely 
guarded secret at Poly, but some of its 
parameters have finally leaked out. It is 
really something else. The biggest 
surprise is its completely integrated 
software package . (Considering Poly's 
integrated software in 1976, I guess it's 
really not such a surprise_) The front end 
is a natural language processor CNLP) with 
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a dynamic translator CDT) which converts 
any spoken language into its highly 
flexible internal representation, a new 
language design called mentalese. Noam 
Chomski predicted it's existence, but it 
was Fodor who proved its ability to 
translate between any two languages . 

The NLP uses a combination of structured 
semantics transformation CSST) and Graded 
Unprocessed Extra Segmented Syntax While 
Organizing Real Knowledge CGUESSWORKl to 
correct for m i s-pronunciation, incorrect 
words, and lack of meaning to correctly 
determine the desired command structure to 
execute . Why , one barely has to think 
about what one wants done and the new 
system has the task half done . CThe SST is 
fasU 

The brain of the system is the newly 
designed Binary Random Access Inferencing 
Nuc l eus . As is well known, binary random 
accessing allows the system to remember 
anything 1n two stages - find it and then 
report it. And, of course, it was proven 
earlier this century, that if anything 
cou Id be remembered, then everything could. 
The big advantage of this design is that, 
since everything can be remembered, it need 
not be entered into the system . The 
biggest bottle-neck, data-input, is 
comp letely eliminated . 

It i s also because of this theorem that 
the new system can have an unlimited 
virtual memory. The one drawback of 
unlimited random access to virtual extended 
memory is that the system may not get 
around to accessing the particular me~nry 
that is needed right away, creating the 
" t.i p-of-the-tongu e" error . However , when 
th i s happens the system doesn't crash . The 
job is resubmitted to the queue . The big 
advantage of unlimited random access to 
v i rtual memory, not having to input data 
far outweighs any minor 1nconven1ence from 
random rescheduling due to tip-of-the
tongue errors . 

By far the most ingenious portion of the 
operating system is the pre-detection error 
reprogramming look ahead processor. This 
device forcasts errors anticipated by the 
code and data and rewrites the code to 
prevent the error from occurring before the 
code gets accessed. The system was tested 
with the "Drain the Swamp" program. It 
correctly replied "Not until you get rid of 
the alligators . " CSee the Bit Bucket -
Ed.J 

The hardware is even more marvelous. 
The entire system is designed with the 
massively parallel architecture connecting 
many minuscule processors via serial links 
to each other. Each processor is called a 
Hybrid Operating Master User Node Combining 
Uniform Logical Understanding States 
CHOMUNCULUS for shortl . What's really 
fantastic about this hardware is that each 
HOMUNCULUS divides up its task and farms 
out the parts to the others, so that it has 
no real work to do itself. Since it has no 
work to do itself, 1t gets the job done in 
no time at all - a real breakthrough in 
computing speed . Of course, there is a 
certain amount of overhead in the 
communication , but because of the parallel 
arch i tecture and by increas i ng the number 
of homunculi 1n the circuit the jobs get 
broken up into smaller pieces, and it takes 
less time to farm them out and get the 
results back -- a classic case of the well 
known PC-syndrome "just get more hardware." 
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I suppose even Poly had to compromise 
somewhere. 

ADS 

from Abstract Systems, etc . 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, MA 01267 
(413) 458-8421 

DISIS -- DIIYES -- IODEI -- PIOIS -- SOFTlllE -- SPELL 

I. llllLL disttllts -- 113 ptr btl of II . 
Z. 5' dist dri•ts CS•111rt SA-4111 151 .11 Ci1cl1des s•1pp119l 
3. Ttt dri•• e1ter1al bt1 aid pe1er 11pply 175 . 
4. Bayes licro1ode1 tit for 11ly 141 . 

£311 ba1d i1 b11 direct co11ect 1ode1. liaited q1a1t i tyl 
5. BayesSys 1odt1 software (for t•e licro1ode1 1011 135 . 
l . u:st Spell, a good spell i1g chcter for 135 . 
1. Abstract Syste11 E1tc C£1•a1ce111ts & bags corrected! 135 . 
I . Abstract Syste11 Pro11 !E1•a1ce1e1ts & bags corrected! 135 ; 
t . PolyGlot Library Vol11es, II tac• . 
CSead 11 .10 for a coaplete catalog--lfree 11tk 11y orderl . I 

From Al Levy: C516) 293-8368. 

1. Eight inch MAXALL 32 hard sectored 
diskettes for your MS . 115 . 00 per box ors 
115 .00 per ten boxes . 

From Polylilorphic Systems 
7334-H Hollister Avenue, 
Santa Barbara, CA 93117 
C80S> 685-6238 

Manuals 
1 Field Service . 
2 Aligning 88 disk drives 
3 Printer Interface . 
4 Adding a SSSD or DSDD drive 
5 Keyboard II & III . 
6 Testing & Maintaining 88xx 
7 88/MS user's manual 
8 Confidence 
9 Hard Disk . 

10 Exec 96 Addendum 
11 Twin System . . 
12 Twin System Confidence 
13 Twin System Diagnostics 
14 Plan . 
1 5 Mai 1 i st 
16 Assembler 
17 Basic 
18 Wordmaster I I 
19 User's Manual 
20 System Programmer's Guide 

S35 . 00 
1 5 . 0 0 
15.00 
15.00 
1 s . 0 0 
15 . 00 
2 5 . 0 0 
25 . 00 
1 5 . 0 0 
15 . 00 
15 . 00 
25 . 00 
25 . 00 
35 . 00 
35 . 00 
25.00 
40 . 00 
40 . 00 
40 . 00 
50 . 00 

Theory of operation manuals for the 
following boards: (including schematics) 

1 5" DSDD Controller 
2 8 11 Controller . 
3 SSSD Controller 
4 Video Board 
5 CPU Board . 
6 4.0 Monitor ROM 
7 48K & 161C RAM 

S20 . 00 
20 . 00 
1 5 . 0 0 
20 . 00 
20 . 00 
20 . 00 
15 . 00 

Add SS . OD for shipping and handling . 

CP/M hardware conversion StOO plus par t s . 
CCP/M license, manuals, and software -
S200) 

16K to 64K memory card conversion S125.00 
plus parts . CThe 16K board has to be a 
Poly board and in good working condition . ) 
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srstem Programmers Guide 
CWha shall I cover next time?) 

1 Syste1 Str,ict ftcltrs 1 lor1•oles 1 

S.y1bo I 111t : QI 

Si1tl1 ,1111 : ICZI 
T111 ulu : ZEOC 

E1try: Ill takes •• i•••ls 

E1i I: 
A: 
llT: 

See Also: 

Description: 

c•aracter £101 teybeard or co1111d file 
101 1odif 1ed/e11bled 

DEi, Flip, Fold, UUF, UIP, DIG, 
CIOF, CIDF, CIDD, CIDI, CIDP, CID&, 
[illi, Flis•. DlllF 
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WHO is cal led to return a character from 
the user. The character is returned either 
from the keyboard ring buffer (see KBUF, 
KBIP, KBIG) or from the command file buffer 
Csee CBUF, CMDFL A request to read a 
character past the end of a currently 
active command file causes the system to 
switch automatically back to the keyboard 
for input. The character returned in A is 
not echoed to the screen; this must be done 
by the program. WHO is initialized by the 
boot process to point to Cin Clabel not 
defined in the single user system). 

If command files are not active, and a 
character is not present in the keyboard. 
buffer, the system waits until a character 
is available . In the single user sys-te·m, 
t _he processor enables interrupts, halts to 
wait for an interrupt, and then checks 
again for a character. In the TwinSystem, 
Giveup is called to give up the processor 
Csee description of KBIP for this codel. 

If the character returned is from the 
keyboard buffer, or a disk read was 
requ1red to bring 1n command file data, the 
interrupts are returned enabled. If the 
character is returned from the command file 
buffer CCBUFJ and a read is not required, 
the interrupt system is unaltered. Any 
errors in attempting to read from the 
command file cause control to be 
transferred to Err, essentially aborting 
the program; restart may be difficult. 

The character removed from either the 
command file buffer or the keyboard buffer 
1s passed through the routine connected to 
KBEX; this is commonly a null routine, but 
may also be either Flip or Fold, or a user 
specified routine. 

As the result of invoking Kiili or 
Flush, the contents of the keyboard 
typeahead buffer may be flushed. Kiili 
also aborts command files if in progress. 

Sy1bol 111e: 

Si1gle ulu: 
Tiu ulu: 

Sytbol 111e: 
T111 ulu : 

Entry: 
A: 

El It: 

See Also : 

Qt 

ocu 
mo 
fli 
E057 

c•ar1ct1r to be displayed 01 scree1 

All registers 11d i1terr1pts 11c•11ged . 

SCRBI, SCEID, POS, Jti, Lock, U1loct 
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Description: 
WH1 is called to display a character o•, 

the video screen. It is in1tialued by the 
system boot process to point to the video 
display driver CVti in the TwinSystem, no 
separate label for the single user system). 
Certain character values have special 
effects when displayed. They are: 

Code 1111 - le ~i 01 
Ill IT - Ta c1rsor 
Ill YT - It'• c1rser to to, of scrtt• 
OCI FF - Clear scr••• 11d 10,e c1rsor to top 
IDI Cl - lt'e c1r1er to start of 1e1t Ii•• 
111 CH - Erase rt11i1du of I iu 
7FI DEL - I••• c11sor left 011 positio1 

Values less than 20H not appearing 1n 
the above list are ignored . Note that 
displaying a character may cause the screen 
to scroll up a line, destroying the 
information in the top line of the screen . 

The display driver finds the starting 
and ending page address of the screen by 
examining SCRHM and SCEND. On exit from 
the display driver, POS contains the 
address of the cursor within the video 
display. 

In the TwinSystem, and in ROMs version 
81 and later, the screen driver does not 
alter the state of the interrupt system . 
Earlier versions of the ROMs always enabled 
interrupts. 

In the TwinSystem, erasing lines, 
clearing the screen, or scrolling the 

. screen is done with the task protected 
a g a i n st s-1 icing by first ca 11 in g the Lock 
service. This prevents the screen from 
being left partially updated. The Unlock 
service is called as part of exiting the 
screen driver CVtiJ and WH1, even if Lock 
was not called; this means that a program 
wishing to remain locked against slicing 
may not use any service that may call WH1. 

Assembly Language Programming 

Here is that memory test program I wrote 
about in the Anatomy of a Bad Chip article . 
BLK, BYTE, and CROUT are labels I have 
added to my system file . In this program, 
I define and use one macro, WAIT. The B 
register is used to contain the pattern 
which is put into memory and then tested 
for. The C register is used as a scratch 
count. HL is used as a memory pointer . In 
DISP the top of the stack is used as a 
temporary storage area . To see that the 
program is working, the keyboard routine is 
left in place . If you touch any key while 
the program is running, it will report the 
memory location changed. The location 1s 
determined by the test byte stored in KBIP 
and KBIG. The first pass it will be at 
location FFFF . The second pass it will be 
at location FEFE, etc . 

;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111&&11111111111111 
;I 
;I IEITEST.AS 
;I 
;I T•is p1ogr11 is desig1ed to do a 1eaory test 11 1 
;I co1j11clio1 1it~ tbe CPU goiag iato a bait state . 1 
.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
' 

IEFS SfSTEI. ST 
REF IL[ 
IEF CIOUT 
REF DEOOT 
IEF ITTE 

;03178 Clear scree• 
;031DB Outp1t a c11111ge retura 
;03DIH 01tp1t DE as I d1g1t REI 
;03DIH 01tp1t l IS z digit BEi 
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IEF Dk1l t 
IEF IEITOP 

OIG ICCll 
IDIT 1,1 

;04098 Stop SD drifts 
;ZDlll Stor19t ftr TOP tf 1111 

;Frte 1p1ct ii t1b111d 1111 
;Lt1d 11d 1t1rt 1ddrt11t1 
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;It'll ue t•i• bltct of ctd• 111y ti1t1. It pits th cp1 i1to 
;t•e kilt st1te 11d 111ts for 11 i1terr1pt to 1est11t it . le 
;1re 911r11teed 1 re1I ti•• cloct 11terr1pt tftry 1/11 secoad . 
;!Tke 1110 CPU 11 tke hilt state restarts after 11 i1te111pt . l 

IAIT ll&CIO 
IL IYI l,11 

BLT 
DCI l 
JIZ 1-l 
EIDI 

;lote: le write 101 zert p1tter1s 01 DOIT, so Ikey c111et 
;CTIL-T 011 of t•e pro9r11 . Too b1d, bit dey gotta p1sk tie 
;load b1tto1 to get 01tta dis oae . 

;S11ce 1e 1r1te 111 Ofer sy1te1 1e1ory, Stop tit drifes! 

CALL Dka It 
IAIT 30 
LHLD MEITOP 
SBLD 1e1top 
IYI l ,1 

LOOP DCI I 
J1 I 
CALL PUT 
CALL DISP 
IAIT ti 
CALL en 
lllT ZI 
c&LL en 
lllT 31 
CALL en 
lllT II 
CALL CHI 
JMP LOOP 

POT LHLD 1e1top 
MVI l, trH 
1109 ••• 
DCI B 
CIP B 
JIZ H 
IET 

DISP Lii B,llCIB 
IYI C,I 
llOV A,I 

DISPI UL 
POSH PSI 
llVI A, 'I' 
AC I 108 
llOY l,A 
POP PSI 
Ill R 
DCI C 
JIZ DISPI 
IET 

CBI LBLD 1e1top 
Cl llOV l,I 

CIP I 
CIZ SHOW 
DCI B 
IYI l, IFB 
CU B 
JIZ Cl 
IET 

SBOI ICBG 
CALL DEOUT 
ICBG 
CALL BLI 
IOV A,I 

;l1it a1kile aayway. 
;le •rite 01 tk1s too, 
;so safe 011 011 copy . 
;first p1tter1 ia FF 
;Drop do11 to 111! p1tter1 to test 
;If 11'rt all dt11, •• loop fore••r 
;Pit Ike p1tter1 iato 11101y 
;Skow t•• p1tte11 ••'re testi11 
;l1it I/I secoad 
;ckect i t's still ot . 
;laot••r l/J 1eco1d 
;Chet 1ga11 
;lere l/Z 
;191i1 
;Last I secoad 11it ... 
; It's i1d t10 seco1ds to glitck . 
;Go do t•e 1e1t p1tter1 . 

;le st1rl 1itk 1e1top 
;lld llStll 011 p1lte11 
;!i1 ll 11til It get 
;do11 to ind i1cl1di1g &OOOB . 
;Did HL beco1t IFFF~ If aot Ikea 
;go b1ct to tie llOV 1,1 iut. 

;Display loc1tio1 01 botto1 of screea 
;I bits to ••r p1tte11 
;Get p1tter1 iate I 
;S•ift •itb bit illt carry 
;Sue for liter 
;Pit lSCll I illt 1ccta1l1ttr 
;Add bit s•ifltd lo ClllT +II 
;Stiff i1to scree• 1e11ry 
;Get it bact 
;It•• 1p to 111l display loc1lit1 
;Co11t do11 01r 111be1 of bits 
;Ge bact to de 1ere 
;Al I doat. 

;Start tit• TOP of 1111 
;Get byte fro1 111ory 
;Is it •••t ••pit t•ere? 
;If IOI s•o• Ike lltl 
;Drop bact to t•e 1e1t byte 
;See if 1e already did ZIOGB 

;lope , so go do 101e 

;Ot , i t's bad. Get th address to DE . 
;Sbo1 tie aser •••t tie address is . 
;P1t 1 t b1ct to BL . 
;01tp1t 1 spice . 
;Get •••t it s•o1ld be . 
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cm ITTE 
!llll 
DU 
CIU. ITTE 
JIPCDT 

;SM'• 
;AIOtMr spa. 
;e.t Nl it .. a. _,_ 
,_ M '•IM llld • 
;AM .. It tM llll liM. 
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..top Ill 

EID 

;Ou on local -. . 

;Ttllt's 111 folks! 

HELP 

Directory Hf . DX has the complete 
Abstract Systems Help files on it. CMost 
are included with Exec/£A ! SJJ. I am 
constantly adding files to the system . The 
following are available as of this writing. 
Which ones shall I do in the next issue? 

HELP % 
?, BASIC, CMDF, COMMANDS, CTRL-U , f i les, 
format, FORMAT, GAMES, HELP, INITIAL, 
KEYBOARD, MACROS, NEW, PROGRAMS. 
Restore, SERVICE, SYS . 

HELP COMMAND % 
*• ;, Auth, boot, CONTINUE, COPY, 
DELETE, DIRECTORY, DISABLE, DISPLAY, 
DLIST, DNAME, DONT, DUMP, EDIT. ENABLE, 
flip, fold, FULL, GET, HELP, IMAGE, 
!NIT, LIST, PACK, PAGE, PRINT, Printer, 
REENTER, RENAME, RESET, Restart, Auth, 
SAVE, SetSys, Sniff, SQUEAL, START, 
TYPE, UNDELETE, UnSys, WRITE. ZAP. 

HELP format % 
bs, chr, cmt, cnt, cor, date, graph. 
input, ital, ltr, nital, pap, pep, pop, 
prism, quo, sdate, slsp, tab, tiger, 
unq, wait, wide. 

HELP PROGRAM % 
ARISE, Clock, Cursor, DIRCOPY, dl1st, 
Emedit, FETCH, New, prism, PUNCH , ROB , 
Reset , slist. 

HELP BASIC % 
DIM, EXEC, EXPRESSION, FORMAT, 
FUNCTIONS, H, LET .. ABS, BYE, CLEAR, CON , 
CTRt-Y, DEL, DIGITS, LIST, LOOPS, 
PROGRAM, REM, REN, RUN, SCR, STOP, 
VARIABLE, WALK, XREf . 

HELP BASIC FUNCTION % 
ABS, ASC, ASIN, ATAN, CHRS, COS, COSH, 
EXP, FREE, INP, INT, LEN, LOG, LOGT, 
MEM, RND, SGN, SIN , SINH, SQRT, STRS, 
TAN, TANH, TIME, VAL. 

HELP MACRO % 
aids, ALIGN, ck, crop, dat, db, DDtab, 
dequ, dw, EQ, Flip, GE, gfid, g1veup, 
gover, hex, If, ioret, ix, JEQ, JGE, 
JLT, JNE, LT, m, MAGIC, move, NE, neg, 
overlay , overto, ralign, rar, rddef, 
rds, REQ, RGE, RLT, RNE, ROMoff, ROMon, 
rorg, set, user, vcb, vect, VMGR, WHtab . 

IHELP C~ID lllT 
HELP file for syste1 coaa11d 'lllT' 

T•e 'lllT" co1111d allows 01e to i1iti1li1e 1 disk . 

Synt11: "lllT' !IETOlll !see EIULEJ 

'lllT' pr01pts for th driu 111btr, nd, after 1r1t11g zeros 
01 t~e eatire disk, tie• 11ts for tbe 1e1 dist a11e . Disk 
111es ire li1ited to I c•aracters . 

1111111 sue : 1 111 ITbt syste1 llSI be ID EIABLE 1ode I 
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IBELP C~ID LIST 
HELP filt ftr systt1 ce .. 11d 'LIST' 

T•• 'LIST' ce .. 11• •is,11ys t•• directory •• t•• scrttl . 
'LIST' 11its after ••c• p11• 1it• ':'. lt t•• ' : ' ESC e11ts . 

Sy1t11: 'LIST l<a<filt.Dll' or 'list l<a<file .Dll' CIETUlll . 

'LIST' lists t•e syste1 reside1t directory. 
'LIST 111' lists dri•e '1' . 
'LIST llilel' lists t•e directory ••ose 1a1e is 'file' 
'LIST l<a<lilel' lists directory 'file' 01 dri•t 'a' . 

The 111i111 s11e needed for t•e syste1 to reco1111t t•is 
c o•n d i s L or I. E 111p I ts : • L Z • , ' I Z < 1 • 

SHELP files 
HELP file for syste1 file specific1tio1s 

A Fi le specific1tio1 co1sists of 1 dri•t 111ber, 01e or aort 
sub directory 111es, t•• file 1a1e. aid it's e1te1s101 . 

<d<dir<111e .EI . E111ples: <t<llSIC.GO 
<t<1<ltstt .GO 
<Z<IS<IL<IEIU.IS 

T•e drift 111btr 11y bt 01ilttd 01 t•e rystea rtsidtal drift . 

E111ple: USJC .GO 
a<luet.GO 

T•e e1te1sio1 specifies t•• type of file 
Tl : tut IS : USIC prograa 
OT : d1t1 lite GO : 1ac•i1e pregr11 
OV : Systea O•erley ST : Syste1 l1br1ry file 
PS : Defice drifer IL : leloc1t1ble 
IN : Entiro11eat ED : Edi tor ESC l ibruy 

. !al I ot•ers are 1ser def i1tdl 
AS : Asse1bly soiree BF : Help lile 
DC : Doc11eat file lD : Ada soarce progra1 
LI : Ada object file SD: Stu Database Data file 

BugNotes 

Abstract Systeas l1glote Oil.I lou1btr 3, 1111 

Exec/95, Dfn3 . 0V has a bug in the 
TYPE/PRINT routine such that if a Dio error 
1s obtained while reading the file, two 
errors will be reported. The "Hard Error! 
Preamble bad" message is followed by the "I 
can't find that file" message. 

The cause of this seems to be the code 
sequence: 

XRA A 
STA OVRLY 

Emsg is called using Ovrto in the Error 
Exit routine. Since OVRLY has been set to 
0 by the Cleft-over?) code sequence, Rtn 
can't find the overlay it thinks was in 
memory C<O>fn3 vice <D>fn3l. 

Abstract Syste1s Baglote 004 . I lou1ber 3. 19U 

Dio 

Exec/95, EDIT 3 . 3 C06/10/81l has a bug when 
reading files into memory . I have 
occasionally lost one or more whole sectors 
when reading the input file. No error was 
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reported. The sector was not read into 
memory . Sniffing the disk showed checksu in 
error on the sectors not read in. On one 
incident I lost 2 sectors . On another 
incident I lost 1 sector . Both happened on 
drive 2 . Cl occasionally get soft errors on 
drive 2 . l 

In this example, I edited the file, but 
made no changes to it. 

Example: 

llSaiff z 
DllZ/0171 llOl/DDIC II 
Ill l 
Disk GSpaperl hs l files oa it . 
lll secttrs 11 1se, I deleted, ll sectors free . 

S11t Addr La Sa laat 
IU 4 0 I IS. Tl 
141 4 0 0 as .TI 

llPr IOLOO 

November 8, 1982 
According to Len Araki at PolyMorph1c 
Systems, this bug is 1n the ROMs, 1n the 
SSSD Dio code, and only appears during 
multi-sector reads . A fix will be 
incorporated in the next revision to the 
SSSD ROMs . 

April 5, 1983 

The correction to this bug has been 
incorporated into the ASROM proms . 

Pub.lie:: Domain 

We've got some real goodies in this 
issue for the public domain. 

We•ve got FORTRAN! 

I spoke to Bill Holmes, the propr1eter 
of Micro Applications Corp. who had 
marketed a FORTRAN compiler for the Poly . 
He reports that both the company that had 
w r i t t e n· t h e s y s t e m - a n d th e o n e w h o h a d 
distributed it have gone out of business. 
He has graciously consented to put the 
compiler in the public domain. Therefore, 
MAC FORT//80 is now available as a PolyGlot 
Library Volume CPGL-V-07l. Bill sent 
PolyLetter a copy of the documentation 
which goes with the system . There is an 
implementation manual C32 pages) and a 
language manual C92 pages). Because of the 
cost to reproduce and mail the manuals, 
PolrLetter must charge S4 for the 
imp ementation manual and S10 for the 
language manual. CS20 for the entire 
package.) 

I have learned something about the 
system. It is designed to operate on drive 
1. but can be patched with a machine 
language patch to operate on another drive . 
If you order the system and want to run 1t 
on some drive other than 1. let me know 
which drive you will be using so I can 
patch your copy for that drive . 

I have copied some basic documentation 
from the inplementation manual into some 
. DC files on the disk . MAC FORT//80 IS 
supplied on an Exec/83 system disk . It s 
contents include: 

Dist PGL-¥-17 ~11 35 files 01 it. Z5 free ntr1es . 
34! sectors 1n ase, 0 sectors deleted, I sectors free . 
Siu hae . 
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7' FOIT .GO 
U FLOlD .GO 
II FOITLll. Tl 
Z SUPLE-1 .FI 
I SllPLE-Z .FI 
t SUPLE-3 .FI 

31 FOlf-IAl .GO 
t PLOT . Fl . 
I FOIT-DllJE .DC 
I JUI .Fl . 

18 SOIT-EIPLOTEE .FI 
Z EIPLOTEE . IS 
Z llPOT-OUTPDT .DC 
Z ALLOClTIOl.DC 
4 DllECTIYES . DC 
S EIECUTIOl .DC 
Z TEST . Fl 
I g. Tl 

II TEST.II 
U TEST .GO 

FOITIAI co1p1ler. 
LOldtr . 
Libr1ry ro1ti1e1. 
s11,1e 
FOITUI 
PIOClllS . 
COl'i ltd dtlt. 
l plottiag progr11 . 

Page 

Drift C•119i19 Doc11t1t1tio1 
l1r1 1t1rt1 E1ec . 
Pro1r1a fro• a1111l. 
Pro1r1a te create files . 
So1e dtc11e1t1tio1 
copied fro1 
th 1111111 
reputed hre . 
l FOITlll test progr11. 
co .. 11d file to co1pilt TEST . 
T•e test progr11 •e1 file . 
T•e test progr11 GO file . 

I don't know where the disk copy I have 
came- from and don't k ·n ow whether it is 
complete or not. If anyone already has a 
copy of the compiler, please send 
PolyLetter a DIRECTORY listing of the disk; 
I would eventually like to make the 
PolyGlot Library distribution disk as 
complete as possible. 

If anyone is using this compiler, 
PolyLetter would appreciate you comments on 
it. Let's find out what we've got here . 

Assembly Source Programs 
For those of you who want to learn assembly 
language, programming there's nothing quite 
like example programs. Here's a disk 
full !. 

PolyLetter makes no claims about the 
correctness of these programs . Some will 
work, and some may need modification. PL 
believes their best use 1s in learning 
Assemblf language programming by looking at 
the sty e of programs written by others . 

These assembly source files were submitted 
by Al Levy. Al aquired the programs when 
he bought the computer and the programs in 
a package deal. The computer used to 
belong to Don Moe, of the now defunct Logic 
Inc . The contents of PolyGlot Library 
Volume 8 CPGL-V-08) include: 

Dist PCL-Y-11 •as 13 files 01 it, 41 fret e1trie1. 
351 sectors i i 11e, I secters deleted, I secttrs frtt . 
Si u l11t . 

70 IAILEl .AS 
14 IDE .AS 
IZ TElllllL-FC .AS 
ZO HAYES . AS 
13 PIOCIU-LOAD .lS 
17 TAPE-LOAD.AS 
5Z •Ill .AS 
II Space . AS 
ZZ SPACE . Tl 

5 laiUS 
3 CIDF .lS 
4 T1t1 t. lS 
I IEAD.II 

MAILER is a program that writes form 
letters or prints labels . It uses a letter 
or label that the user creates, a form that 
describes the fields in the letter or 
label, and a data file that contains the 
1nformat1on that is inserted in the form 
letter. 
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ROE is the Remote Data Entry system to 
allow user programing from a terminal and 
modem over the telephone line, using the 
MICROMODEM 100 modem . In order to use 1 t, 
it must be named INITIAL.GO on the disk 
that is to be used . 

TERMINAL-FC is a terminal mode operation 
program that allows the 8813 to operate as 
terminal for another computer with text 
flow from keyboard , and/or from output text 
disk-file out, and in to screen, and/or 1n 
to input text disk-file . HAYES is a D . C. 
Hayes modem control program for the 80-103A 
modem board . 

PROGRAM-LOAD is a program to read source 
programs being transmitted from another 
computer into the printer i nterface . 

TAPE-LOAD i s a program to read assembler 
source programs wr i tten using poly 
assembler version G02 . 

MM100 is a driver program for the D.C.Hayes 
MICROMODEM 100 for the polymorphic systems 
system 88 Space and SPACE are two versions 
of the program which reads a directory and 
reports how much space is left in the 
directory. Space was written by Larry 
Deran, and SPACE by Don Moe . Wait, also 
written by Larry Deran, is a program to 
hold the computer in Command File mode 
while waiting for the operator to take some 
action. 

Tweak resets the system bit. 

CMDF executes internal commands i n the 
command file buffer . 

Help Your Fellow Users 
November 11. 1986 

James Salinger writes " My greatest need 
is for a program for compound interest 
calculations . Others needed are time value 
of money, interest conversion, and cash 
flow . " 

The PolyGlot library volumes 3 and 4 
contain programs which do some of these 
functions . Also, PolyLetter has a paper 
copy of PolyMorphic Systems CASHFLOW and 
CHECKBOOK programs . CASHFLOW was written 
in 1977 for BASIC version AOO, and 
CHECKBOOK was written in 1978 for BASIC 
version 808. Does anyone out there have a 
copy of either on disk? 

If anyone out there has other financial 
programs, please send PolyLetter some 
information about them . Did you write 
them, and are you willing to share? Did 
you buy them, from whom, and are they still 
in business? A brief description of the 
capacity of the system would be helpful. 

Po Ly Lost 

The following people or organizat i ons 
who were once on PolyLetter's mailing list 
have turned up missing Cthe dreaded RETURN 
TO SENDERJ. If anyone knows a current 
address for these people, or where the i r 
Poly went, Please advise PolyLetter. 
Alpha Engineering of Dallas, TX : 
Beaird-Poulan Chain Saw Distributors of 
Marshall, TX; Channel ls . F1nanc1a l 
Association of Oxnard, CA; Larry Chinnery 
of Rockv i lle, MD; James Coleman of San 
Diego, CA; Don Cook of Grand Prau1e, TX : 
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Candace Cross of Birmingham, AL; Chuck 
Heindel of Brandon, FL; Rolf Levenbach of 
Pla1nf1eld, NJ; Mike Linthicum of Goleta, 
CA; Coley Andrews of Florence, SC; Philip 
Cuba of Atlanta, GA; Scott Daley of Santa 
Barbara, CA; Paul Dishman of Dallas, TX; 
Dan Ellis of Ventura, CA; Mike Falk of 
Atlanta, GA; Elizabeth Flynt of Pearl 
Harbor , HI; Roger Ford of Atlanta, GA; Mark 
Forte of Richmond, VA; David freeman of 
Mesa, AZ; Mike G1heland of Shreveport, LA; 
Genine Gooden of Dallas, TX; Vince Heuring 
of Cincinnati, OH . 

Bit Bucket 

The objective of all dedicated employees 
should be to thoroughly analyze all 
s1tuat1ons, anticipate all problems prior 
to their occurrence, have answers for these 
problems, and move swiftly to solve these 
problems when called upon 
However . . . . 
When you are up to your ass in alligators, 
1t 1s difficult to remind yourself that 
your in i tial objective was to drain the 
swamp! 

Anonymous . 

There is a common misconception among 
Poly users . The MS CMass Storage) unit 
comes in two varieties. They are Single 
Sided and Double Sided . Both Single Sided 
and Double Sided units use Double Density 
format. There is no such thing as a single 
density MS . 

If 2 bits are a quarter and eight bits 

Po lyLetter 
1 91 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, HA 01267 
(413) 458-8421 

Address Correction Requested 

lol1Lelfer Editor ud hblishr: l•lpt ft1Ft1. Sthcriptioas: US U S.U 
rr., C•ud• HI.ff Fr., Omsm SH.Of 11., P•1dlt i1 US dolltrs. 
Edilori•I Co1trib1lio1s : fo1r co1trib1tio1s to ttis 1ewsletter ire 
1l•11s welco1e. Articles, nggestiou, for erficles, or q1estiou yn'd 
lite uswered ue readily tecepted. Uis is you 1nslelfer; pleue 
hip npporf it. Adrertisuuts by nbscrihrs tre free of chrge. 
Po/y£riff! is IOI tffilialed •ift PolFlorptic s1s1em. 
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are a byte, what're four bits? 
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Corning Soon 

Hardware Problems by Bob Bybee & PL, 
Letters from Jim Purvis & Percy Roy, 
Confessions from Frank Stearns, Assembly 
language housekeeping, Towers of Hanoi in 
Graphics, More Help and BugNotes, etc. 

Questions 

Can you find and answer the questions 
asked in this issue? Send your answers and 
requests in. 

FIRST CLASS HAIL 

Back volumes of Poly Letter are av a i 1 ab I e at 
the same price as the current subscription 
rate. CUS StS.00 yr . , Canada S18 . 00 yr_ . 
Overseas S20.00 yr . , payable 1n US 
dollars . ) Individual issues are also 
available CS3 .00, S3.SO, S4.00L 
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Editorial 

Well, So far I've done quite well with 
getting PolyLetter back on schedule, if I 
do say so myself. I cannot say that 1t has 
been without some strain. Putting an issue 
out every two to three weeks has been 
demanding . With this issue, I have only 
one more to do to complete the 1986 issues, 
which will probably be out in the first 
weeks of January 1987. Thereafter I will 
be going back to the bimonthly schedule . 
There will be more time for readers' 
responses to be received to be in time for 
the very next issue. 

One thing I have been trying to do is to 
increase the amount and availability of 
publ i c domain software for the Poly . Last 
issue I added two new disks to the PolyGlot 
library, FORTRAN and a disk full of 
assembly language programs. This issue I 
am adding a disk full of various BASIC 
programs. Anyone who has written any 
programs for any purpose just might find 
that there are Poly Users in need of, or 
interested in his or her programs . 
PolyLetter knows of three users interested 
1n geneology, as well as several adventure 
affectionados. There were requests for 
f i nancial programs and inventory programs 
in recent issues. 

Another thing I have been trying to do 
i s to locate 'lost' Poly users . I have 
several address lists of various ages and 
have put them all together. In some cases 
a courteous person has notified me that 
they no longer use a Poly, or even where 
their Poly went. If you know of people who 
had a Poly at one time but no longer have 
one, that information would be valuable in 
p u r g i n g .t h e m a i 1 i n g l i s t s . I f y o u h a v e 
knowledge of someone who does not have a 
Poly any more Cparticularly you users of 
second hand Polys) please send it in to 
help up purge our list. Also, if you know 
of someone using a Poly who does not get 
PolyLetter, please let us know. They may 
have programs to add to the public domain 
library, which would allow everyone to 
benefit. In fact, anyone who brings in a 
new subscriber to PolyLetter will be 
entitled to a free volume from the library . 

With this issue I am making it easy for 
you to give PolyLetter feedback by 
including a pre-addressed postcard . 

Letters 

Dear PolyLetter, November 19, 1986 
Hurrah! We thought you had died . 
Up here in the boondocks you are the 

only connection we have with what is going 
on out there. We certainly like your 
publication and hope that it will continue 
as long as there are any of us who still 
use your machines. 
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We are enclosing the forms and a 
money-order Cin US) for another year's 
subscription so that we can keep in touch 
with all the rest of the users and keep 
getting all the helpful hints and 
suggestions. 

We are interested in getting a Pascal 
compiler for our Polys so we would 
appreciate it very much if you could let us 
know who to contact in this regard . 

Keep up the good work; we really look 
forward to receiving the next issue . 
P . S. I just received the latest copy of 
PolyLetter this morning and it looks like 
there i s no Pascal. Someone wants an 
inventory program. We have one but have 
not used it - it requires 48K - I don't 
know if it is Poly's or somebody else's, 
but I will look up the documentation and 
send it to if you want. 

Percy Roy, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada . 

CYes, yes, Send the documentation . PL has 
inventory systems on PGL-V-02, and 
PGL-V-06, but the documentation is minimal. 
If your inventory system is one of these, 
great, we'll have some documentation . If 
not, perhaps the system will qualify for 
inclusion in the PolyGlot Library of public 
domain software. You would be ent itl ed to 
a disk in exchange for each disk you 
submit. 

Ed . l 

Dear PolyLetter, November 19, 1986 
Thank you for sending me the MAR/APR 

1968 issue of PolyLetter. I am enclosing a 
check for 1987 dues. I would rather not 
cut up the 8602 issue so I will respond 
here to your survey. 

survey omitted . . . 
I originally bought my Poly in 1977 to 

use in my dental office. I used it to do 
billing, keep track of accounts receivable, 
recall, practice activity analysis, 
payroll, and letter generation . Now, 
having sold the practice and finished 
graduate training I am not sure about my 
Poly. I would like to use it in the new 
practice but to what extent that will be 
I'm not sure. When I originally purchased 
the Poly there was nothing in the s~me 
price range which could perform as well for 
the cost. I wrote my own software 1n 
BASIC. Now there are systems priced within 
r ea son and SOFTWARE is available . For me 
the worrisome problem of reliability Cwhat 
do I do when it goes down and statements 
are due to be printed, accounts can not be 
updated) has me leaning toward the purchase 
of an new system CAT?L 

I have purchased some software from Bob 
Bybee, although this was sometimes a 
problem since I have only the MS Cwhich Bob 
does not haveL I bought his spreadsheet 
program and we tried to transfer his files 
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over the telephone . It took more than one 
attempt to accomplish a good transfer Cfrom 
Georgia to Iowa) . 

I would be interested in articles on 
assembly programming pertinent to calling 
system routines such as Ckdr, WHO, WH1, 
Msg, etc . I have a Csecond handl copy of 
SPG and have read it several times . I have 
also read several texts on 8080 
programming . However, my difficulty lies 
in making the transition from pure 8080 
code to Poly application . 

I would also consider : 
1 . Purchasing some of your PolyGlot Public 
Domain Library if you could provide disks 
for my drives; 
2 . A second 8813 Ca back-up system would 
make me more comfortable about using my 
Poly in the Office); 
3 . Taking a look at your complete software 
catalog. 

I am glad to hear that you have taken 
over the position as Editor. I have missed 
my PolyLetter . In my mind, it seems 
logical to assume that due to the limited 
nu.mber of Poly Users that the job you are 
taking on will not be overly rewarding 
either 1n terms of financial reward nor due 
to Post Office acclaim . I would certainly 
contribute if there were something I had 
that would be of value. However, being NOT 
a computer programmer, I have had to rely 
on people such as yourself for knowledge 
abot my Poly . What I know about this 
wonderful computer Coutdated it may be) is 
what I have learned from you and those like 
you who have contributed to PolyLetter. So 
all I can contribute is a THANK YOU for 
staying in there writing whatever you will 
Cthere is always something of value), and 
send in another year's subscription to 
PolyLetter. 

Thank you ever so much . 
James Purvis, Mill Creek, WA. 

[Jim, - PL has access to someone who can 
copy from 5" to 8 11 diskettes. For a second 
system, watch the ads in PolyLetter. Also, 
the catalog is on the way . - Ed . l 

PolyLetter December 3, 1986 
I mostly use my PC-AT at work and my 

wife's PC-XT at home. I would like to have 
more information on switching programs 
between the Poly and the PC world. I have 
had my Poly for 9+ years, and I love it. 
The lack of application programs has been a 
drag . 

Jack Hills, Los Alamos, NM. 

Dear Ralph, December 2, 1986 
It seems like a message from another 

life . Don't know if you remember me about 
3 years ago as I was moving to California I 
exchanged my .BS disassembler for .GO and 
am still here and loving every minute of 
it. 

First, yes I still have my Poly 8813. 
Has a home made sheet metal enclosure, 
mounts vertically (Jess desk space). It 
got converted from the Poly linear power 
supply to a modified IBM PC switcher. I 
had a friend at Zenith and he fixed me up 
before I left the Midwest. Cross my 
fingers the Poly has never broken down 
once! Oh, by the way, it also runs under 
POLY CPM. 

I guess I feel the same way as the rest 
of you do about the Poly, maybe more, 
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b e c a u s e I w a s p a rt o w n e r o f a c om p u t e r .. 
store and it was Poly that kept us in the 
money with a commercial account. Must have 
sold 30 8813's . As a matter of fact the 

rhone number was 8813! I have met and 
alked with the man behind the Poly, Brian 

Wilcox, I think was his name. Poly started 
out with like S6K and what a shame DR! had 
to get in with CPM. 

I will probably not ever expand the 
Poly, unless I can find the parts very 
cheap . CI do go to the computer swap meets 
and may find something at the right price . ) 
I don't know about prices on the East 
Coast, but here I can get an AT clone with 
640K. of memory, serial - parallel port, 
mono interface, and a 1.2 mByte floppy for 
S1400 . Absolutely 100% msdos compatible. 
I have gotten very used to using an AT at 
work and rather than expand the Poly I 
would put my money into an AT clone . 

I had meant to renew the PolyLetter 
subscription, but it got away from me. 
Right now I don't know. I have built up a 
CompuPro system with a 6 mHz Z80, 2 8 11 1. 2 
mByte drivess, 20 mByte hard disk, S 1 ZK Ram 
Disk, 1200 baud modem, running under ZCPR 
and it is a very fast system . And more 
than that, I have all the software I need . 

I have hung in there with my Poly and 
PolyLetter in the hopes that there would be 
some or all the Poly source files published 
and I don't mean non-commented disassembly. 
No insult intended . I have complete CPM 
source uninstalled and I am sure there are 
many others like me . I have tried to get 
source on DIO with non-disclosure 
statements signed; I had some ideas from my 
own disassembly that c ould have led to a 
much better DIO. Maybe this is one of the 
reasons ORI is still a viable operating 
system . I have strong vibrations that Poly 
source does exist outside of Poly and even 
if it does not exist, who, except us want 
source to very old 8080 programs . What 
good is it doing Poly to keep it under 
wraps? I think that i t is too late 1n the 
PC revolution to try to port Poly to the 
PC. Too many people are in love with the 
Unix style operating system and big blue . 

Ther is a RBBS in southern CA . that 
claims to be a Poly system but I have lost 
the reference to it as I could never get 
in; it was always busy. 

I don't know if you have every read the 
book: Fire in the Valley CThe Making of the 
Personal Computer) Freiberger & Swaine -
McGraw Hill. It is a very good history of 
the micro revolution. 

I modified Digital Research of Texas 
CMOS 64K. memory board for my Poly to switch 
out O to 1 FFFH for Poly use and bank switch 
for CPM. Works fine, had mention 1n 
PolyLetter and never heard one word from 
anyone! I don't think there is much team 
spirit left out there . 

Enclosed is a check for S15.00 . If ·you 
have time let me hear from you . I don't 
think I need any more instructions on how 
to operate my Poly . I think I have most of 
the DOS and BASIC versions all the way back 
to 4D & A01, if anyone should care . 

I was browsing DDJ and thought I would 
send you the enclosed ORI story . 
Good luck and best regards, 

Joseph Toman, Freemont , CA . 

Ralph, December 6, 1986 
I was just putting away some papers and 

noticed that my PolyLetter label has an 
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"8606" so I am guessing I need to renew my 
subscription . 

I enjoy PolyLetter even if most of the 
articles are "over my head". I guess I 
would like to see more articles on user 
programs and lists of programs one can 
purchase. 

Chuck Gross, Fairborn, OH 

December 9, 1986 
Just keeping PolyLetter going is a super 

achievement! Har.d to improve on that. I 
seem to remember that someone in an earlier 
issue said that when his Poly was obsolete 
he'd turn it into a home control center Cor 
do I remember wrong?) Anyone done that? I 
don't see any S-100 interface boards 
advertised any more, so I might have 
trouble with this project. 

Robert Johnson, Roanoake, VA 

CS-100 journal, published quarterly by 
Octoplus Corp., 2426 Wade Avenue, Raleigh, 
NC, 27607, (919)839-0115, has an ad on page 
43 of the spring 86 issue for a "Real Time 
Real World Controller" by MULLEN. - Ed.l 

December 8, 1986 
Glad to see this news letter will 

continue . It is much better and more 
interesting. 

Charles & Helen Mach, Irving, TX 

Dear Ralph December 9, 1986 
I really don't know if this should be 

congratulations or condolences, but I am 
glad to see that somebody took the bull by 
the horns Cor by the tail) and took over 
Po.lyLetter. 

Chris Bagley, Tucson AZ 

December 10, 1986 
Keep up the good work . Will try to put 

the f i n1sh1ng touches on "QUICK-LEDGER" 
simple accounting system for your D/O/M . 
Also !1st of spare cards, etc . available . 

Jim Ryan, Richardson TX . 

ADS 

From Abstract Systems, etc. 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, MA 01267 
(413) 458-8421 

DISlS -- DlllES -- IODEI -- PIOIS -- SOFTlllE -- SPELL 

I. lAIALL diskettes -- Sil per bo1 of II . 
Z. 5' disk dr1Ye1 CS•1g1rt 51-481) SSl.11 C11cl1des sbippingl 
3. Tio dr1•e exteraal bt1 11d power 11pply S75. 
4. Bayes Micro1ode1 180 for oily Sii. 

C301 baad i1 b11 direct co11ect 1ode1. li1ited q111tityl 
S. BayesSys 1ode1 1oft11re !for t•e Micro1ode1 1001 S35 . 
I . 11:s1 Spel 1, a good spel I iag cbecter for S35 . 
7. Abstr1ct Sy1te11 Exec CE1•11ce1e1ts l bigs corrected) 135. 
I . Abstract Syste1s Pro11 CE1•1nce1e1ts l bigs corrected) S35; 
9. PolyClot Library Vol11es, 15 eac•. 
!Send Sl.00 for a co1plete catalog--!free with 11y order).) 

!Mate c•ects p1y1ble to l1lph le1yo1 . l 

From PolyMorphic Systems 
7334-H Hollister Avenue, 
Santa Barbara, CA 93117 
(805) 685-6238 

Manuals 
1 Field Service 
2 Aligning 88 disk drives 

S35.00 
15.00 
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3 Printer Interface . 
4 Adding a SSSD or DSDD drive 
5 Keyboard II & III 
6 Testing & Maintaining 88xx 
7 88/MS user's manual 
8 Confidence 
9 Hard Disk . 

10 Exec 96 Addendum 
11 Twin System . . 
12 Twin System Confidence 
13 Twin System Diagnostics 
14 Plan . 
1 5 Mai 1 i st 
16 Assembler 
17 Basic 
1 8 Wo r dMa st er I I 
19 User's Manual 
20 System Programmer's Guide 

15.00 
15.00 
15 . 00 
15 . 00 
25 . 00 
25 . 00 
15.00 
15.00 
15.00 
25.00 
25 . 00 
35.00 
35 . 00 
25 . 00 
40.00 
40.00 
40.00 
50 . 00 

Theory of operation manuals for the 
following boards (including schematic 
s ) : 
1 S" DSDD Controller 
2 8" Controller . 
3 SSSD Controller 
4 Video Board 
5 CPU Board . 
6 4 . 0 Monitor ROM 
7 48K & 16K RAM 

S20.00 
20.00 
15.00 
20 . 00 
20.00 
20.00 
15.00 

Add S5 . 00 for shipping and handling. 

CP/M hardware conversion: S100 plus parts . 
CCP/M license, manuals, and software: S200) 

16K to 64K memory card conversion S125.00 
plus parts . CThe 16K board has to be a 
Poly board and in good working condition . ) 

Eight inch MAXALL 32 hard sectored 
diskettes for your MS. S 15.00 per box or s 
115.00 per ten boxes. From: Al Levy, Post 
Office Box 71, Hicksville, NY 11802, C516l 
293-8368 

For Sale: 8813 with 1 drive, Hitachi 
monitor, Keyboard, and Practical Automation 
Printer. Best offer. From: Barry Adler, 
Gynecare, 230 Route 59, Monsey, NY 10952, 
(914) 357-8884 

Wanted: Poly Keyboard II or III. Allen 
Daubendiek, 1821 Jackson St., Beatrice, NE 
68310, (402) 223-5863. 

Confess i o.ns 
by Frank Stearns 

Dear PolyLetter: November 20, 1986 

Thanks for taking on that which at times 
can be a tedious task. I know from 
personal experience. Many Poly owners .wi 11 
certainly feel relief that PL still exists . 

This is a rather difficult letter to 
write; I feel as though I am something of a 
traitor. Here I sit, composing this letter 
on a DOS 3.X machine, and horror of 
horrors, I really don't miss my Poly Cother 
than the incredibly reliable hardware) . 
How could I possibly say that? How could I 
ever do without EDIT? Exec? A BCD BASIC 
that's worth a damn? 

Well, briefly: 

* Editors -- I've found a DOS editor and 
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some ancillary tools that together are 
actually quite a bit more flexible than the 
Poly editor . 

* Operating system -- While DOS 3 . X is 
crude and downright silly in many respects, 
it's nothing at all like the utter horror 
and absurdity of CP/M. DOS 3.X does 

f rovide the tools to let you add things 
hat make DOS look like Exec. 

* BASIC -- DOS BASIC was a pain beyond 
belief to master, and it still holds 
unpleasant surprises. However, it can be 
compiled Cwhich means it runs bloody fast), 
and has several built-in functions that are 
very useful. COf course, one also has C, 
Pascal, Fortran, and nearly every other 
major "real" language on a DOS machine . ) 

Why did this avowed Poly owner and past 
editor of PolyLetter finally make the 
switch? (1) DOS machines exist that are at 
least as fast and faster than the Poly -
these are the 8 MHz 80286-based "AT" class 
machines Cthe 5 MHz 8088/86-based "PC" 
class machines are and continue to be 
first-order garbage. Those machines are an 
embarrassment to the word "computer"). The 
irony here is the raw hardware power needed 
to match a clunky 8080 with the right 
software. C2l I had a real need for a 
machine that would run my client's 
software. (3) My clients offered me a 
Compaq 286 machine for half of list. (4) I 
have a dear friend at Microsoft whose early 
exposure to computers was on my Poly while 
we were in school. Having worked on Poly 
himself, he understands my demands of a 
machine, and what I will not tolerate . 
Working at Microsoft for the past three 
years, he's been on the cutting edge . His 
patience was enormous as he helped me 
overcome my various prejudices long enough 
to be able to show me some incredible 
things. 

Had any one of these items been missing 
I never would have made the switch, and as 
it turns out I would have missed a lot. 

Let me offer the following to those 
thinking about a transition: first, it can 
be done, and you can gain in the process, 
though you'll probablJ want to hang onto 
your Poly . Let me ad ress the major areas 
of concern: 

THE OPERATING SYSTEM: DOS 3.X has few of 
the features of Exec. But DOS 3.X does 
have a comprehensive, parameterized batch 
(command) file mechanism . One of the first 
things I did was set up a series of batch 
files that in name and function emulate 
Exec commands. 

DOS 3 . X wildcarding is very good, and 
saves a lot of hassle and redundant typing 
during file manipulation. DOS offers 
search and sort tools, and can combine two 
files or a whole directory full of files 
during copying. 

DOS error messages are nearly useless, 
but one gets used to them . Typically, the 
various applications have somewhat better 
messages. DOS does supply hooks for a lot 
more comprehensive message system -- that 
is, individual error bits are set for 
numerous error situations -- it's just that 
the upper level of DOS itself doesn't 
always use these. 

THE EDITOR: I thought I would NEVER find 
an editor like Poly's Edit, but there is 
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such a creature (actually, 1t is two 
itemsL Most DOS editors and so-callea 
word processing systems are idiotic beyond 
belief, the prime example being Wordstar, 
followed closely by Multimate and a bunch 
of other junk. Microsoft WORD 3 . 0, 
however, is in a class by itself. CNote 
the "3 . 0" -- earlier versions are rather 
limited . ) I could go on for pages about 
the features, but here are a few: windows, 
which ARE indispensable. Back 1n my 
two-Poly days, I would actually use both 
machines to provide a crude "two-window" 
system. WORD provides as many as eight 
windows . I've had practical use for as 
many as six, and typically have two to 
three on screen. WORD also provides 
on-screen formatting; typesetting 
abilities; auto generation of tables of 
contents and indexes; several flavors of 
search and replace Cyes, including control 
characters); sorting; the ability to "undo" 
edits; column selection and movement; 
arithmetic abilities; outlining; a 
wonderful spelling checker Cand I'm picky 
as hell -- I wrote the most popular checker 
for the Poly: SPELL 3 . 0); drivers for 
virtually any printer in existence Cand 
ways to build your own with user-definable 
translation tables); wonderfully simple and 
direct text selection and cursor control; 
two-levels of user-programmable tabs; 
operations customization to fit the 
eccentricities of the user; environment
level formatting abilities; and on and on 
and on. And oh yes, for the first time, we 
have a DOS editor whose updates on a 80x25 
character screen are "instantaneous", just 
like Poly's 64x15 screen CWORD 3 . 0; not at 
all true in earlier versions). 

As a Poly user of nearly nine years, l 
walked into WORD in a few short hours. I 
was dumbfounded that it could be so easy to 
learn a system that did so much . The WORD 
computer - aided fn st ruction is impress 1 v e, 
and the online help is actually useful. 

But satisfaction was not complete . All 
that power at times needed a lot of 
keystrokes. CAt least I thought it needed 
a lot; non-Poly people said I was silly and 
asking for the moon. But never having used 
a Poly, they'd never understand.) After 
listening to me rant about an 8080- based 
machine called a "Poly", one sales fellow 
had the good sense to show me Borland's 
"Superkey," a general- purpose and 
highly-sophisticated keyboard macro 
definition program that works all the time 
-- not just in the editor. Needless to 
say, I have all the Poly editor keystrokes 
programmed in a macro library named, 
appropriately, "POLY . MAC". Control-B and 
- E st 1 l l go to the top a n·d end of a f i 1 e; 
-i and -o still mean input and output. -w 
kills the previous word; -x a line, and so 
on. When I had that, I was in heaven - -
EDIT lived again, but within WORD and 9n a 
DOS machine. CSuperkey can do much more 
than there is space here to describe . And 
then there is Borland's "Turbo Lightning", 
an online dictionary and thesaurus which 
can be directed to verify spelling and word 
choice for a word just typed. Even while 
using Poly, this was something I'd dreamed 
of for nearly ten years . Now I've got 1t.l 

Lord forgive me, but I could now never 
go back to Poly's editor -- not with my 
current editing demands . Sadly, a Poly 
would not have been able to support 
production of the 3000 page manual set that 
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1s my current project. I've made editing 
demands not thought of in my Poly days. 

A final thought for WORD: it is by no 
means the most popular word-processing 
software Cthe WORD market share is about 
5%). Like Poly in her day, WORD may in 
fact be a product for the insightful and 
thoughtful user, not the stumbling herd. 
The fact that WORD is not so widely used is 
perhaps a good sign. 

LITTLE-KNOWN BONUS FEATURES OF 
PC-COMPATIBILITY: Besides the obvious items 
of tons of software and the ability to talk 
to the rest of the world, there are some 
other advantages to using DOS . You can 
start as many versions of DOS 3.X as you 
have memory to support them. What this 
means is that you can suspend a process. 
" shell out" with a new command interpreter, 
and start something else . When finished, 
you can come back to the original "image". 
This is extremely useful. (Imagine 
control-Ying out of large edit, typing Exec 
from the prompt; getting a new prompt, 
using another application such as a basic 
program, finishing, then typing "exit" and 
returning to your original session right 
where you left off!) 

DOS 3 . X input (keyboard) and output 
(screen) can be redirected to and from 
files or the 1/0 ports . This is how I 
automated the transfer of 30 Mbytes across 
the serial port. The DOS machine command 
1/0 was redirected to Poly's serial port. 
A Poly BASIC program and Poly command fi Jes 
spoke DOS and created DOS subdirectories 
and opened DOS files. Poly files were read 
via Poly BASIC and "printed" into the 
waiting DOS files. (There were some 
"gotchas" with Poly's printer driver; call 
me if you have questions.) 

I was annoyed that the DOS harddisk can 
only be broken into four volumes; I wanted 
eight as in my old 5 meg Poly harddisk. 
But in DOS I found something almost as 
good, if not better. DOS 3 . X allows 
" substituting" a disk designator for a 
path . DOS uses letters for disks; so these 
can have mnemonic significance to the user. 
I have the four volumes of the DOS harddisk 
accessible as eighteen online "disks" 
defined by letters . 

I hope this is not taken as a message to 
abandon a Poly. I had to do so for client 
reasons, and found through the good fortune 
of hardware availability: and patient 
friends that things weren t so bad after 
all. I had to sell my Poly-s to gain the 
office space. That hurt more than 
anything. But both machines do have a ~ood 
home now in Canada; I know the machines 
will be well taken care of. That's 
something. 

The important point here is your Poly 
spirit -- Poly let you know that bogus 
hardware Cthe PCJ and silly software 
CWordstar and friends) need not set your 
standards. From a daily operations and 
practical usage standpoint, Poly taught us 
more than most computer scientists will 
ever know Cexcept Ralph, of course). When 
we couple that knowledge and intolerance 
for junk with modern hardware and truly 
useful DOS software, the results are 
stunning. DOS people ooh and ahh at the 
things my DOS machine does. That's because 
my DOS machine's "drill instructor" during 
the transition period was the bundle of 
experience from nearly a decade with Poly . 
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Finally, if you make the transition, you 
are no longer bound by hardware. I know 
now that after the initial awful task of 
shoving 30 MBytes through the serial port, 
and spending months converting my 
applications and their 10 years of data 
that I will never need to do this again. 
DOS is too big to die now, and all my stuff 
-- software and data -- is in DOS land . 
You can't know how good that makes me feel. 

And Poly, philosophically I miss you 
more than I can say. But you will Jive 
forever in the ways in which I'll use any 
computing machine for the rest of my life. 

-- Frank Stearns, 11-20-86 

The First: Bug 

At 1525 (for you land-lubbers, that's 3:25 
p . m.J on September 9, 1945, the Navy's 
electromechanical Mark II computer was 
started on a Multi Adder test. The test 
failed. At 1545 the cause of the failure 
was found. A moth had been caught between 
the contacts of relay *70 in Panel F . 

HELP! 

In this section I share with you the 
help system files I have built up over the 
last few years. CThe entire system is 
included with Abstract Systems Exec.) 
Covered in this issue are "HELP format", 
"HELP format bs", "HELP PROGRAM PUNCH", 
"HELP PROGRAM ARISE", and HELP COMMAND 
COPY. 

SHELP fora1t 
HELP file for systea progr1a 1 fora1t 1

. 

Help is 1f1il1ble for t•e follo1i19 11:s1 foraat co .. 11ds : 

c•r cat cat cor date grap• i1p1t ital ltr aital pap 
pep pop prisa q10 sdate slsp tab tiger 11q 11it 1ide 

Sy1t11: "HELP foraat<laaael' CIETOllJ . 
E11aple: 'HELP foraat<slsp• 

'HELP Cfora1t<11ael 1 displ1ys t•e ~tip file for 'naae' . 
!Set also 'BELP FOlllT'l 

foraat.GO 111 1ritte1 by lalp• le1yo1 of Abstract Systeas. 

SHELP foraat bs 
HELP file for 11:s1 foraat co .. aad 'fbsl' . 

lbsl is a co .. aad to 11101 b1cksp1ci19 t•e priater for t•e 
parpose of ofer1riti19 c•aracters . 

Euaples: 
I. lake a 'ceat' siga by our1riti11 a •c• with a •:• . 

clbsl: 
Z. lake a 'aot eq11I' siga by ofer1riti19 11 •:• 1it• 1 '/'. 

=lbs I/ 
3. lake 11 E19lis• Po11d siga by ofer1riti19 11 'L' 1it• a •-•. 

Llbsl-
4. S•o• literal strikeoats by b1ckspaci19 Ofer a 1ord aad 

addiag das•es . •t•is arelbs,bs,bsl·-· IS 11correct' 

SHELP PIOGlll POICB 
HELP file for Prograa 1 POICB 1

• 

POICB.GO is a 1tility prograa to coafert aac•i•e code ia aeaory 
to latel •exadeciaal foraat C1•ic• is readable by IOI barners 
11d soae ot•er deficesl 11d traasfer t•e data to tbe priater 
def ice drifer !aad oat t•e IS·Z3ZC serial port! . POICB assuaes 
t~e serial port is already set 1p at t•e proper baud rate, so 
yoa ••Y •afe to defiae a teaporary priater type to set t~e 
serial port properly . 
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Syatn: 
Eloplt: 

'POICH lstart-adrl lt1d-1drl 1 

'PUICH 5111 53FF' 

'POICH' 11s 1ritt11 by It• lybtt. 

SHELP PIOCllll lllSE 
HELP file for systea prograa '1115£' 

'AllSE .GO' prograa 11deletes a selected deleted file ia 1 
directory . 

Page 

Sy1t11: 'AllSE 1<1<p1tk<file .EIJ !al' llETUlll lstt OIDELETEl 

'AllSE l<1<patk<1a1el' 11deletes Ike first deleted lilt called 
'1aae' 01 drift '•' 11d ia s1bdireclory patk. 

'AllSE l<1<patk<111el l1J 1 11deletes tke '1'lk deleted file 
called '111e' 01 drift '•' 11d ia s1bdireclery patk . 

E111ple 'lllSE <Z<LETTEIS z• 11deletes tke secoad deleted 
file naaed LETTEIS 01 drift Z. 

SHELP COllllllD COPY 
HELP file for systea coa111d 'COPY' 

Tbe 'COPY' coa111d copies oae e1isti1g file lo 1 1e1 file. 

Syalu : 
'COPY l<1<p1tbl<old-filt .Tll l<a<p1tkZ<1e1-file .Tll' CIETUllJ 

'n' & '1' are driu nabers, 'p1IU' ud 'patbZ' are 
s1bdirectory patks, old-file is Ike file to be copied, aad 
1e1-lile is lbe 1e1 file 11ae. 111-lile will be 11 exact copy 
ol old-Ii le. COPY aay be coabiaed 1itk ZIP yieldi1g ZCOPT. 
ZCOPY worts laster !or copyiag larger files . 

li1ia11 si1t: •cop• or •zc• Exaaple: 'COP Dick <Z<LETTEIS<DICI' 

Which ones shall I do in the next issue? 

Device Driver Direct Access 

I have lots of good things to say about 
Poly's printer driver organization, but I 
agree with John H. Mc Nally; [PolyLetter 
86041 it can be very frustrating when one 
wants to output special characters . 

The driver connects thru three 
"worm-holes" . WH7 is the normal character 
output address, WH5 is the output address 
which bypasses the normal control character 
filtering, and WH6 is the normal character 
input address (for printers with 
keyboards). WH5 also returns status 
reports when the character sent has the 80H 
bit set Cchr+128L Unfortunately, BASIC 
seems to "takes possession" of WH5 and 
installs its own routine there. I have not 
figured out just what is going on, but it 
seems to be associated with OUT statements . 
What's even worse is that BASIC does not 
restore WH5 after use. CSee BugNote 24) 

In early versions of the operating 
systems, before Exec/80, the wormhole 
driver and the device driver were combined 
into one program which loaded and executed 
at 2FOOH . Since Exec/80 the wormhole 
driver and the device driver have been 
separated. The serial device driver is 
Sio.PS, and the wormhole driver is a 1 
sector block of code located at 2600H in 
the Prnt.OV overlay. When a new printer is 
connected, Prnt.OV copies the wormhole 
driver up to location 2FOOH, and installs 
the proper addresses in WH5, WH6, and WH7. 
Sio.PS is also reloaded at this time. 

The wormhole driver keeps track of such 
things as the character count. the line 
count, and padding character counts . It 
also inserts a line-feed character ASCII 10 
or HEX OA after each carriage return. 
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C T h i s i s b e c a u s e t h e P o 1 y d o e s n o t s t o r e. 
line-feeds in files, and does not use them 
in the screen display routines . ) Other 
things done by the printer driver include 
"throwing away" characters after a line is 
full. It truncates long lines . 
Moreover, form-feed characters are inserted 
at the end of each page. 

These features which make the Poly 
printer driver system so easy and 
convenient for driving printers can be a 
bit of a headache when in comes to driving 
special devices such as the plotter John 
wrote about. 

It is possible to bypass these features . 
The line truncation can be bypassed by 
setting the printer characters per line to 
255. Bypassing the automatic linefeed is 
harder. We have to modify Prnt. Some time 
in the past, a friend of mine got a printer 
which had an automatic line-feed on it, and 
we had to bypass the automatic line-feed in 
the device driver. We used Szap to change 
1 byte in the wormhole driver portion of 
Prnt. The wormhole driver area is the same 
for all versions Since Printer/36, which 
came on Exec/83. Clf you have an earlier 
version of Printer to modify call me -and I 
will figure out what must be done.) This 
byrass can be installed on a system disk, 
bu since it modifies the wormhole driver, 
of which there is only one, a special disk 
must be made for this purpose. 

To make this change the following steps 
must be accomplished. 1. Make a copy of 
the system disk and boot up on the copy. 
2. ENABLE the system with the ENABLE 
command. 3. LIST the drive and look for 
the file Prnt.OV. Make a note of its 
address: CThe "flags" column won't be 
present unless you have Exec/IA:Sl.J 

Size 
8 

.... 8 
8 
2 

Addr 
79 
8 1 
89 
A7 

La 
2000 
2000 
2000 
3000 

Sa 
2000 
2000 
2000 
3000 

f 1 a gs 
s 
s 
s 
S N 

Name . 
Efun . OV 
Pr n t . OV * * 
Pack . CV 
Sio . PS 

In this case the file resides at location 
81 ChexL The worm-hole driver is the 7th 
sector in Prnt . Since the first sector 
starts at 81, the 7th starts at 87. 
Remember, this address a HEX number, so if 
Prnt started at 7A, the 7th sector would be 
at 7A+6 or 80 . If this hexadecimal 
arithmetic is too hard, then we could start 
at the first sector of Prnt, and "step 
through 11 to the proper sector. To do that, 
we need to start the program Szap . GO . 
Key-in "Szap RETURN" . Next we use the 11

:
11 

command to select our disk drive, which 
will be 1, unless you are working on a MS . 
Key-in ":1 RETURN" . You won't see the ":1" 
on the screen. The drive will step and 
Szap will bring up a page of hexadecimal 
bytes and the drive and sector number on 
the right. Press ESC to see the ASCII 
display on the right. Next we move out to 
the starting sector of Prnt with the "/" 
command . ICeyin 11

/
11 followed by the sector 

address which was in the ENABLEd directory 
listing. In my case that is 81 so I key-in 
"/81 RETURN". Again, we won't see the 
"/81", but the disk will step out to the 
first sector of Prnt. We can see that we 
are in the right location because the first 
4 characters on the top left of the ASCII 
display on the right will be "Prnt", which 
is the name of the Overlay . To get out to 
the 7th sector we need to hit 6 carriage 
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returns . CA carriage return steps out one 
sector, and a LINE FEED steps back one 
sector.) When we get there we will see the 
following. I have maked the byte we must 
change with *'s. 

CS OS ES CD SZ ZF El DI Cl Ct CS OS ES II IZ CD II 
FE ZF El DI Cl Cl El 7F rs cs OS ES ZI II II ES !d 
FE II Cl sz ZF FE IC Cl sz ZF rs ZI FZ 31 31 F7 II II ! I: 
31 BE 3E OC DC SZ ZF ZI Fl 31 31 FZ 31 IE DZ 47 I > II! I: I G 
ZF CD SI ZF C3 37 ZF Fl FE ID CZ sz ZF•co•sz ZF I Pl 71 I/ II 
3E OA IF 17 FZ SE ZF ZI 31 Cl 7& IF 7E Cl DI 09 > 0 Alli ro 
Cl 97 ZF 3D Cl II ZF 3D CA IZ ZF 3D CA II ZF 3D I= /: /: /: 
CZ CF ZF CD Fl ZF AF 3Z F3 31 ZI Cl ZF 77 31 Fl I I Z I! /1: 
31 17 Cl 3A Fl 31 77 Cl CD Fl ZF ZI FZ 31 31 31 I : 11 I! 11: 
Fl 31 IE CO 31 II Ct 3E ZO CD SZ ZF 3A F3 31 El I I > II: I 
17 CZ t7 ZF Ct CD CF ZF ZI F3 31 7E Cl II El Fl I I! I 
77 Ct 31 FZ 31 17 Cl ec CD SI ZF lA FZ 31 17 CZ I : I P/: 
II ZF Ct CD Fl ZF AF 3Z FZ 31 Ct 81 88 10 01 ZI I I Z I 
CB ZF 7E 17 CA EZ ZF 3S CS OE ZI CD Fl ZF Cl C3 I IS 
CF ZF ZI F3 31 71 FE DI CZ EC ZF 3S FE U DA Fl /! ly /5 
ZF 3C Fl Fl ZF 31 31 rs 31 IE DI 7t II II OE 00 I< II: I ' 

Using the arrow keys, move down and over to 
the location of the "CD" which has been 
marked. We change that to a C3 by pressing 
C immediately followed by a 3. CThe cursor 
will disappear.) Next, press the space 
bar, and the byte will appear changed as 
follows: 

CS OS ES CD SZ ZF El DI Cl Ct CS DS ES II OZ CD I/ 
FE ZF El DI Cl Ct El 7F FS CS DS ES ZI U OI ES !d 
FE 01 Cl sz ZF FE oc Cl sz ZF rs ZI FZ 31 31 F7 I/ I/ ! I: 
31 IE 3E DC DC SZ ZF Z I Fl 31 31 FZ 31 IE DZ 47 I > I/! I: I G 
ZF CD SI ZF C3 37 ZF Fl FE OD CZ SJ ZF*C3*SZ ZF I Pl 11 II II 
3E ll IF 17 FZ SE ZF ZI 31 Cl 7Z &F 7E C9 DI 09 > 0 A/ll ro 
CA 97 ZF 3D CA II ZF 3D CA IZ ZF 3D Cl II ZF 3D I= I= I= /: 
CZ CF ZF CD Fl ZF lF 3Z F3 31 ZI Cl ZF 77 31 Fl I I Z I! 11: 
31 87 CO 3A Fl 31 77 Ct CD Fl ZF ZI FZ 31 34 3A I : 11 /! 14: 
Fl 31 IE CO 31 10 Ct 3E 28 CD SZ ZF 31 F3 31 El I & > I/: I 
87 CZ 97 ZF C9 CD CF ZF ZI F3 31 7E Cl II El Fl I I! I 
77 Cl 31 FZ 31 17 Cl OC CD 50 ZF 31 FZ 31 17 CZ 1 : l Pl: I 
18 ZF Ct CD Fl ZF AF 3Z FZ 31 Ct 01 80 10 00 ZI I I Z t 
Cl ZF 7E 17 CA EZ ZF 3S CS IE ZI CD Fl ZF Cl C3 I IS 
CF H ZI F3 31 79 FE 08 CZ EC ZF 3S FE lO DA F& I! ly /5 
ZF 3C Fl F& ZF 34 31 F5 31 IE DI 79 01 OJ OE 00 I< 14: I y 

Pressing CTRL-E causes the changed sector 
to be rewritten to disk befor exiting Szap . 
Now, Prnt has been modified for the special 
driver on this disk . 

If you do not want to make the change 
permanent, the solution is much simpler . 
We ENABLE the system, hit CTRL-Z to bring 
up the front panel, key-in L2F4D RETURN, 
key-in C3G and the change will be installed 
until the next time the Prnt overlay is 
called by a printer command or a program. 

To make this temporary change from a 
BASIC program is even easier. The program 
merely must include the command 

POKE 12109 , 195 

There is a way to bypass the worm-hole 
drivers completely, but it is a bit more 
involved. What I have done in the past is 
to write a machine language interface which 
sends characters directly to the device 
driver at 30008, bypassing the worm-hole 
driver completely. To do this, we must 
write an interface program and use the DEF 
keyword to connect the driver to a BASIC 
device channel. 

The BASIC manual is wrong. On page 1 2 9 
it states that the output character must be 
in the B register . In fact, the output 
character must be in the accumulator. 
Also, input characters must be in the A 
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register Ca cc um u 1 at or) . It a 1 so says that 
t h e c o n t e n t s o.f t h e o t h e r r e g i s t e r s mu st 
not be changed . 

Okay, the device driver resides at 30008 
and requires a 1 in the B register for 
output and a 2 in the B register for input. 
Let us write assembly language routines to 
interface to that address . We must save 
registers on the stack and restore them 
after the call to 30008 to make sure they 
are not changed. 

lsseably 111g11ge BEX Deci11l 

CetChr PUSH I cs 197 
PUSH D DS 213 
PUSH H ES ZZI 
IVI l,Z 01 oz I Z 
CALL 38118 CD II 31 zos 0 u 
POP B Et ZZ5 
POP D DI Z09 
POP I Cl 193 
IET Ct ZOI 

P1tCb1r POSH PSW rs us 
PUSH I cs 197 
PUSH D DS Zl3 
PUSH H ES zu 
Ill 1,1 OI II s 1 
CALL 30188 CD II 30 zos 0 u 
JIP Ioret C3 U DI 195 100 0 

We know that the Ioret code restores all 
registers, so we can save ourselves one 
byte: 

loret: POP B 
POP D 
POP I 
POP PSW 
El 
IET 

The GetChar and PutChar routines each 
require 12 byte . Since we are going to put 
these routines into string variables, each 
needs to be 12 bytes long . We also need a 
disconnect routine Cw..hich won't do anything 
since we don't want to disconnect the 
device driver). A return instruction by 
itself will do . 

First we dimension the variables we need . 

Dll DOSCl:IZI \IEI D for dri•er , 0 for out 
Oil DISCl:IZJ \IEI D for driur, I for i1 
Dll DZICl:ll \IEI D for dri•er, Z for notbiag . 

Next we build the output driver using the 
decimal values we computed for the assembly 
language routine . 

DOS:"' 
DOl=DOS+CBISCZ451 \IEll PUSH PSW 
DOl=DOS+CBl111971 \IEI PUSH I 
DOS=DOS+CBISIZ13l \IEll PUSH D 
D8S=DOS+CBlllZZ91 \REI PUSH B 
DDl=DOS+CBllllJ+CBISllJ \REI Ill 1,1 
DOl:DOl+CHRllZ05l+CBllC8J+CBllC48l \REM CALL 30008 
ODOS:DOl+CBllC19Sl+CBllCIOOJ+CBlllOJ \REI JIP loret 

Next we build the input driver using the 
decimal values we computed for the assembly 
language routine. 

DIS:" 
Dll=Dll+CRRlll97J \REI PUSH I 
Dll=Dll+CHlllZ13l \IEI PUSH D 
Dll=DIS+CHlllZZtl \IEI PUSH B 
Dll=DIS+CHISl&J+CBlllZl \IEI IVI l,Z 
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Dll=Dll+CRllCZ05J+CRl1Ctl+CRllC41l \IEI CALL 30118 
Dll=Dll+CRllCZZ51 \IEI POP I 
Dll=Dtl+CRll!Zlll \IEI POP D 
Dtl=Dll+CBllC1131 \IEI POP I 
Dll=Dtl+CBll!Ztll \IEI IET 

Page 

Next we build the disconnect routine. 

DZl=CRlllZDll \IEI IET - le 101'1 disco11tcl ii so j1st ret1r1 

Finally we connect the routines with the 
DEF keyword . 

FILE:3,DEF,IEl!Dtll,IEICDDll,IEICDZll IEI Co11ect drifers 

After this, all references to channel 2 
will use these device driver codes . Also, 
to prevent BASIC from inserting carriage 
returns a PRINT:3 statement must be 
terminated with a comma. 

BugNo'l:es 

Abstract Systns hglote 005.8 lofeaber I, 191Z 

On Exec/95 with Vmgr removed, Pack only 
looks at the first letter of the argument. 
For example, "PACK 12" packs drive 1. This 
was only discovered as a result of a typing 
error. 

Abstract Systns hglote HU lneaber I, tUZ 

Exec/95 Dfn2 has a bug in the LIST 
function. The use of the Wild card results 
in an error when it is defined without the 
drive number . Example: 

S; Wild card LIST bug demo 
S# bugs 
SLIST # 
Bad disk identifier 
SPr NOLOG 

Geting around this bug is easy . Always 
define the wild card using the drive number 
also . 

S# 4<bugs 

Abstract Systeu hglote OOU lofeaber 9, 19tZ 

The MS controller has a design bug in the 
memory access. Memory on board the ms 
controller is not disabled during a 
processor IN or OUT instruction with the 
address in the 1000H to 17FFH rang. This 
precludes using address 10h thru 17H for 
8080 port addressed peripheral devices, 
because some contents of the MS on-board 
RAM is placed on the bus during 8080 IN or 
OUT instructions. 

To avoid this bug, do not address 
peripheral devices in the 8080 port address 
space from 1 OH thru 17H. 

BASIC 

In this column, I want to discuss 
questions, features, Zproblems and 
solutions involving programming in BASIC. 
Since I just started publishing PolyLetter, 
I haven't yet had questions posed for this 
column . Soo . . . , I'll just have to drift 
along in my own way until someone sends in 
a question, problem, or other task to 
exhibit here . Meanwhile ... . 
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In PolyLetter 8602 I described how . a 
recursive function could be implemented in ' 
basic with the Towers of Hanoi, a classical 
recursion problem. Well, I was not 
satisfied to have the Poly just say what 
disk is moved from where to where, and 
tinkered with the program . I · added 
graphics to it. It actually draws a tower 
of disks on the screen, and then proceeds 
to move the disks from pile to pile with 
lightning like jumps . Here is the listing 
for that program. 

ID PIIIT 'Towers of 811oi 1 

ZI Dll SIZll \IEI Soiree paraaeter stack 
38 DII llZtl \IEI liddle paraaeter stact 
40 Dll DCZll \IEI Desti11tio1 p1r1aeter stack 
50 DII TC3,1Zl \IEI Tower slets : TCT01er,St1ckl 
U L=I \IEI Set puaaeter lnel to t 
70 T=Z8 \IEI Locatio1 of base liae 
II IAT T=I \ IEI iailialize tower slots lo eaplJ . 
98 DEF Fl ICS,l,D,ll \IEI Soiree, liddle, Desti1atio1, laaber 
IOI L=L+I \IEI J1creae1t paraaeter ltfel 
Ill SCLl=S \ICLJ=I \DCLl=D \IEI Saft p1r1aeters in stack 
IZI IF 1:1 TBEI GOSUI 171 \GOTO lit \IEI if l=I 1e do oaly 01t 
130 Z=FI ICSCLl,D!Ll,ICLJ,l-ll \IEI loft 1-1 to the a1ddle 
140 GOSUI 171 \IEI loft t~e last 01e to oar desti1atio1 
150 Z=FI ICl!Ll,SCLl,D!Ll,1-ll \IEI loft 1-1 froa aiddlt 
Ill L=L-1 \IETUll I \IEI Decreaeat paraaeter ltftl aid e1it 
178 Z=FI llCSCLJ,DCLll \IETOll \IEI loYe I froa soiree to dest 
IU Fl EID 
190 DEF Fl llCSl,Dll \IEI lofe I fro• Soiree to Desti1ation 
ZOI T!Dl,ZZl=TIDl,Zll+l \IEI lacrease desti1atio1 stack si1e 
ZlO TCDl,T!Dl,ZZJJ:TCSl,TISl,ZZll \IEI loft size to desti11tio1 
ZZI PLOT tZ•St-Jl-T!Sl,TCSl,ZZll,T+TCSl,ZZl,I \IEI Erase froa 
130 DIAi 4Z151-ZZ+TIS1,T!Sl,IZll,T+TCS1,Zll,0 \IEI soiree stack 
Zt8 DIAi Zl•CSl+Dl-11,T+l+l,l \IEI 5~01 aoftaeat 
Z50 DIAi tZ•Dl-Zl-TCSt,T!Sl,ZZll,T+T!Dt,ZZl,I 
Ill PLOT tZ•Sl-Jl+T!Sl,TCSl,1111,T+TCSl,Zll,O 
170 DIAi Zl•!Sl+Dl-ll,T+J+l,I 
Ill DIAi 4Z•Dt-lt-TCS1,TIS1,ZZll,Y+TCDl,ZZl,O 
198 PLOT 4Z•Dt-Zl-TCSl,TCSl,ZZll,T+TCD1,ZZJ,I \IEI dr11 on top 
300 Dlll tZ•Dt-Zl+T!Sl,TCSl,ZZll,T+T!Dl,ZZJ,I \IEI of des 
310 T!Sl,ZZJ=TCSl,ZZJ-1 \IEI Decrease soiree stack size 
3Z8 IETOll I \FIEID 
330 llPOT 1 Ho1 aany riags do JOI 11at to aofe1 1 ,I 
340 l=llTCIJ \IF l>Zl TREI PlllT 'Too 111y! 1 \GOTO 330 
350 PAGE \POIE l,IZ7 \IEI Clear scree• 11d bla1k carsor 
311 PLOT 0, r-, 1 \DIAi 1Z7, T, I \IEI lase Ii ae 
370 TCl,ZZJ:I \TCZ,ZZJ=I \TC3,ZZJ:O \IEI Height of stack 
310 FOi J:I TO I 
390 TCl,ll=l+l-1 \REI Pat size of c~ip i1to tower slot 
401 PLOT ZZ-Cl+l-1 I, T+I, I \DIAi ZO+Cl+l-1 l, T+I.1 \IEI Drn it 
410 IEIT 
4ZO l=FI 1(1,Z,3,IJ \IEI loYe I froa I to 3 11119 Z as aiddle 
430 PLOT 8,47,8 \PlllT 'Doae.• 

Helpful Hints 

Foi any of you who program in BASIC here 
are some hints that are helpful when it 
comes to program maintenance . CWhich I 
s y s t e m a t i c a 1 l y v i o l a t e- i n t h e a b o v e 
program.) I don't know about you, but I 
tend to forget where I used a variable or a 
function, especially after I haven't worked 
on the program for a while. One can L_OAD 
the program, connect the printer with 
"FILE:2,LIST", and then "XREF:2" to get a 
hard copy of the variable cross reference 
list. But who wants to get out of Edit, 
invoke BASIC and LOAD the file, and then 
get out of BASIC and return to Edit . It's 
a lot easier to use the C'l'RL-F CfindJ 
feature of Edit. But, when you only use 
single letter variable names, CTRL-F 
'finds' a lot of garbage as well. CTRL-F 
stops at every PRfNT statement whenever you 
are 'findina' any variables named "P", "R " , 
"I", "N", or -r'T" . 
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To make things easier it is a good idea 
to not use single letter variable names for 
numeric variables. There are also some 
letter number variable names which should 
not be used as these combinations also 
occur in formatted print statements. These 
are Fn (floating point format as in "PRINT 
%6F2,") and En (Exponential format as in 
"PRINT %11E8,") 

Now, it would seem that we have no 
problem with string variable names, which 
are always followed by a dollar sign, but 
this is not true . For example, "OS" occurs 
in "MIDS(", "RS" in "STRSC" and "CHRSC", 
and "TS" in "LEFTSC" and "RIGHTSC" . 

Program maintenance is much easier if 
one can quickly find occurrences of 
variables in Edit. To make this easier, it 
is best to not use single letter numeric 
variable names, and to not use "F" or "E" 
with a digit. It is also advisable to 
avoid string variable names "OS", "RS", and 
"SS" . 

To find the occurrences of a function, 
it is desirable to always use the function 
name either with or without the space "FN 
A" or "FNA". If you choose to do it 
without the space then it is best to avoid 
using "E" as a function name because CTRL-F 
will find "FNEND". 

Pub.I ic Domain 

PolyGlot Library Volume number 9 has 
various BASIC programs submitted by various 
individials at various times . 

Dist PGL-V-11 ~as ZI files 01 it, 31 free e1tries. 
348 sectors in 1se, 0 sectors deleted, Z sectors free. 
Size l11e . 

I SCIEEl-PIOTECTED-DEIO .BS 
I IASIC-USEl-FUICTlOl-TAIS.IS 
4 IOISE-CODE .BS 
5 TELETYPE-CODE.IS 

34 LEIOIADE-STAID .15 
Z lCCUllTE-DIVIDEl .IS 

57 STAl-LAIES .15 
14 llOIRTTRl-2 .IS 
58 SUl-IISE/SUl-SET .IS 
53 IAJOl-11101-FllDEl .BS 
17 501-llSE/SUl-SET.DC '••lilJ 
21 SEAIU.BS 
I IOIBEl-COIVEISIOl .15 
7 STSTEl-SOIT-PlllT .IS 
3 SOIT-IUllLE.IS 
5 BASIC-USEl-FUICTIOIS ,IS 
5 SORT-REAP.IS 

15 llOIHTTRl-1.IS 
14 ROISE-IACE.BS 
18 llDOSTllAL-SllULlTIOl.IS 

SCREEN-PROTECTED-DEMO.BS protects the top 
and bottom quarters of the screen for 
demonstration purposes. 
BASIC-USER-FUNCTION-TABS_BS saves space in 
a file by inserting TAB characters in place 
of spaces . 
MORSE-CODE . BS prints the morse code 
equivalent on the screen as you type. 
TELETYPE-CODE.BS prints the teletype punch 
code as you type. 
LEMONADE-STAND.BS is a game simulating a 
small business. 
ACCURATE-DIVIDER . BS attempts to bypass 
Poly's digits limit. 
ST AR - LANES.BS is a game of inters t e 11 a r 
trading. The object of the game is to 
amass the greatest amount of money by 
establishing vast interstellar shipping 
lanes and purchasing stock in the companies 
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that control those trading routes. Several 
players are allowed, 
BIORHYTHM-2.BS is another program which 
prints out a hard copy of your biorhythm 
chart. 
SUN-RISE/SUN-SET.BS calculates the time of 
sunrise and sunset for your latitude, 
longitude and day of the year, 
MAJOR-MINOR-FINDER.BS computes choices of a 
college major and minor based upon 
interests. 
SEAWAR.BS is another solitaire game. 
NUMBER-CONVERSION , BS converts binary, 
hexadecimal, and decimal numbers from one 
to another form. 
SYSTEM-SORT-PRINT. BS reads SYSTEM.SY, sorts 
the labels and prints out the sorted list. 
SORT-BUBBLE . BS- demonstrates the bubble sort 
method. 
BASIC-USER-FUNCTIONS.BS contains basic 
functions for the following: generate 
random graphic lines, blank the cursor, 
check a string for numerical conversion, 
multiply by dozens, and to check the length 
of a string. 
SORT-HEAP.BS demonstrates the heap sort 
method. 
BIORHYTHM-LBS is another program which 
prints out your biorhythm chart to the 
screen or to the printer. 
HORSE-RACE . BS demonstrates Poly graphics in 
a 4 horse race. 
INDUSTRIAL-SIMULATION. BS simulates an Air 
Force plant that produces a Constant Speed 
Drive Assy CCSDl for several Air Force 
aircraft. You are expected to maintain 320 
CSD's on hand to absorb fluctuations in 
demands and production. Your objective is 
to control the production for 12 months and 
produce a low average cost per CSD . This 
is a simulation for management training . 

.Poly Los-I: 

The following people or organizations 
who were once on PolyLetter's mailing list 
have turned up missing Cthe dreaded RETURN 
TO SENDERL If anyone knows a current 
address for these people, or where their 
Poly went, Please advise PolyLetter. 
Brondt's Metal Magic of Spokane, WA; 
Computer Techniques of Richmond, VA; Jerry 
Heyman of Germantown, PA; Katy Holkenbrink 
of Souix Falls, SD; Everett Holland of 
Frazer, PA; Chuck Heindel of Brandon, FL; 
Peter Jaackson of Santa Barbara, CA; David 
Johnson of Prince George, VA; Richard Jones 
of Fort Worth, TX; Butch Kasey of 
Greenville, SC; Dave Kominiak of Munster, 
IN; Dudley Koontz of Cedar Rapids, IA; 
Morris Lancaster of Laurel, MD; Rolf 
Levenbach of Plainfield, NJ; Mike Linthicum 
of Goleta, CA; Rich Little of Chesterfield, 
MO; Davis Mccarn of Arlington, VA; Bill 
McConnell of Arlington; TX; Robert Measle 
of Lexington, KY; Jonathan Miller of 
Tiburon, CA; Bernard Noelting· of 
Evansville, IN; Wayne Norris of Santa 
Barbara, CA; Steve Perdy of Alanta, GA; 
Richard Petersen of Sunnyvale, CA; Rod 
Peterson of Bedford, TX; 

.Bi'i: .Buclce'i: 

In the distant past programming 
languages were named by acronym . FORTRAN 
is an acronym for FORmula TRANslation . 
COBOL stands for COmmon Business Oriented 
Language, or something like that. Then the 
thing got silly , APL stands for A 
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Programming Language, and PL-1 stands for 
Programming Language Cnumberl 1. 
Programmers claim LISP stands for Lots of 
Irritating Silly Parenthesis . And ADA is 
just Another Damn Acronym. 

Nicholas Wirth started a new tradition 
by naming his programming language after a 
famous mathematician, Blaise PASCAL. DoD 
named ADA for Lady Lovelace, Daughter of 
Lord Byron, who worked with Charles Babbage 
in writing programs for the Analytical 
Engine, the first Con paper) computer. Ada 
Agusta is credited with inventing 
subroutines . Few know that Babbage and his 
cohort liked to play the horses and wrote 
their grant proposals to fund the design of 
a device to help them calculate the odds at 
the track as well as to fund their passion 
for the ponies . Now there's motivation we 
can understand! 

I still haven't gotten an anwer to what 
four bits are. 

Bypassing FORllAT.IN 
Did you know that FORMAT.IN can be 

bypassed? Even though it is in the 
directory? If the first file name on the 
command line is a .IN file FORMAT.GO will 
look for it. If it does not exist 
FORMAT .GO will not report an error. When I 
do not want to use any . IN file, I put X.IN 
on the command line as the first file -
FORMAT X.IN file-name - and FORMAT.GO just 
shrugs and continues with the next file. 

Pushing a Truck 
Al Levy reports that he transfers a file 
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from a PClone to the Poly to use its editor 
and then transfers it back to the clone . '"' 
He says it's a lot easier that trying to 
use any word processor on the clone . Al 
says: 11 Workin9 on the clone feels like 
pushing a truck!' 

In This Issue 

Editorial . . . 
Letters To C& from) The Editor 
Ads . . . . . . · 
Confessions of a Past Editor. 
The First Bug . . . 
Help CHow Does it work?) . 
Device Driver Direct Access 
BugNotes. . . 
BASIC CProgram and Hints) 
Public Domain . 
Lost Poly Users 
Bit Bucket 
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3 
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5 
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8 
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C:or.ni ng Soon 

Hardware Problems by Bob Bybee & PL, 
Assembly language housekeeping, BASIC for 
Beginners, More Help, BugNotes, Public 
Domain Software, etc. 

Questions 

Can you find and answer the questions 
asked in this issue? Send your answers and 
requests in. 

FIRST CLASS HAIL 

Back volumes of PolyLetter are available at 
the same price as the current subscription 
rate. CUS S15.00 yr., Canada S18 . 00 yr., 
Overseas $20.00 yr., rayable in US dollars 
to Ralph Kenyon . ) ndividual issues are 
also available CS3.00, S3.50, S4 . 00L 
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Editorial 

With this issue PolyLetter is back on 
schedule CalmostL The next issue is 
JAN/FEB 1987 and is planned to go to press 
by February 25 . After that, I plan to get 
each issue out in the last week of the 
first of the two months. MAR/APR will be 
due out in the last week of March, MAY/JUN 
wlll be due out in the last week of May, 
and so forth . By setting a schedule 
everyone should benefit. To get something 
into the next PolyLetter, you need to get 
it to me at least one week before the press 
date. The more typing and research I have 
to do, the more lead time 1s better. 

I do have a policy of publishing all 
letters received at PolyLetter with a 
minimum of editing, so feel free to submit 
your letters on disk Cit saves me typing 
them ml. 

I have been quite gratified by the 
responses I have been getting Cof course 
you have seen them all) . I have been 
sending PolyLetter renewal cards to 
subscribers whose last entitled issue 
arrives, and on the bottom of that card is 
a place for people to say they got rid of 
their Poly . It was most pleasing when I 
received one renewal card back with the 
word NEVER! scrawled across that area 
of the card . I am beginning to feel like 
there 1s a community of Poly Users out 
there who are interested in what we have to 
offer . 

Zits! 
by Ralph Kenyon 

While merrily computing away on my Poly, 
my screen suddenly began to grow zits! A 
stray graphics character would appear at 
odd positions on the screen. It didn't 
s eem to be correlated with anything I did . 
They became worse as the moments went by . 
Sooo . .. I plugged in my trusty confidence 
disk and pushed the load button . Oops! . . 
It says l have bad video ram chips. 

Now, that doesn't seem likely, since the 
characters all seem to show up ok in edit. 
Lets investigate, sez me, and I proceed to 
unstack the hardware which sits on top of 
my 8813 . A 2-drive box and power supply, a 
seldom used 30 meg XT clone, my spare 8813 
chassis, and finally the cover. Whoo . . . 
DUST everywhere . So, I get out my vacuum 
and start to clean it out. 

Oops there's a cob-web and a 
cob-web-spider between two of the cards! 
Who says computers don't have bugs anymore . 
I pull out the video card and find that the 
S-100 bus plug seems to be corroded . I 
clean 1t up, and remembering that the old 
anti-static 'bug-rug' foam was corrosive, 
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reseat all the video chips . Let's try it 
now... Nope.. still got errors, but 
different chips? I remember that I've had 
problems with the CPU chips too, so I clean 
them up also and reseat all the l/O chips . 
Lo! the problem has gone away . 

The confidence package races thru the 
tests and says everything 1s a-ok. The 
zits are gone too . So, I guess that there 
is a moral to this story . One should 
periodically clean out the inside of the 
computer. Remove each card, clean the 
contacts, insure the chips are all seated, 
vacuum out any dust and cob-webs and remove 
any bugs. 

Letters 

Dear Ralph, December 23, 1986 
I enjoy Poly Letter and th ink you are 

doing the best job of all the editors thus 
far. Keep up the first class job. 

I am interested in a checkbook program . 
You did not mention any price for whatever 
you have . If it is only on paper , what 
price goes with it? Any documentation? 

Re PolyLost: Paul Dishman of Dallas, TX , 
is now Paul Dishman, Jr. of Carrollton, 
TX . he did leave the computer 
business and is teaching management courses 
at a local college . This is a bit sad . 
Paul had run the local Poly store, Computer 
Imag1neering, some years back, and many of 
use got our Polys through him . We he l d 
user group meeting in his store . Don't 
know any more details . . . , but I think we 
have lost him .. 

The electronic typewriters coming into 
the market in great numbers should be 
considered if one wants a computer printer. 
This letter is being typed on a S200 
Panasonic T33 with SK memory, an elementary 
word processor, 15 character display, right 
justify, and other stuff . Very good for 
the price . It has a plug built 1n for a 
computer interface although the interface 
and cable costs almost as much as the 
typewriter . Other machines also could be 
considered for use as letter quality 
printers for a reasonable price . 

Sincerely, Charles Mach, Irving, TX 

CAww shucks CblushL .. Thanks for the 
praise . In regard to the checkbook 
program . I have a paper copy of CHECKBOOK, 
a program written in July 1978 by Br ian 
Smith consisting of 8 pages of program; 
there 1s no other documentation . The copy 
and mail cost would be SLOO, but who wants 
to type all that in? I hope someone comes 
forward with a disk copy for the PolyG lot 
Library. The second paper item 1s CASHFLOW 
by PolyMorphic Systems which consists of 15 
pages of documentation and 14 pages of 
program listings in a 32 page man ual . 
Looking at the syntax of the 11st1ngs shows 
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that the programs were written for A01 
BASIC . The copy and mail cost would be 
S3 . 50, but, again, who wants to type all 
that in. Let's hear from our readers and 
see if anyone has it on disk. I'll check 
with Poly to insure this is a public domain 
item_ 

Also, thanks for confirming that Paul 
Dishman is no longer a PolyUser. Too bad 
he deserted the fold. With help like yours 
maybe we can clean up the mailing list. 
Ed .J 

Dear Ralph, December 17, 1986 
Thank you for the latest issue of 

PolyLetter . My 8813 was gathering dust, 
last year I "inherited" a NEC-8801 with two 
8" DSDD drives' I have a problem with my 
Poly: the keyboard has a horrible 
key-bounce, that is, several keys repeat 
very fast, and the delete key works too 
fast, so that I have problems typing 
anything _ Any suggestions? Also, my 5 1/4 
SSSD drive number 2 is occasionally 
unreliable . 

I also have a question: what does the 
(expletive deleted) front panel represent? 
Many times I get locked up in it and to get 
out means reset - restart and loss of the 
program 1n progress. I tried to learn 
assembly language but still do not 
understand 1t, also CP/M _ Any help here? 
Sincerely yours, 

Constantin Pavlo££, Richland, WA. 

[Key Bounce. I have had problems with the 
very same thing_ For Keyboard-II, I gently 
pry off the key cap and use a small piece 
of stiff paper to rub between the contacts. 
Take a business card and cut a trapezoid 
shape with one end narrow enough to fit 
inside the key with the cap removed . A 
second thing I have done is to cover the 
card with fine emery cloth before cutting 
it to shape_ I have also tried contact 
c leaner sprayed directly on the paper. I 
also use an aerosol duster to blow the dust 
out of the key _ Then, I put the key cap 
back on _ That usually takes care of that 
key for a few months. 

Drive problems_ Get a long cotton swab 
and some de-natured alcohol. Swab off the 
read/write head on the drive . It looks 
like a glass dome with a cats-eye in it. 
There is a little felt pad which pushes the 
diskette against the read/write head. Try 
not to disturb that. Look to see if it 
looks thin compared to the other drives. 
Replacing that pad can sometimes help _ The 
other thing to check is the speed of the 
drive _ You will probably need to remove 
drive 3 in order to get a good look at 
drive 2 . With a florescent light look at 
the strobe markings on the drive wheel on 
the right hand side of the drive while the 
motor is running _ To keep the motor 
running make a command file called RUN 
which has the command RUN in it on drive 1 . 
S i nce all the motors go at the same time, 
drive 2 will run while this command file 
keeps calling itself on drive 1- Look at 
the condition of the drive motor spindle 
and the drive wheel. I found a good deal 
of caked dust on mine and held a small 
screwdriver up against the wheel to scrape 
off the gunk while it was turning. I also 
cleaned it with alcohol. The small spindle 
of the drive motor also got caked with 
g u nk . When these are all cleaned off, then 

check the speed . If it is still off, it 
can be adjusted. There is a small circuit 
board on the end of the drive_ It has one 
varable resistor - a small block with a 
brass screw sticking out the end . Turning 
that screw one way or the other will speed 
up or slow down the drive . While the drive 
is running, adjust this screw until the 
strobe lines appear to stop rotating _ This 
will restore the drive to the proper speed _ 
If it still has problems, it may be more 
than can be done at home . I presently have 
two spare drives being offered for sale at 
SSO each . 

Front Panel. Have no fear of this 
strange display _ The Front Panel 1s 
explained in appendix E of the System 88 
Users Manual. The unsolicited front panel 
is usually caused by too many interrupts 
happening in a "noisy" (electronic) 
environment. In most cases you need only 
type "G" to return to what was going on 
before. Occasionally the front panel shows 
up when a bug in a machine language program 
puts the Poly in "hyper-space" . Look at 
the first line of the display_ It begins 
with "PC" which stands for "Program 
Counter". Then next 4 characters comprise 
the machine language address of the program 
counter. The rest of the line consists of 
three preceding instructions, the one to be 
executed next Cthe one in-line above the 
arrow) , and four following instructions _ 
Here's what mine looks like when I hit 
CTRL-Z (in enabled model. 

PC 05F1 E1 FB 76 ES 3A 88 2D 87 

If the byte above the arrow is "FF", like 
so: 

PC 05F1 E1 FB 76 FF 3A 88 2D 87 

Then Poly is in Hyper-Space, and typing "G" 
usually won't work here . 

If typing "G" doesn't work, the next 
thing to do depends upon whether you are in 
a program such as Edit or BASIC . To get 
back to a user program which has a re-entry 
point type "SPJ3203G" _ Edit will work for 
this _ BASIC puts you in BASIC with the 
program loaded, but destroys the run-time 
environment CAil variables are cleared ). 
Other programs depend upon the program . To 
get back to Exec type "SPJ0403G" . 

Of course, nothing is guaranteed; 1£ the 
Poly got to the front panel (hyper-space) 
from a software crash or some kinds of 
hardware problems, it might just be best to 
punch the load button and start over . 

I have a program called "Inhibit" which 
stops spurious front panel interrupts . 
There is also one in the July-82 
Disk-of-the-Month _ You can do it with the 
following BASIC program_ 

10 POlE 3100,100 \REI Set lhe SS interrupt 
ZO POCE 3111,0 \REI •ector to loret . 
30 Z=CALLllOZ?l \IEI Ret1r1 to Exec. 

CP /M I l o a t he C P I M a s a n ope r at 1 n g 
system. Mostly, I have used a few programs 
1n the CP/M public domain, but have not 
done much of anything_ My viewpoint 1s 
that CP/M should be used only 1n private, 
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and only when it cannot be avoided . 
However, since you have a NEC-SSOL which 
probably runs under CP/M, you may want to 
get some use from it. All I can say, is 
that if there are any public domain CCP/M) 
programs you want, you can probably get 
them from A 1 Levy for a token amount. 
Programming under CP/M is another story . 
That requires mastering assembly language. 

Assembly Language I am planning to put 
some assembly language programming articles 
in . The first one I have in mind is about 
housekeeping requirements . There have been 
some programs 1n previous issues of 
PolyLetter . 8002 Top of RAM, S004 
WHO-WH1 Input/Output, 8101 - Today, S103 -
MACROS, 8204 - FPL Inhibit front panel, 
8206 - More MACROS, 8506 - Still more 
MACROS, 8604 - Memory test. 

I'd be happy to answer questions if you 
wish to call me . Feel free to call most 
any time. There are three teen-age girls 
here, so the phone is often busy in the 
evening . For the best time, get up at 
about 7 on a weekday and call me then; 
you'll get me at 10 my time and you'll have 
the night rate. Ed . J 

Dear PolyLetter, December 10, 1986 
I have to commend you for your work with 

PolyLetter . Please keep it going. I have 
a group of programs that I am thinking 
about sending to you for the Public Domain. 
They are CRUDE but may be of some value to 
someone . 

Incidentally, since I converted from 40K 
to 64K recently, 1 have a few good boards 
from the original setup. I would consider 
modifying them for spares . I have a good 
16K board and a good SK board . Whom do you 
suggest for this kind of work? I would 
also like to find a possible source for a 
backup CPU board. 

A question which you may consider for 
PolyLetter . When a BASIC program is stored 
1n SAVEF or SAVEP what happens? Further, 
i f a program has been stored with SAVEP, is 
there any way that the program can be 
"restored" with SAVE? 
Thank you, James Purvis, Mill Creek, WA. 
P.S . I have only a single sided MS. 

[Jim, by all means send in the programs . 
You w11'1 be entitled to a disk full in 
exchange for a disk full CS" disk, that 
1s). A better way to describe a program 
than "CRUDE" would be "simple and 
unsophisticated" -- just the kind of thing 
that beginning programmers need as 
examples . 

White I do not have an MS, I do know 
people who are willing to transcribe 
formats for me . Russ Nobbs at Rings & 
Things 1n Spokane is one who is close to 
you . He started with an 8813-0 with a MS, 
but has since aquired a 5" drive and 
controller to enable him to swap disks 
easily with others. 

The 16K board can be upgraded to a 64K 
board. I have done the job myself on some 
of my boards, but I paid Poly to do the 
f i rst one CSee the Ads). The SK board 
cannot Cto my knowledge) be upgraded, but a 
couple of 8K's and a 16K board can get you 
through a pinch. As for the spare CPU 
card, perhaps there 1s a reader out there 
who can contact us and fill this need . 
Also, check out the Computer flea · markets 

1n you area. I am working on getting a 
list of parts from a few ex-dealers to 
include in ads . Your best bet might be to 
pick up a spare system; you could get the 
SD controller and 5" drives too . I have 
leads on Polys for sale, but for which ads 
have not yet been submitted. 

Ah yes, SAVEP stands for SAVE-PROTECT . 
I think it stands for SAVE-PAIN, since 
those who used it most often have 'gone 
away' leaving their customers in the lurch. 
The programs can be restored, but how it is 
done is a 'trade secret' by those who know 
how. There are several methods, from 
tricks to brute-force . I use the tricks. 
If you have such programs, I will be glad 
to un-encrypt them for you . 

SAVEF obviously stands for SAVE-FAST, 
since programs saved in SAVEF (tokenized) 
format load much faster. The reason is 
that when BASIC loads a text format 
program, it looks up each keyword and 
replaces it with a single token. The SAVE 
command reverses the process by looking up 
each token and then converting it into the 
text characters that make up the keyword . 
The SAVEF command simply writes out the 
program in its tokenized format. 

Converting a program saved in tokenized 
format CSAVEF) back to text format is not 
difficult. Simply LOAD the program and 
stop it from executing with CTRL-Y . Then 
use SAVE to get the text copy. Sometimes a 
program dumps one back into Exec when 
CTRL-Y is hit. No matter, simply type 1n 
REENTER from Exec, and then SAVE it. One 
note of caution: program modules which 
CHAIN to one another can sometimes be 
difficult to deal with . MAILIST 1s an 
example. The problem is that program 
statements from one module may be left in 
memory when another module is CHAINed to . 
As a result, what we get with SAVE may have 
some extra stuff in it. 

Ed.l 

Ralph, January 2, 1987 
I have a request to make about the printing 
of PolyLetter . When I punch 3 holes 1n the 
letter to put it in a 3-ring binder, some 
of the text gets cut out. How about 
leaving enough space at the left margin so 
3 holes can be punched for booking the 
letters? 

Charles Mach, Irving, TX . 

CDoug Schrippa also made the same request 
by telephone . I will see what I can do . I 
do not have quite as much control over the 
margins once the proofs go to the pr1nters , 
but I will shrink the center div1s1on and 
ask the printer to see If he can shift 
alternate pages away from the one margin . 
I do not want to reduce the column width; a 
screen width (64 characters) in condensed 
mode C17.1 cpi) requires 3.75 inches . This 
gives 7 . 5 inches of printing not counting 
the center margin. I have been supplying 
the printer with the printing centered on 
the page . Perhaps I can try to shift it, 
although it will require more hand editing 
of the print-file . 

Ed . l 

Dear Mr. Kenyon December 26, 1986 
I was very happy to find the copy of the 

May/June PolyLetter in my MailBox the other 
morning, together with the subscr1pt1on 
form Cwhich I've dutifuly sent 1n) . I've 
been a loyal PL subscriber since #S2/1, and 
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am not about to stop now . CBut whatever 
happened to my "Mr . Squock" - see #84/04?) 

As I looked through the current issue, 
which cannot help but make the 8813 sound 
obsolete, I asked myself: "Well, what does 
the Poly do better than anything else right 
now?" Assuming that many of your 
subscribers acquired the Diablo #1610 
daisy-wheel printer, one answer is still 
word-processing. 

I know that may raise a few eyebrows in 
these days when there are so many fancy W /P 
programs around . I have two Mac-Pluses, 
and am well-versed in things like MacWrite 
and Microsoft Word . Nevertheless three 
facts continue to be inescapable: 
--- Most "fashionable" computers, being 
graphics-oriented, are designed to be most 
compatible with dot-matrix printers . 
These , while good, still cannot match the 
daisy-wheel for pr i nt quality . 
--- There is stlll no computer on the 
market Cw1th the exception of the 
Macintosh) with on-screen text more 
easy-to-read than the #8813 . This is 
particularly true if you have invested in 
t he integral keyboard/screen "Enclosure" 
made by PolyMorphic . 
--- There 1s no keyboard i n existence today 
more "finger-friendly" than the Poly's . 
The keys are cushioned, yet are quite firm 
enough to satisfy the user. 

What this means is that you can work at 
a Poly for far longer than at other PCs, an 
further than that you will do so with 
significantly fewer mistakes and 
substantially greater eye- and finger
comfort. Having written one doctoral 
dissertation and scores of books and essays 
on the Poly, I am i n a position to testify 
to this . 

Many Poly-people who are looking for 
productive things to do . with their machines 
might well consider their versatility as 
dev i ces to access commercial services such 
as C ompuServe and MCI-Mail If 
communicat ions software and 
modem-connection hardware exists for the 
#8813. CI have not asked PolyMorphic about 
th i s . ) Again, the keyboard/screen 
friendliness of the Poly make this kind of 
use a natural for the Poly . If such 
communications hardware & software exist, 
perhaps you could alert people to it via 
Poly Letter . 

I assume that many of your subscribers 
are using WordMaster II, Version 1.3. Here 
are two "environments" which I have found 
very us e ful - at least on the Diablo #1610: 
This ftrst one gives you a nicely-laid out 
page of text on an 8-1/2x11 sheet of paper: 

Lines per page : 57 
Characters per l i te: II 
Top 1argin : 0 
Bo 1101 aar gin : 2 
Offset for left edge: 0 
Left 1argin : 0 
Right urg in: I 
Line spac11g : I 
Standard 11dent : 5 
Printer type: dtab 
Character per tncb: IZ 
Ft rst page nuaber : 1 
Header for al 1 pages : !cpi !Zl! jcl - lpnol-lstpl 

Us i ng 81 characters per line and then 
command a right marg i n of 1 overcomes the 
D1ab l os's tendency to avoid boldfacing the 
1 a s t c h a r a c t e r o n t h e 1 i n e i f y o u ·t r y 

boldfacing with an 80/0 setting. 
Now to a more interest i ng variation: 
How do you get more text on a printed 

page if you cannot vary your type-size Cas 
with a dot-matrix)? Answer: You print-out 
on a larger piece of paper, then blow 1t 
down on a high-quality photocopy mach i ne . 
I have done this by picking up a ream or so 
of 11x14" paper from a printing-supply 
store. This will feed nicely through the 
diablo printer . The result can be blown 
down to a perfect 8-1/2x11 by standard 
settings on current photocopy machines . 
The appropriate environment for the Poly 
is: 

Lines per page: 7& 
Characters per 1 ine: 101 
Top 111gia: 0 
Botto• 1argi1: l 
Offset for left edge : 5 
Left 11rgin: 0 
ligit 1argi1: 7 
Line spacing: 1 
Studard iadent: 5 
Priater trpe: diab 
Cbaracter per i1cb: 12 
First page n11ber: t 
Header for all pages: lcpi IZlljcl-fp1ol-lstpl 

This "blow-down" format, if used with a 
daisy-wheel, will probably get more 
readable text on a piece of 8-1/2x11 paper 
than any other system I know, with the (far 
more expensive) exception of a 
Macintosh/laser-writer combination. Try 
it ! 

I have one last word of praise for the 
Poly . In these days of endless, anonymous , 
colorless steel and plastic, the Po l y 
remains incomparably beautiful and un i q u e 
because of some early designer's dec i s i on 
to emplay those hand-crafted hardwood 
casings - which have been carried through 
to other items such as the hard d i sk 
#HD-18 . I would not be i n that much o f a 
hurry to sell of such a work of are a s 
this, any more than I would sell a 1 929 
Bently just because there are 1987 
Chevrolets and Fords that will go faster . 
Think about it, Poly people. If the day 
ever comes when your Poly fails an·d you 
can't get rarts for him/her any more , 
polish up hat elegant cabinet and put 
him/her on display in your den . When the 
invariant question i s asked, you can answer 
with pride: "Why, yes, that 1s the first 
computer ever made for personal use - l o ng 
before IBM or Apple ever came along . Those 
were the days when you wrote your o wn 
programs, son - and when the mass-mar k e t 
insult of ' copy-protection' hadn't even 
been imagined . Yes, we had many a good 
year together, Poly and I. Isn't he/ s he 
beautiful? Too bad they don't make t he 
Ii ke this anymore, Isn't it . . . ?" 
Sincerely, Michael Aquino, Washing to n , DC . 

ADS 

From Abstract Systems, etc . 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, MA 01267 
(413) 458-8421 

DISlS -- DllYES -- IODEI -- PIOIS -- SOFTlllE -- SPELL 

I. lllALL diskettes -- 113 per bo1 of 10 . 
Z. 5" dist dri•es !Shugart SA-lOOJ SS0 .00 ! inc ludes shipp 1ngl 
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3. Tio dr1Ye e1ter1al bo1 and ro1er s1pply S7S. 
4. Bayes licro1ode1 too for 01 y &40. 

!300 baad ia bis direct co11ect 1ode1. liaited qua1tityl 
S. HayesSys 1ode1 solt1are Clor t•e licro1ode1 ltOJ &35. 
i. 1i:s1 Spel I, a good spell iag chcter hr 135 . 
7. Abstract Sys teas Eiec CE1•11ce1e1ts l bwgs corrected! &35 . 
a. Abstract Systeas Proas CE1•11ce1e1ts l bags corrected) &JS . 
9. PolyGlot Library Yol11es l t•r• 9, SI eac•. 
(Send SI .00 lor a coaplete catalog--llree with aay orderl.J 

(late cbects payable to lalp• te1yo1 . l 

From PolyMorphic Systems 
7334-H Hollister Avenue, 
Santa Barbara, CA 93117 
(805) 685-6238 

Manuals 
1 Field Service 
2 Aligning 88 disk drives 
3 Printer Interface . 
4 Adding a SSSD or DSDD drive 
S Keyboard I I & III . 
6 Testing & Maintaining 88xx 
7 88/MS user's manual 
8 Confidence 
9 Hard Disk . 

10 Exec 96 Addendum 
11 Twin System . . 
12 Twin System Confidence 
13 Twin System Diagnostics 
14 Plan . 
1 5 Mai 1 is t 
16 Ass emb ler 
17 Bas ic 
18 WordMaster I I 
19 User's Manual 
20 System Programmer's Guide 

Theory of operation manuals for the 
following boards (including schematics): 

$35 . 00 
15 . 00 
15.00 
15.00 
15.00 
1 5 . 0 0 
25 . 00 
25 . 00 
15.00 
15.00 
15.00 
2 5 . 0 0 
25.00 
35.00 
35.00 
25 . 00 
40 . 00 
40.00 
40.00 
50.00 

1 5" DSDD Controller S20.00 
2 8 11 Controller . 20 . 00 
3 SSSD Controller 15.00 
4 Video Board 20.00 
5 CPU Board . 20 . 00 
6 4 . 0 Monitor ROM 20 . 00 
7 48K & 16K RAM 15 . 00 

Add S5 . 00 for sh1pp1ng and handling . 

CP/M hardware conversion: S100 plus parts. 
CCP/M license, manuals, and software: S200) 

16K to 64K memory card conversion S125.00 
plus parts. CThe 16K board has to be a 
Poly board and in good working condition.) 

Eight inch MAXALL 32 hard sectored 
diskettes for your MS. S15.00 per box or S 
115 . 00 per ten boxes . From: Al Levy, Post 
Office Box 71. Hicksville, NY 11802, C516) 
293-8368 

For Sale: 8813 with drive, Hitachi 
monitor, Keyboard, and Practical Automation 
Printer. Best offer. From: Barry Adler, 
Gynecare, 230 Route 59, Monsey, NY 10952, 
(914) 357-8884 

Wanted: Poly Keyboard II or III. Allen 
Daubendiek, 1821 Jackson St., Beatrice, NE 
68310, C402) 223-5863 . 

For Sale: Multiple 8813 systems - each with 
3 drives, 64K, Monitor, and Keyboard - Make 

offer. Robert L . Schwartz, 906 Main 
Street, Cincinnati, OH, 45202, (513) 
241-3447 . 

BASIC: Programming 

Many readers have said that much of what 
has been published in PolyLetter 1s too 
technical for them. Well, I would not go 
that far, but I would admit that it may 
have been too technical for thelT present 
stage of involvement with programming the 
Poly . Let's discuss some of the issues 
that are appropriate to the less involved 
stages . 

What's programming for anyway? 
The purpose of programming is to solve 

problems with data processing . Usually we 
have some vague idea of what we want to 
see, such as a report of some kind, of an 
equally vague idea of what we want the 
computer to do for us, such as to do the 
payroll. or to do inventory and reorder, 
etc. 

What kinds of things should we be asking 
the computed to do and what kinds of things 
should be not ask it to do? 

There are several things a computer does 
well. Tedious computation is the most 
common. Not forgetting is another. If a 
datum is to be used in several different 
applications, a human being can often fail 
to remember to do all the things with it 
that must be done . Here is where the 
computer excells. 

If a piece of information is used only 
once, then it probably has no business 
being in a computer. Of course it 1s 
really rare that a datum is only used once . 

Okay, now that we have said a little 
about what should and what should not be 
done by a computer, let's see what's 
involved when it is decided to give a job 
to the computer. There are four processes 
involved in using the computer to solve a 
data management problem. First, the data 
must be gotten into the computer. Second, 
data may need to be stored until it 1s 
needed . Third, computations involving the -
data must be performed . And finally, the 
appropriate data must be gotten out of the 
computer. So, we have to deal with INPUT, 
STORAGE, COMPUTATION, and OUTPUT. Okay, 
we're going to discuss how to do this 1n 
the BASIC programming language . BASIC is 
one of the simplest languages to learn; one 
doesn't need to know much about the 
computer hardware to use BASIC . 

INPUT . Before we try to get the data 
into the computer we need to take a look at 
it. There are two types of data we can 
deal with in BASIC . There are numbers on 
the one hand and words on the other hand . 
Numbers are composed of the digits 'O' 
through '9', the '+' or '-' sign, perhaps a 
decimal point '.' and maybe, for scientific 
notation, the letter 'E'. The number 23 
can be expressed in the following ways: 
'23', '+23', '+23.0', (and in scientific 
notation: '2 . 3E+1', '0.23E+2', '+2 . 3E+1', 
'+.23E+2', '230E-1',), etc . Words are 
composed of a string of alphabetical 
characters and/or digits . Since a string 
of characters could be all d1g1ts we or the 
computer might get confused as to whether 
it was a word or a number. To prevent this 
confusion from happening, BASIC has two 
TYPES of data. These data TYPES are 
NUMERICAL and STRING types . An item which 
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1s a STRING TYPE is always put in quotation 
marks . An item which is a NUMERICAL TYPE 
1s never put in quotation marks . 23 is an 
example of a NUMERICAL TYPE. "23" is an 
example of a STRING TYPE. 

Before we go ahead an try to input data 
to the computer, we must look at the data 
and decide which TYPE each datum is . 
Payroll hours would be of NUMERICAL TYPE, 
but the names of items in an inventory 
wou Id be of STRING TYPE . 

STORAGE. When BASIC stores a datum it 
does it by putting it in a location whose 
contents may be variable . We could get 
access to the datum by tellin9 the computer 
where to look, but it's easier if we just 
have a name for the location and refer to 
the stored datum by using the name of its 
location . I'll describe how this works by 
using an example which may be familiar to 
some of us . 

In one bar of my aquaintance the liquor 
was arranged on 3 shelves. The top shelf 
had the highest quality stuff, and the 
bottom shelf had the cheapest (lowest 
quality) stuff . One could order "top-
shelf" scotch. In this example, we are 
using the location name to refer to what is 
stored in that location. In another bar 
there was only one shelf, but one could 
still order "top-shelf" scotch . In this 
case, the name applied to the stuff kept on 
the left end of the shelf. We don't 
actually care where the location is, but we 
do need to have a name for it in order to 
refer to the stuff stored there. Leaving 
the bar and heading for the computer, we 
can bring with us the "top-shelf" idea. 
Once we store a datum in the computer, we 
refer to it by the name of its location . 

BASIC has several locations for storing 
variable data; these are, appropriately 
enough, called VARIABLES. VARIABLES, of 
course, must come in two TYPES, NUMERICAL 
and STRING . the names of VARIABLES in 
BASIC consist of an upper case alphabetic 
character, 'A' thru 'Z', or an upper case 
alphabetic character and a single digit, 
'AO' thru 'Z9'. In addition a STRING 
VARIABLE has a dollar sign appended, 'AS' 
thru 'ZS' and 'AOS' thru 'Z9S' . 

So, when we get data into the computer, 
we need to decide which of these locations 
t o use for which datum . If you've been 
paying attention, you have already looked 
at the data and decided which TYPE each 
datum is, therefore you know which VARIABLE 
TYPE is needed for which datum. A datum of 
NUMERICAL TYPE must be put into a VARIABLE 
of NUMERICAL TYPE and a datum of STRING 
TYPE must be put into a VARIABLE of STRING 
TYPE . 

Suppose we have decided that we want to 
enter some very simple inventory data, how 
many and what we have. Clearly, how many 
we have is of NUMERICAL TYPE and what we 
have 1s of STRING TYPE. Let us decide that 
we will put the quantity into the VARIABLE 
Q1. and we wil l put the name into the 
VARIABLE N1S . The quantity datum is of 
NUMERICAL TYPE and VARIABLE Q1 is of 
NUMERICAL TYPE . The name datum is of 
STRING TYPE and the VARIABLE N1S is of 
STRING TYPE . 

Before we start writing the program, we 
must know a 'housekeeping' requirement that 
BASIC has . BAS IC assumes that a program is 
a sequence of numbered lines, and it 
executes these lines in numerical order. 

So, to get our quantity and name into 

our beginning inventory program we must use 
the INPUT statement. The program would 
start out as follows. 

10 INPUT Q1 
20 INPUT NU 

When we run the program, we are presented 
with a "?", and after answering that we 
have 10, we are presented with the "?" 
again, to which we respond that we have 
widgets . And, the program stops . 

If you didn't know exactly what the 
program wanted, that cryptic question mark 
wouldn't be very informative . This is not 
a user friendly program . Wel I, we can fix 
that up by using the PROMPT feature of 
BASIC INPUT statements . By inserting a 
literal STRING in the INPUT statement 
before the VARIABLE name , we can 
communicate with the user. This is most 
easily explained by giving an example . 

10 INPUT "Quantity of item ?",Q1 
20 INPUT "Name of item ?" ,N1S 

Okay, now that we have inputted the data, 
we would like to be sure that the computer 
does indeed have it, so we want it to 
repeat the data back to us. To do this we 
would use the PRINT statement and tell it 
to PRINT the data on the screen for use to 
see. 

30 PRINT Q1 
40 PRINT N1S 

Now when the program runs BASIC prints 
"Quantity of item ~" on the screen before 
waiting for us to give it how many and 
likewise for what. It then repeats back 
what we gave it. But, there's nothing more 
to the program, and when we turn 1t off, 
everything we have inputted is gone' We 
need some more permanent storage. 

The answer to this i s to create a data 
file which contains the information. 
Before we can put the data into a f i le, we 
must decide what the name of the file is 
and where that file is going to reside . 
BASIC can keep track of a number of files 
at the same time, and does so by numbering 
each file . So, we must also decide what 
the file number is . It's a fact that we 
must remember that BASIC FILE numbers start 
at 4. In this example, let us decide that 
we will use FILE number 4, that the file 
will be named "INVENTORY" and that the file 
will be on disk drive number 2. We must 
also tell BASIC that we are going to be 
sending stuff OUT to the file. Now, we can 
tell BASIC to create our file . 

5 0 FI LE: 4,0PEN, "< 2> INVENTORY. OT" ,OUT 

Also, we need to put the actual data i nto 
the file . We do that with the PRINT 
statement again . 

60 PRINT:4,Q1 
70 PRINT:4,N1S 

Another housekeeping task is to tell BASIC 
that we are finished putting informat i on 
into the file . 

80 FILE:4,CLOSE 

Up to this point I have only dealt with 
the task of inputting data and storing 1t. 
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I have not discussed manipulation of the 
data or outputting it except rudimentarily. 

Are there readers out there who want to 
hear more in this vein? Is this of 
interest to would-be programmers who 
haven't gotten started yet? If there are 
any of you out there who find this helpful. 
I w!ll continue with the development of a 
simple inventory package on a step-by-step 
beginners level basis . Write in if you 
want this feature to be continued. 

PRINTER INTERFACE TEST 
with POLY CONFIDENCE TEST 

by Russ Nobbs 

The PolyMorphic computer comes with one 
of the most extensive self-test packages of 
any microcomputer on the market. The 
self-test software is more common on mini 
and main frame systems. Like the bigger 
computers, PolyUsers are encouraged to 
treat the Poly like a "real computer" and 
to run the main Confidence test once a week 
and the extensive memory test once a month . 

For some reason, many Polys in the 
Northwest were delivered without part of 
the confidence package which is necessary 
to run the printer interface test. Poly 
part number 004533, "Test connector, 
Printer interface" should be plugged into 
the RS 232c Printer port before running the 
printer test. 

T h 1 s p a r .t c a n b e o r d e r e d fr om P o 1 y or 
made very simply with a standard connector, 
a little wire, and some crude soldering . · 
The connector is a male RS 232c 25 . pin 
connector. The panel mount type number 
DB-25P works best and is available at any 
Radio Shack store as part number 276-1547. 
Four pair of pins must be wired together 
with insulated wire "jumpers". The 
soldering is not at all critical. Just 
don't melt the plast i c insulator. Connect 
the following pins as shown in the drawing: 

Pin 2 to Pin 3 
Pin 4 to Pin 5 
Pin 6 to Pin 20 
Pin 17 to Pin 24 

13 IZ II 10 9 I 7 6 5 4 3 % 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o--o o--o 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

25 Z4 Zl 2Z ZI za It II 17 ti IS 14 

If I read the Confidence test manual 
correctly, the test plug should have come 
with your machine. No test plug was 
delivered with my system but I was given 
one at no charge when I asked the dealer 
Cthe now out-of-business PCil if they had 
one I could use . If you are in an area 
with one of the few remaining active Poly 
dealers, you might ask if they have an 
extra test plug . 

Bug Notes 

Abstract Systus hglote 801.0 

BASIC C03, 04/14/81 

lou1ber I z. 198% 

BASIC's LEN function accepts only a string 
variable as its input argument. I recently 
wrote a program to parse a line of input 
text which tested the length of a part of 
the input line . BASIC reported a syntax 
error for the code fragment: 

IF LEl!IIDS!Ltl,Sl,Etll > It THEI ... 

In order to get around this, an 
intermediate variable must be defined . 
Substituting the following code works. 

15C:llDS!Ltl,St,Ell 
IF LEl!ISSl > It TBEI .. . . 

Most functions will accept inputs of the 
correct type, but the LEN function is more 
specific . It will only accept a string 
variable. It will not accept a literal 
string, or a string function. 

Correct 
l1correct 
11correct 
Incorrect 

LEI !AS l 
LEI !IIDSIASCl,Tll 
LEI C"TEST'l 
LEI CFI ISCllJ 

String uriable 
Striag f11nctioa 
Literal String 
String f111ctioa 

Abstract Systeu hglote OOU lnnber 30, 198% . 

Exec/95, PACK reported a fatal error on 
drive 3 while packing but did NOT terminate 
command file mode! The following log file 
demonstrates. 

Scad 
SZP Z 
Error 010& e1coa1tered 1hile re1diag directories . 
lo data 01 tie dist ~as been altered . 
S; co .. a1d file co1tia1ed! 
SPr IOLOC 

The first time it happened to me, PACK had 
already moved some data, and the next 
command acted on that disk! 
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SUI-RISE/SUI-SET .BS Progr11 Description 8105/9 
Subscriber Address List PolyLetter Charles Stei1h11ser 8601/4 
Survey for1 PolyLetter 8102/8 
Surny linners hlpk Inyon 860318 
SYSTEM-SORT-PRINT .BS Progra1 Description 8105/I 
Sysle1 Progr111ers G1ide Ralpk Ieayon 8104/I 

TAPE-LOAD .AS Progr11 Descriptioa 
TELETYPE-CODE.BS Progt11 Dtscriptioa 
TEllllAL-FC .AS Prograa Description 
Th First hg Ralph leayOI 

hlpk leayon 
Ra I pb le1yo1 
h l P• le1yo1 
Al LeYJ 

Th lew Systea 
The Otker G1ys 
ne oner C1ys 
Ti1e Display as Ho1rs 11d liautes 
Trouble Using 1 Plotter 
Tweak.AS Progra1 Descriptioa 
TYPE 01 1 Cloae 
User Defined f11ctions: BASIC 
Usiag lailist - Part 4 
Wait .AS Prograa Deseriptioa 
l11ted : CASBFLOI 
l11ted: Checkbook Progrta 
l11ted: fi11nei1l Prograas 
Wnted: Ineatory System 
Wnted: Pascal 
IHI - Asseabiy L1ng11ge lnp•t 
IHI - Asseably L11g1age 01tp1t 
liuers: Suny 
Wordlaster II and leybo1rds 
Wor1bole Dri•er Descriptioa 
Zits! 
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Jaaes S.liager 
Trnis Miller 
Perey loy 
Ralph lenyon 
Ralpk lenyon 
Ralph lenyon 
hlpb leayOD 
hi ph lenyoa 
h l pb lenyoa 
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1111/Z 
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1615/1 
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8604/6 
1603/8 
861315 
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by Ralph Kenyon 

I forgot to put my name on this column 
last time and some of you thought it was 
Bob's_ It's really mine, however, I'll be 
glad to include submissions from others of 
you concerning how to make 'them' look and 
work like 'us' . 

In The Stack, Al Levy just mentioned that 
CTRL-U works in PC-DOS like CTRL-X does for 
Poly's System 88. 

The Poly's LIST command works by just 
typing "L", and I HATE having to type out 
DIR on the clone . EveryCPoly)one knows 
that DIR means LIST to the printer . To 
avoid this I created the an L. BAT file . 

DIR O(o1 %2 %3 : MORE 

With it I get Poly's single letter, and 
MORE causes the display to pause on each 
page_ The parameters allow using "L" on a 
subdirectory, and to include DOS parameters 
if desired . 

In Exec/£A:Sl, I can exit from "LIST" by 
hitting the ESC key CSee PL 8604/8 - HELP 
COMMAND LIST), but MS-DOS only responds to 
CTRL-C. Moreover, when you hit CTRL-C . 
MS-DOS blithly asks you 1f you want t o 
terminate the batch file. Cl wouldn't have 
hit CTRL-C 1f I didn't, dummy ! ) Tiring o f 
this rather soon, I modified MORE to exit 
when I hit the ESC key . Now, when I use L 
on my clone I can escape all this 
tom-foolery by hitting ESC . Cln Poly's 
Exec's "X" exits from an incomplete TYPE 
command; in Exec/£A:Sl "ESC" exits from an 
incomplete TYPE command as well as from an 
incomplete LIST command .) 

Reader•s Responses 

More articles like Frank St e arns 
Confessions (86051 & more art i cles o n 
hardware (boards, etc .) 

James Goodman, Memph is . TN 

General mix is excellent. I'd like to see 
more articles on on file interchange with 
non-Poly machines and programs fo r 
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utilities and upgrades. 
I wi 11 probably make a quantum jump to a 

new environment eventually . Meanwhile, my 
low-capacity obsolescent system continues 
to do most of what I need done. Elementary 
data base programs and BASIC programs I 
write take care of most needs . 

George Monti l lon, Cincinnati. OH 

User-level terminal adapatation and Poly to 
Macintosh software. 

Michael Aquino, Washington, DC. 

Bit Bucket 

Fast Loading BASIC Programs 
Want to save a few seconds time when 

loading a BASIC program? There are two 
ways to speed up the process. The first is 
to make a SAVEF copy of the program . The 
SAVEF copy is saved in BASIC tokenized 
form . BASIC does not have to translate 
from ASCII to tokens when a tokenized 
program is loaded . The second way is to 
bypass Exec's normal lookup process . 
Normally we type in the name of the file . 
When Exec finds out that it isn't a 
command, it calls Gfid to look up the file . 
If Gfid found the file, Exec looks in its 
table of extensions and discovers that a 
file ending in .BS must load BASIC and then 
transfer control to 1t. Since we already 
know that the program is a BASIC program, 
we can save the time it takes Exec and Gfid 
to look up the file by simply typing in 
BASIC and the file-name. Then Exec goes 
directly for BASIC without looking up the 
file . For example, instead of typing 

.Po 1 y Letter 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, MA 01267 
( 413) 458-8421 
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"MAILIST", type "BASIC MAILIST" . 

Quote of the Issue 
I use my £Poly as al "General Substitute 
for Pencil & Paper . " - George Montillon . 

In This Issue 

Editorial 1 
z i t s ! . . . 1 
Letters To C& from) The Editor 1 
Ads . . . . 4 
BASIC Programming . . . . 5 
Printer Interface Confidence Test 7 
BugNotes . . . 7 
Index to PolyLetter 1986 . 7 
The Other Guys . 9 
Reader's Responses 9 
Bit Bucket 10 

Corning Soon 

Poly Problems by Bob Bybee, Assembly 
Language Housekeeping, More BASIC for 
Beginners, RS-232 Cables and Jumper Plugs, 
Modems and Communications software, How to 
UNSAVEP protected Programs, More System 
Programmers Notes, Making your PC work like 
a Poly, More Help, BugNotes, Public Domain 
Software, etc . 

Questions 

Can you find and answer the questions 
asked in this issue? Send your answers and 
requests in. 

FIRST CLASS MAIL 

Back volumes of PolyLetter are available at 
the same price as the current subscription 
rate. CUS S15.00 yr . , Canada S18 . 00 yr . . 
Overseas S20.00 yr., payable in US dollars 
to Ralph Kenyon.) Individual issues are 
also available CS3 . 00, S3.50, S4 . 00l . 
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